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Ottawa, Ontario1

--- Upon commencing on Thursday, October 5, 20002

    at 8:30 a.m.3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Good morning,4

ladies and gentlemen.  Welcome to the Canadian5

Nuclear Safety Mission.6

With appropriate notice of the7

Commission hearings having been given, with a8

quorum of Commissioners being present, I declare9

the Commission properly constituted to proceed10

with the matters which are to be brought before11

it.12

I want to make just a quick remark13

concerning submission deadlines.14

The Commission wishes to be quite15

flexible when we are looking at submission16

deadlines.  However, our ability to be flexible17

becomes almost completely negated when we have had18

numbers of people in respecting the deadlines19

which are placed before them.20

For this particular group of21

hearings we had numerous late submissions from22

intervenors in this, both supporting and23

non-supporting, from unions and from licensees24

themselves.25
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This led us to be unable to be1

flexible and which gave us a message that people2

are not taking our submission deadlines seriously. 3

I can only urge you to not make the mistake of not4

taking our deadlines seriously because those5

deadlines are absolutely a two way in order for us6

to be able to distribute the material.  Therefore,7

all these hearings of late submission were8

refused.9

I would again urge you to make10

sure that every effort is made to allow us to be11

flexible, which I believe is in the interest of12

both the Commission and the various stakeholders.13

With that, we will then move14

forward.  The first item on the agenda of the15

hearings.16

I want to point out that there are17

some changes.  In hearing 00-H29 the following18

hearing documents have been moved to date.  That19

is 00-H29.1, 2, 2A 3 and 4.  Do you accept the20

agenda and the agenda changes?  Thank you.21

Before entering our hearing, our22

various hearings, we do have a procedural ruling23

request.  This is a request from the University of24

Toronto to consider a one day public hearing on25
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the application to abandon the SLOWPOKE-21

facility.2

I want to make it very clear that3

this is only a procedural decision today as to4

whether we have a one day instead of a two day5

hearing.  It is not an okay to abandon, as long as6

that is clear by everyone.7

With that, we will proceed with8

00-H30 and the first presentation will be done by9

the University of Toronto.10

I want to ask everyone to make11

sure that they are quite clearly indicating what12

their name is and who they represent because we13

want to be absolutely accurate on our14

transcriptions.15

Thank you.16

00-H3017

PRESENTATION18

MS MARLATT:  Good morning, Madam19

Chair, Members of the Commission.20

My name is Constance Marlatt.  We21

are here today to consider an adjournment for the22

University abandonment to December 13.  With me23

today is Dr. James Smith who will speak to the24

decommissioning application on behalf of the25
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University of Toronto.  He will also be available1

for any technical questions which arise with2

respect to the procedural request.3

I hope that Members of the4

Commission may have seen my oral submission which5

I filed with the Board yesterday so that you have6

a sense of the submissions we are making today.7

By letter dated September, we had8

submitted a request for the abandonment9

application to be considered by the Commission in10

a one day hearing on December 13.  By letter dated11

September 18 we received a confirming letter that12

such request had been placed on the agenda for13

today for the Commission's consideration.14

I would like to make clear that15

the university is a public institution and has no16

desire to cut short any public interest or comment17

with respect to the abandonment application.18

However, I would note that the19

rules of procedure make clear that such hearings20

can be held on either a one day or two day basis. 21

Clearly the premise behind the two days is to22

allow  for public intervention.23

In a case such as this, however,24

it is extremely unlikely that there will be such25
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interventions and, as such, we ask the Commission1

to consider a one day hearing.  Our rationale for2

that is it is unlikely there will be public3

interventions as there have been no intervenor4

requests with respect to the decommissioning5

application.  In addition, we have held in the6

past public meetings with respect to the proposed7

plan for the reactor and at that time no8

postponement public concerns were raised.9

At this time we are unaware of10

anyone objecting to our plan or intending to11

intervene in the proceeding.  In addition, the12

matters involved are primarily of a technical13

nature and have not to date shown any interest in14

terms of a public hearing.15

For the renewal of the reactor's16

operating licence, AECB, which it was then called,17

proposed renewal of the Toronto area and at that18

time the Board, as it was, received no expression19

of public interest or public comment.20

In addition, the Commission itself21

in its ruling of September 16 did consider our22

application for a one day hearing for23

decommissioning.  It stated that the low level of24

public interest shown to date, the non-activities25
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and the fact that the facility had already been1

defuelled and is non-operational are reasonable2

factors to consider in our request.3

For all the above reasons, we say4

there is no evidence that there will be public5

concern with respect to the abandonment6

application.  Nevertheless, we do have two public7

meetings scheduled for the next two months.8

The first one is scheduled for9

October 19 at 5:00 p.m., that is in hopes we will10

receive a decommissioning application and if we11

do, we will hold a public meeting with respect to12

that decommissioning application.13

The second meeting will be held by14

the University promptly after the final15

decommissioning report is available.  We do have16

two more public hearings for the next two months.17

In light of what will come if the18

Commission does grant our one day hearing request,19

we would like to submit that there will be no20

public prejudice if the Commission does make such21

a ruling.22

If the public interest is23

expressed in the abandonment application, they24

will not be prejudicing its rights of intervention25
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since the notice of public appearance on the1

abandonment application, which I understand must2

be published on or before December 13, will submit3

that it will be a one day hearing after which you4

will make your ruling.5

At the time the public will be6

able to make known if it wishes to intervene7

before November 30, which is before the December8

13 hearing.9

In addition, the Commission can10

include in this ruling the exact same type of11

condition that you have put into your conditional12

ruling in August which makes the hearing to be13

conditional, such that a second hearing day could14

well be required if new information or any request15

proceeds that cannot be dealt with in one day.16

For these reasons, we respectfully17

submit that the Commission consider a one day18

hearing for the abandonment application, retaining19

an option to extend the hearing, if necessary, to20

accommodate intervenors.  Between the notice of21

public hearing and the ruling, any public interest22

in the abandonment application will be protected.23

Thank you very much.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you. 25
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Before questioning on the one day, the1

Commissioners would agree to proceed with 00-H3.12

from staff.3

00-H3.14

MR. PEREIRA:  Thank you.5

The only question I have is I am a6

little confused in the letter dated October 4,7

received here yesterday, written by Mr. Smith. 8

When I look at the schedule, the second paragraph,9

this fact to take no more than nine days, that10

will give you five weeks in which to complete your11

final survey to the staff that was ordered,12

November 5.13

I am losing a couple of weeks up14

there somewhere.  This is October 5.  You can15

proceed to do the dismantling which takes about16

nine days, if I understood you correctly.  That17

brings us to November 5.  As of today, it is only18

four weeks before.  Can you correct that for make?19

DR. SMITH:  Madam Chair, my20

arithmetic is clearly faulty.  You are quite21

right.  The time taken to remove that would only22

begin on the Commission licence.  That may be as23

late as October 15 or 16.  We noted the additional24

nine days to complete the work.  We would at the25
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same time be carrying out some of the work.1

We would submit that the document2

will be completed for reading by November 5.  The3

five weeks was a mistake.4

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Do you see this5

as significantly interfering withe the amount of6

material that may be available for a one day7

decision in December?8

DR. SMITH:  It is going to be9

close, Madam Chairman.  I am discussing this with10

the Commission staff that have the impression that11

we could do it.  Whether that is feasible, if12

everything goes well I believe we will be in a13

reasonably good position by November 5 to give the14

Commission enough information to decide whether we15

could proceed with the abandonment on or about16

December 13.17

THE CHAIRPERSON:  In your previous18

appearance, you indicate how very important it was19

to finish this by the end of this year because the20

university had to utilize this area for another21

purpose.  Now you are indicating it could be22

extremely tight.  What will then happen?23

DR. SMITH:  If the university caps24

have no restricted usage of the facility by the25
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end of December, it will have to delay some plans1

to reutilize this space.2

THE CHAIRPERSON:  So the3

indication that those plans could have significant4

effect may not have the significant effects.5

DR. SMITH:  I have been advised by6

my colleagues in the university we do have a risk. 7

I have no idea of how significant that risk is,8

the loss of the $30 mill project in new9

technology.  It has been designated for use on new10

technology research.  This is on hold now.  It has11

been delayed.12

THE CHAIRPERSON:  And the13

university certainly has not shown an indication14

to us indicating a loss.15

DR. SMITH:  No, it has not.16

MEMBER GRAHAM:  A couple of17

questions.  The dismantling of the station until18

the decommissioning licence is a given.19

DR. SMITH:  That's correct.20

MEMBER GRAHAM:  After the licence21

is given, you say it takes about nine days to22

dismantle.23

DR. SMITH:  To dismantle.24

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Does that allow25
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for any other problems that may arise about1

contamination or anything else?2

DR. SMITH:  It has been taken into3

account.  There was a contingency plan affecting4

the material.  In discussions with the staff, we5

produced a plan whereby we will deal with the6

concrete core material.  If the core material is7

activated and this is unfeasible for reasons of8

safety or because the university will apply for a9

separate licence for the pool, the facility will10

not be affected.11

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We will hear12

more about that in the decommissioning13

application.14

MEMBER GRAHAM:  That's fair15

enough.  I wanted to get the sequence of this.16

DR. SMITH:  No, I don't think so. 17

We were taking the core samples and sending them18

to the Commission for analysis, sending duplicate19

samples, and we'll do our own.20

The turnaround time I think21

should, I'm reasonably confident, be no more than22

a couple of days, and that can take place while we23

are doing other screening work.  There is no24

reason why we can't be carrying out the screening25
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on three-quarters of the facility at that time.1

The only radioactive field2

associated with the project on the surface is near3

the ion-exchange columns which are used to purify4

the reactor pool water.  That is in one room, one5

part of one room.  The rest of the facility6

appears at this stage to be clean.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I guess for8

today's procedural decision, which is whether we9

will hold it on one day or not, which is a10

decision that you were looking for, some of the11

questioning has been related to when the date of12

that one day would be appropriate because of the13

time delays.  That will become very evident as14

time goes on, as to whether a hearing, be it one15

day or two days, for abandonment -- we obviously16

will not proceed for an application for17

abandonment if the licensee is not ready to come18

forward with a good case for abandonment at that19

date.20

DR. SMITH:  This will be readily21

apparent by early November, Madam Chairman.22

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.23

Any other questions?  Any other24

comments from staff?25
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MR. PEREIRA:  No, Madam Chair.1

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.2

We will then proceed with a3

hearing related to the same facility, that is, the4

University of Toronto.  This is a one-day hearing5

on the decommissioning of the SLOWPOKE-2 reactor.6

The University of Toronto had a7

procedural hearing in August of this year, on8

August the 16th.9

So turning to 00-H25.1, the first10

presentation will be done by the University of11

Toronto.12

00-H25.113

PRESENTATION14

DR. SMITH:  Madam Chairman,15

Members of the Commission, Members of the public16

and staff, the purpose of this presentation is to17

apply for a licence to decommission the SLOWPOKE-218

Class 1 facility at the University of Toronto.19

I'm James Smith and I'm20

accompanied by Dr. Jack Richman, who is sitting21

next to me, and by Dr. Sandu Sonoc, who is sitting22

just behind us.  If there are any technical23

questions, one of the three of us will attempt to24

address them.25
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In the presentation, I will be1

reviewing the history and purpose of the reactor. 2

There is a separate slide for the history.  We3

will also be looking at the use of the facility4

briefly.5

Finally, I will mention the design6

when I show you some slides of the defuelling7

operation, which will give the Commission staff a8

better idea of the scale of the facility and the9

intended disposition, ultimately, of the facility10

site, which is for unrestricted use, except11

possibly for the pool.12

The facility was commissioned in13

1971.  It was called SLOWPOKE-1 after SLOWPOKE-214

went in.  It was a research-type reactor.  It was15

in development at that time by Atomic Energy16

Canada Limited.  It was replaced in part.  Most of17

the existing part of the facility, like the pool,18

was already there so they used it again, but it19

was replaced in 1976 by SLOWPOKE-2, which was in20

continuous use until 1998, December 31st, 1998.21

The decision to decommission was22

made by the university's governing council in23

1997, in September 1997.  The decision was based24

on the fact that the fuel was approaching the end25
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of its useful life, that refuelling would be1

expensive, and that the usage of the facility had2

changed over the years and the demand for its3

particular usage could be easily replaced by the4

reactor at McMaster or the SLOWPOKE reactor at5

RMC.6

The research services, as I7

mentioned, ended on December 30th, roughly near8

the end of December 1998, and the reactor then9

became idle.  The reactor was defuelled in June of10

2000, following approval by the Commission for the11

defuelling and the transportation of the fuel to12

the United States, and I will show you a few13

slides of that, just because it's interesting.14

The reactor was used initially for15

the production of neutrons for analytical16

chemistry.  It was used as an example to analyze17

Napoleon's hair to determine whether or not he had18

been poisoned with arsenic.  That was one of its19

most popular public applications.  It was used for20

education of the students and the research staff21

of the university in nuclear energy, and it was22

used for research on the effects of radiation on23

various materials, including diamonds, which one24

of my colleagues converted to graphite using the25
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facility.1

I don't intend to be2

disrespectful, Madam Chairman, but I thought it3

was awfully funny at the time.4

I'm going to give you an overview5

of the decommissioning project, starting with the6

decommissioning team members.  I'm the project7

manager, and I and my colleagues -- Dr. Jack8

Richman, who is the general contractor, Dr. Sandu9

Sonoc, who is the project safety officer, together10

with Mr. Peter Fundarek, who was then with the11

university -- decommissioned another Class 1,12

facility, the subcritical assembly, and acquired a13

fair amount of experience at that time in the14

process of decommissioning.15

We are working with16

Mr. Michael Lee, who is a quality consultant to17

the university on quality assurance and18

management; Ms Susan Offreider(ph) is the reactor19

operator and project safety auditor; George20

Berbidge(ph) is the only licensed reactor engineer21

in Canada licensed by the Commission to work on22

Slowpoke reactors, he is assisted by Mr. Manfred23

Mueller(ph), a licensed reactor technician.24

At this time, I would like to25
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acknowledge that the work that we have done have1

included members of your staff who were a very2

effective part of our team.  We have worked with3

Mark Mortimer, Jackie Kavanagh, Barclay Howden,4

Bernie Zgola, and especially Peter Fundarek, whose5

work and support and long hours have made it6

possible for us to develop what I believe will be7

a template document for decommissioning Slowpoke8

reactors in the future.9

The University of Toronto has a10

somewhat complex administrative structure, and11

just to show you this, it is basically in terms of12

the quality assurance aspects of the project.13

The governing council is the owner14

of the facility legally and the licence is issued15

to the governing council, but the licence holder16

is the vice-president, Research and International17

Relations.  That's Professor Heather Monroe-Bloom. 18

There is a little arrow pointing to her on your19

screen.20

The president of the university is21

not directly involved in the management of this22

project but the vice-president, Administration and23

Human Resources, reports through him to the24

governing council anything that the radiation25
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protection authority feels it needs to be brought1

to the attention of the governing council.2

The radiation protection authority3

is the licensed designated authority on campus for4

the management of our reactor and -- well, the5

management to all matters affecting new radiation,6

ionizing radiation.7

The Radiation Protection Service,8

down at the lower left-hand side, is responsible9

for auditing and for the management of licensing10

on the campus.  They have worked with us and will11

be conducting audits of the process of12

decommissioning, according to a schedule which was13

submitted a day or two ago.14

The Radiation Protection Service15

is led by the senior radiation protection officer16

who reports to the director of Environmental17

Health and Safety, who reports to the18

vice-president, Administration and Human19

Resources, except in matters of radiation he20

reports directly to the radiation protection21

authority which in turn reports in principle22

directly to the governing council.23

The licence holder,24

vice-president, Research and International25
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Relations, on the right-hand side of the slide,1

has delegated assistant vice-president,2

Peter Munch(ph), to manage the project with me.  I3

am the project manager.  I hope that's clear.4

Under me, the project manager, we5

have reporting directly to me a quality6

consultant, Mr. Michael Lee; a project safety7

officer, Sandu Sonoc; a project safety auditor,8

Susan Offreider(ph).  These people are responsible9

for ensuring that through auditing and through10

advice that we are compliant and conform with our11

own internal policies and regulations with respect12

to all legal requirements.13

The reactor general contractor is14

accountable for assisting with the management of15

the project staff and with the subcontractors and16

consultants for drafting contracts and so on, but17

the university's standard procedures for issuing18

contracts were followed.19

There is a decommissioning task20

force which I chair which meets regularly to21

review the applications and documents related to22

the facility, and the Slowpoke Reactor Committee,23

which I also chair, which is the operating24

committee responsible for the regular, the normal,25
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operation of the reactor.  Although the reactor no1

longer operates, we still maintain the chair2

because we are under the current operating3

licence.4

The objectives of this project are5

to decommission the reactor safely with a minimum6

risk to the team members, the workers and the7

public, and to return the site to the university8

of Toronto for unrestricted use, with the possible9

exception of the pool.  This is a contingency that10

we have considered on the advice of commission11

staff.12

There are three phases to the work13

which are basically administrative phases except14

that we cannot do anything on the dismantling15

until we receive a decommissioning licence.16

We have done work under Phase I,17

which is under the operating licence, and we will18

 review that in a minute.19

We have done work under the20

decommissioning licence, or we have proposed to do21

work under the decommissioning licence.22

Finally, under Phase III, we will23

look at the surveys that need to be done in order24

to complete the work and to prepare a report for25
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submission to Commission staff, and we have1

committed to meeting a deadline set mutually by us2

and Peter Fundarek of November 5th.3

Under Phase I we have removed the4

highly enriched uranium fuel and sent it to the5

United States for disposal.  We have replaced the6

deionizer columns several times because of a very7

severe corrosion problem, which we also8

controlled.  We have removed, stored and packaged9

or will be removing, storing and packaging reactor10

parts, beryllium reactor parts, irradiation tubes,11

controllers and samplers.  These will be shipped12

to a Slowpoke facility in Jamaica.13

This has been accepted by the14

Commission staff.15

We will remove store and dispose16

or have removed, stored and disposed of concrete17

reactor covers also with the approval of18

Commission staff, and we have provided all of the19

documents required by the Canadian Nuclear Safety20

Commission.  The last set came in a day ago.  And21

we were really grateful to the Commission staff22

for their support and help.  We don't want to ever23

appear to be critical of them for that.  They have24

been first class.25
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There are some slides here.  On1

the upper left-hand corner is a training exercise2

being carried out by Michael Lee, who is the3

little guy.  On the extreme left in the blue shirt4

is Sandu Sonoc.  We are meeting with the CNSC5

staff in the next slide to the right.  Some of the6

people here will recognize themselves.  George7

Berbidge(ph) is the man with the white moustache8

you can just barely see in the middle.  He is the9

reactor engineer.10

Now, to give you an idea of the11

scale of this reactor, the first slide on the12

lower left shows the removal of the concrete13

blocks which are on top.  The reactor is about14

2 metres in diameter and it's about 6.7 metres15

deep and it's full of water.16

The next slide shows the beginning17

of defuelling, and you can see our team, and you18

can see irradiation tubes which conduct samples19

down into the bottom of the core when the reactor20

is operating.21

We have begun the defuelling22

procedure in the next slide.  You can see that we23

have been very careful.  In fact, Commission staff24

were there during the defuelling to ensure that we25
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complied with all of their requirements.1

We also had Department of Energy2

people from the United States, Transport Canada3

people at various times, as well as our own4

workers/consultants.5

The next slide, please.6

The flask in which we transported7

the fuel was an AECL or Nordion F-257 flask which8

was accepted or certified by the Atomic Energy9

Control Board in January of this year, the10

overpack in which that flask fits, and there is11

Sandu Sonoc putting the overpack on top of the12

flask or taking it off, whichever happened first. 13

He is also doing radiation sampling.  We found14

there was some contamination by U.S. standards of15

the overpack and the flask, but not by Canadian.16

The whole assembly was then loaded17

on a great big truck and shipped off to Hamilton18

where we, at the request of DOE, met with a19

shipment from the McMaster reactor facility, and20

the convoy then proceeded to the United States21

border and Savannah River.  There is a better view22

of it.  You even get a view of the truck on the23

last slide there, on the extreme lower right.24

We conducted some training25
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exercises while we were defuelling.  That's the1

chap from Atomic Energy Canada Limited.  They2

asked that we train their people and we agreed to3

do so.  There is a measurement of radiation fields4

around the system being carried out.  I believe5

that's Sandu, but it could be somebody else,6

Dr. Sonoc.7

Here is the beryllium shim.  It8

gives you an idea of the scale of this reactor. 9

This reactor was a 20-kilowatt reactor.  That's a10

very small reactor.  It worked with a highly11

enriched uranium fuel consisting of tiny pins, 29712

of them, inserted in a cage.  The entire size of13

the thing is about the size of a large tin of14

tomato juice.  If you look at the lower left-hand,15

you can see one of the -- I believe that's the16

beryllium shim, the large one, on the top of the17

reactor.18

There is Dr. Sonoc again on the19

right, and there is our radiation safety officer,20

senior radiation safety officer, and the rails.21

That's the end of the slides.22

Under Phase II, we will hold23

public meetings, which have already been24

announced.  We will dispose of the reactor pool25
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water, which has already been analyzed, but there1

will be duplicate analyses performed by the2

university itself outside of the commissioning3

project to ensure that it meets the release4

criteria.  It already does.  It's really much5

purer than drinking water now in most parts of6

Ontario.  It contains, essentially, no radiation7

or heavy elements of any kind.8

We want to remove, package and9

dispose of the reactor vessel components.  This is10

the dismantling procedure that we intend to11

proceed with.  We will remove, package and dispose12

of reactor cooling coils which were approved for13

removal during the defuelling, but we couldn't14

take them out because of a safety issue so we left15

them in.  We will take them out under Phase II.16

We need to remove, to sample and17

manage the contaminated reactor pool concrete and18

rebar, if it has occurred.  The reactor itself19

operated for a long time and the package -- the20

fuel bundle itself was about a metre away from any21

structural surface within the pool which,22

calculations indicate, would not result in23

contamination of the pool material, but we are24

going to sample and ensure that it is clean.25
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We will then clean the facility1

and go on to Phase III, which will also be done2

under the -- oh, yes, disposing of the hazardous3

and non-hazardous wastes as industrial waste.4

We will complete Phase III under5

the decommissioning licence -- a final radiation6

survey.  We will write a final report and make a7

very serious attempt to get that to the Commission8

by November the 5th.  We will request permission9

to abandon the facility or we have already done10

so, under a licence to abandon.11

To conclude, Madam Chairman and12

Members of the Commission, we have completed13

Phase I successfully without incident, without14

non-conformance or non-compliance of any kind15

whatsoever, which includes removal of the fuel.16

We have provided all the17

documentation required by the Canadian Nuclear18

Safety Commission with the very strong support of19

the Commission staff, and we are now in a20

position, we believe, to decommission the reactor.21

Thank you, Madam Chairman.22

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.23

Commissioners, do you agree to24

hear from staff prior to questioning?25
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Thank you.1

Mr. Pereira.2

MR. PEREIRA:  Madam Chair, Members3

of the Commission, the staff presentation for4

CMD 00-H25 will be presented by Bernie Zgola, Head5

of the Decommissioning and Financial Guarantee6

section and Barclay Howden, Director of the7

Uranium Facilities division.  With them will be8

Mr. Peter Fundarek, Project Officer,9

Decommissioning and Financial Guarantees section.10

--- Pause11

THE CHAIRPERSON:  This is12

document 00-H25A.13

00-H25A14

PRESENTATION15

MR. ZGOLA:  Good morning,16

Dr. Bishop and Commission Members.  The following17

is an update to the conclusions and18

recommendations presented by CNS staff to you in19

CMD 00-H25.20

A little bit of background.  The21

University of Toronto applied for a22

decommissioning licence in June 2000 and the23

unfavourable recommendation by CNSC staff last24

August in the above-noted CMD resulted from the25
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incomplete documentation submitted by the1

university to that time.2

Since then, as mentioned by3

U of T, they and we have continued to address4

outstanding documentation contingency issues with5

the latest meeting occurring here at the CNSC6

offices last Friday.7

The input to our conclusions and8

recommendations are as follows.9

The University of Toronto has10

operated the SLOWPOKE-2 reactor safely in the11

past.  The reactor was defuelled successfully in12

June 2000 under the operating licence.  A13

screening level review for CEAA has been completed14

successfully.  And, as mentioned previously, the15

documentation contingency deficiencies are being16

resolved.17

CNSC staff have concluded that:18

The residual risks associated with19

the decommissioning project are small and that20

they can be controlled by the implementers by21

following accurate and fulsome documentation22

referred to in the decommissioning licence.  I23

should note here that as this documentation is24

still being revised, the final references in25
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Appendix A in the proposed decommissioning licence1

may change.2

A specific licence condition D-1,3

setting out the requirements for final oversight4

approval of the project documentation by CNSC5

staff for implementing the decommissioning safely6

is needed.  The director general, DFCMR, should be7

the approval authority for the proposed licence8

condition D-1.9

Finally, our recommendations are10

that:  the current operating licence, NPROL-6A00/11

2003 be revoked; the director general, Directorate12

of Fuel Cycle and Materials Regulation, be13

designated as the signing authority indicated in14

the proposed licence condition D-1; and that the15

attached licence, NPRDL-SLP2-2017.00 indefinite,16

be issued for an indefinite period to the17

University of Toronto for decommissioning at the18

SLOWPOKE-2 reactor facility.19

Thank you for your attention. 20

CNSC staff are prepared to answer your questions.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.22

Are there any questions either of23

staff or the University of Toronto?24

Dr. Giroux.25
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MEMBER GIROUX:  Yes.  I think it1

is mainly for staff.2

The first question is there is a3

report that dismantling the reactor has begun. 4

The fuel has been shipped to Jamaica and other5

parts also.  This implies that the reactor at the6

time was assumed that decommissioning would be7

going on because the dismantling had started.8

The question is:  Where is the9

border between the operating licence which allowed10

the starting of dismantling and the11

decommissioning licence?12

MR. ZGOLA:  That's an excellent13

question, Dr. Giroux, and it's something that we14

have pondered and puzzled over for many months.15

The decision is made basically to16

refuel a reactor, be it a research reactor or a17

power reactor, under an operating licence because18

the fuel could be changed under an operating19

licence, so the removal of the fuel itself is20

properly done under the operating licence.  Any21

further major dismantling would be done under a22

decommissioning licence.23

MEMBER GIROUX:  But some24

dismantling was done under the operating licence.25
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MR. ZGOLA:  Yes, there was, and it1

was a judgment call that it would be appropriate2

at that time, as they were removing the fuel, to3

remove certain components of the reactor that were4

closely associated with the fuel.5

MEMBER GIROUX:  Okay.  Thank you. 6

That's clear.7

My second question concerns8

condition D-1 which you just referred to.  You say9

that CNSC has to verify the University of10

Toronto's ability to control and carry out the11

operations.  My question is:  On what basis will12

you determine the ability to control?  Is this on13

documentation, on people, on both, or whatever?14

MR. ZGOLA:  It will be determined15

on both cases because, by and large, the same16

staff that was involved in the defuelling will be17

involved in the further decommissioning.  Then we18

have spent an inordinant amount of time of, you19

know, of CNSC's staff time, and indeed U of T20

decommissioning staff time, trying to make sure21

that the documentation is very, very detailed,22

very, very fulsome, and that it can be followed as23

a roadmap to do this, you know, the final24

dismantling of the reactor in a safe fashion.25
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Particularly, there is that issue1

of quality assurance, which we spent a2

considerable amount of time trying to make sure3

that the quality assurance procedures associated4

with the project, as well as any audit that is5

being done by people at U of T, are sufficiently6

fulsome and detailed that they shouldn't have any7

difficulties with it.8

MEMBER GIROUX:  Thank you.9

A final question.  You have a10

condition R2 in the licence also which says that11

the university has to report annually, on12

September 30th, I believe, on the status of13

operations.  There is no sunset clause in there. 14

When does it stop?15

MR. ZGOLA:  Well, all16

decommissioning licences are basically open-ended17

and indefinite, simply because we don't want to18

get into the situation that we would forget to19

renew the licence.  There is really no incentive20

for a holder of a decommissioning licence to renew21

the licence, and that's why we have decided to22

make all decommissioning licences without expiry23

date until a licence to abandon is issued.24

The reporting requirements are25
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there just as a standard, because it could take a1

lot longer.2

MEMBER GIROUX:  But the reporting3

requirement would presumably stop after the4

licence of abandonment --5

MR. ZGOLA:  Yes, they will.  But6

then there are still requirements by regulation7

for the licensee to retain records for a period of8

time as well.9

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.10

Any other questions?  Dr. Barnes.11

MEMBER BARNES:  I guess it's a12

statement just to follow up on Dr. Giroux's point.13

I'm amazed overall at the process14

that the University of Toronto has found itself15

in, painting itself really into almost an16

unacceptable corner here.  It did seem to me,17

looking at the slides that were presented earlier,18

that decommissioning was well under way, yet here19

we are today considering a request for a20

decommissioning licence.  It seems to me that it's21

making, to some extent, a little joke of the whole22

procedure.23

Do you want to comment on that?24

MR. ZGOLA:  Remembering that we25
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became the Commission back in the end of May,1

beginning of June, and this facility switched over2

from being a licensed facility under the old AECB3

regime and regulations and Act into a facility4

that now is a Class 1 facility under the new Act5

and regulations where the requirements are really6

much more stringent, so, basically, it was an7

unfortunate combination of timing, and the fact8

that we became the CNSC and we had to follow the9

regulatory requirements that the CNSC has to10

complete the work that is trying to be done at the11

U of T.12

I don't know if that answers your13

question, but that's fundamentally the problem,14

that they got caught in a time squeeze of having15

to fulfil the regulatory requirements that16

currently exist at the CNSC.  If they had been a17

little bit quicker about it, if they had been say18

doing the decommissioning work early this year,19

they would have been able to do it under an20

amended operating licence without a lot of these21

very detailed requirements that exist now to22

decommission a Class 1 facility.23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I wonder if you24

would just clarify, Dr. Barnes, when you had25
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indicated that decommissioning was well on its1

way, recognizing that defuelling does not have to2

be part of decommissioning, if you would just3

clarify what aspect you felt was well under way.4

MEMBER BARNES:  Well, we not only5

saw the defuelling, but we also saw concrete6

blocks being removed and so on.  That surely is7

not part of the defuelling, is it?8

MR. ZGOLA:  Well, the concrete9

blocks were there on top of the reactor.  That had10

to be removed in order to get access to the fuel.11

MEMBER BARNES:  So to this point12

only the fuel has been removed?13

MR. ZGOLA:  And a few parts that14

are collateral to the fuel removal, like the15

shims, et cetera.  They took the opportunity to16

take these parts and share them and ship them to17

other Slowpoke users.  But the actual18

dismantlement of the reactor container and the19

other reactor components is the topic of the20

decommissioning licence.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  The point I'm22

trying to make is there is still a -- the major23

part of decommissioning has not yet occurred.24

MR. ZGOLA:  Exactly.25
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MEMBER GRAHAM:  A question with1

regard to decommissioning.  You said, and just2

some clarification on this, "with the exception of3

the pool", that that might be something set aside4

and different.  Could you explain that a little5

more clearly?6

MR. ZGOLA:  Perhaps I would like7

U of T to explain that and then if I have anything8

to add I will.9

DR. SMITH:  Yes, the pool, as I10

mentioned in my talk, is about 6.7 metres deep and11

full of water.  Within the pool, the reactor12

vessels contain the fuel bundle and the13

irradiation tubes which went down into the fuel14

bundle.15

The irradiation field generated by16

the reactor when it was operating consisted of17

neutrons which are largely absorbed by water, but18

it's possible, over 23 years or so of operation,19

that the neutron activation of the pool concrete20

liner material and the floor of the pool had21

become activated or contaminated.  We can't know22

that for sure until we have actually done some23

sampling so that we developed a contingency plan24

for sampling the concrete by coring, sending the25
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cores to a laboratory for analysis -- one1

designated by the Commission and the other2

selected by us or we will do it ourselves.3

If the samples show that the pool4

material is not contaminated, that it meets5

release criteria, then we can include the pool in6

the overall application for licence to abandon the7

facility.  If not, our contingency plan is to8

apply for a separate appropriate licence to seal9

the pool to ensure that it's not accessible,10

except to a licensed radiation worker, and measure11

from time to time, probably go back and resample12

in 10 years or 20 years depending on how long the13

calculations will then show, based on what the14

composition of the contamination is, it will be15

safe to remove it from the new licence.16

But the general principle of this17

is that we will not allow any radiation to remain18

in the facility above release limits, except19

possibly in the pool where we may not be able to20

safely remove it.21

The problem with removing22

contaminated concrete may be that we damage the23

structure of the pool to such an extent that it24

becomes unsafe in the removal process, and the25
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university would rather, then, follow the advice1

of the Commission staff and apply for a separate2

licence.3

MEMBER GIROUX:  Just one other4

question.  The separate application or separate5

licence or approval that you would require, that6

would not slow down the other process for7

abandonment?8

DR. SMITH:  No, no, it wouldn't.9

The pool can be separated by10

sealing it from the rest of the facility and the11

rest of the work can continue.12

MR. ZGOLA:  That's fundamentally13

correct.14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Any other15

questions?16

Thank you.17

MR. ZGOLA:  Thank you very much.18

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We will now19

proceed with hearing 00-H16, which is the20

New Brunswick Power reactor operating licence.21

The first presentation will be22

done by OPG -- I'm sorry! -- will be done by23

New Brunswick Power.24

--- Laughter25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  I do apologize1

to both utilities.2

MR. HARVIE:  I assume that's a3

compliment.4

--- Laughter5

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Mr. White.6

This is 00-H16.1A.  I would remind7

everyone that this is day two of this particular8

hearing.9

00-H16/00-H16.1/00-H16.1A10

PRESENTATION11

MR. WHITE:  Good morning,12

Madam Chair and Members of the Commission.  I'm13

Rod White, Vice-President, Nuclear, New Brunswick14

Power.  With me today are Bill Pilkington,15

Station Manager, Point Lepreau Generating Station,16

and Jill McCarthy, Nuclear Safety Manager,17

Point Lepreau Generating Station.18

This is the fourth time that19

N.B. Power has appeared before the Commission20

during our current licence to provide an update on21

the Point Lepreau performance improvement program.22

I would bring note to the fact23

that the slide format we are using is slightly24

changed from that which we submitted to you to25
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increase viewability, but the content is the same1

on it.2

You will recall that in April we3

reported that hard work over the winter had4

resulted in us being able to demonstrate improved5

results in our performance improvement program.6

Today I'm pleased to reiterate my7

comments from April and that this summer has8

provided us with continued results.9

In April we provided you with10

progress on specific on PIP projects, an overview11

of our business planning process, more information12

on the transition program, and outline the program13

that Point Lepreau intends to focus on as we14

continue to pursue improvements in the15

organization.16

Today our presentation will be17

short.  We provided details of business planning18

and transition initiatives in our previous19

appearance and we intend to focus on a progress20

update of the PIP projects and a brief overview of21

our plan going forward.22

As always, we welcome questions. 23

I will turn the presentation over to24

Mr. Pilkington.25
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MR. PILKINGTON:  Thank you, Rod.1

Good morning, Dr. Bishop and2

Commission Members.3

I can't help but pick up on the4

thread of something that U of T mentioned in their5

presentation.  They talked about their Slowpoke6

being able to turn diamonds into graphite.  It7

caused me to muse a little bit about what they8

would have as their purpose for being.9

We have done some thinking10

ourselves at Point Lepreau, so it gives me an11

opportunity to tell you that our purpose is to12

enrich the lives of those we serve with the energy13

of our people and our technology.14

We are pleased to be here today in15

support of the Point Lepreau operating licence16

renewal to provide you with a further update on17

our performance improvement or PIP program.18

I would like to go back and talk19

just briefly about the origins of PIP.20

When we came before you in 1996 to21

apply for a licence renewal, we identified that we22

needed, recognized that we needed to make safety23

improvements at Lepreau, and we outlined some24

initiatives that we were intending to take during25
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that licence period.1

In granting our licence, the Board2

gave us a condition requiring us to report on our3

improvement program at six-month intervals.4

When we first appeared in April of5

1997, we identified that the evaluation of the6

root cause of our safety performance problems7

indicated that we needed to develop the strategic8

planning and resourcing appropriate to our9

mission.10

The current scope of the PIP11

program was defined in our submission to AECB12

staff in August of 1998.13

In that submission, we identified14

three levels of priority of projects and the15

schedules by which we would address them.16

Priority A projects were the17

highest priority.  For those projects we18

identified progress targets which we would use to19

track progress and to be able to present to you20

where we were with those projects.  We also21

identified milestones which were, for us,22

commitments, to complete what we stated in the23

milestones on the schedule that we had provided. 24

And we identified that if we had to change25
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milestones, we would first seek staff approval.1

The second level of priority were2

our B projects.  For those we identified only3

targets and therefore not a fixed schedule, but we4

did commit to assign a high priority to their5

completion and to, in our presentations, make you6

aware of how we progressed on targets.7

We also had a Priority C projects8

which we intended to undertake but for which we9

couldn't guarantee a schedule.  Therefore, we10

provided no targets and no milestones.11

When we appeared before you in12

April of this year and delivered what was,13

according to the licence, our final report, we14

still had eight of our 16 milestones associated15

with the A priorities that were near completion,16

but in fact not done.  It is, therefore, very17

appropriate that we appear before you now to give18

you a further report.19

In the next two slides I will be20

speaking really to the numbers and then I will21

talk about the substance after that.22

First of all, on our A projects,23

we identified 57 targets.  We now have 51 of those24

targets met.  When we came before you in April, we25
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had 41.  Of the six that are not yet completed,1

five are in progress and on track and I would2

point out that the schedules for some of these3

projects extended beyond this licence period.4

There are none which are in5

progress and which are experiencing delays.  There6

is one target which we deferred.  It was a7

relatively minor element.  It had to do with the8

estimating of technical project workloads.  We had9

initially intended to build a process to look10

after that.  We later decided that we would do so11

by building a database and then use that for12

future predictions.13

Milestones, which were our14

commitments.  We had a total of 16 milestones for15

the A projects.  When we came to you in April, we16

had eight of those completed.  We now have 14 of17

16 complete.  The two that are not yet complete18

are both in progress and on track towards their19

completion dates.  There are none that are20

experiencing delays and there are none that we21

have deferred.22

On to the B projects.  We have a23

total of 53 targets for our B projects.  Of that24

53, 42 have been completed.  In fact, when we came25
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to you in April, at that time we also had 421

completed.2

There are 11 which are not yet3

complete.  Of those, six are currently in progress4

and on track and five are in progress and we are5

experiencing delays.  None of the Group B projects6

has been deferred.  In future, these initiatives7

will be resourced and tracked by our business8

planning process.9

If you wish additional details on10

the projects or on the targets which are in11

progress or are being delayed, I can provide that,12

if questioned.13

Beyond the numbers, I want to14

speak to results.  What you see before you is a15

list of the projects which are completed.  Based16

on these improvement projects completed, in this17

licence interval we are achieving positive18

results.19

The performance measures that show20

those positive results are contained in the CMD21

which was submitted.  I will not present them here22

unless asked or unless questions that are relevant23

arise.24

I would first look at A-2 and A-3,25
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work control and maintenance backlog.  Maintenance1

is being managed more effectively at Point2

Lepreau.  Results, we are seeing improved plant3

performance.  Except for brief outages due to4

lightning strikes on our lines, which is not5

really a maintenance issue, we have not had an6

unscheduled shutdown of the Point Lepreau reactor7

since the fall of 1997.8

Next I would like to point to A-4,9

corrective action follows, A-6, PICA, our Problem10

Identification and Corrective Action Program,11

A-10, our self-assessment program and B-1, our12

OP&P compliance project.13

As a grouping, looking at those,14

we have improved our ability to identify low level15

problems, reportable events and to manage16

corrective actions.  The result, we have a lower17

safety significance of events.  We have fewer18

events with safety significance.19

Future results.  When we are20

satisfied that we have created a strong reporting21

culture, problem identification culture, we will22

be able to use these programs to use toward air23

reduction programs, event-free operation.24

I point to item A-5, ACB action25
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item progress where we identified the set of what1

we consider to be high priority items.  Examples2

would be our Y2K project and also our main steam3

line leak detection system.  The group of actions4

which we identified have all been completed.5

Finally, I would like to point to6

A-9, developing a strategic plan, coupled with7

A-7, work management for the technical unit.  We8

have aligned our organization to our vision and to9

our mission.  We have set priorities and we are10

now able to measure results.11

Moving to those A projects which12

are currently not yet complete, but progressing. 13

Supervisory effectiveness.  The program as we14

defined it in PIP is progressing towards our15

planned completion, but I wish to point out that16

the scope over the past two years was expanded17

well beyond the original PIP scope.18

This is an area where we learned a19

lot as we progressed.  I would point to some of20

the most powerful programs that we put in place21

that were not part of the original PIP, that being22

our values and interpersonal skills, workshops,23

for all of our employees -- that was a three days24

workshop -- and also our vision and world class25
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performance workshops.  In terms of impact on our1

organization, in terms of preparing the2

organization for the changes that lay and continue3

to lie ahead, these were probably our most4

successful programs.5

Looking at age management, which6

is currently progressing on schedule, it will7

continue to maintain a high priority with the N.B.8

Power organization and that due to the fact that9

this information is not only important to the10

continued operation of the station, but is vitally11

important as information that needs to be gathered12

for a potential refurbishment program.13

In going forward, we have14

identified three pillars on which our improvement15

program is based, three pieces of the foundation16

for that program.  Leadership and organizational17

effectiveness, business planning and our18

transition team.19

First, leadership.  We have20

established competency models, we have assessed21

performance of the people who are leaders in the22

organization, we are providing training and23

coaching for people.  This is an ongoing process24

and it will continue through the next licence25
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period.1

Organizational effectiveness.  As2

I pointed out at the beginning of this3

presentation, the first weakness in organizational4

effectiveness was lack of resource.5

Over the four years of the last6

two licences, our human resource has gone from 4607

people to 660 people.  Our financial resource, our8

O&M budgets, have gone from roughly $60 million9

per year to $100 million per year.10

We have also established effective11

teams.  We have a refurbishment team, we have12

established an outage team and we have, as13

mentioned below, the transition team.  As we go14

forward into the next licence period, we will be15

addressing more fundamental issues of16

organization, structure and design.17

Next, business planning.  We18

started by identifying our purpose, our vision,19

our mission, our values.  We established our20

business objectives.  We developed a high level21

station plan, identified our priorities and our22

resourcing.23

Recently we have produced24

operational plans for each department.  We have25
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driven business planning down to a lower level. 1

We have introduced a process for dealing with2

emergent work so that in fact business planning3

becomes a living process and we can deal with new4

issues as they arise and properly prioritize and5

resource them.  As we go forward, we will continue6

to rely on business planning to establish7

priorities, to allocate resources and to measure8

results.9

Transition team.  Our transition10

team has been an unprecedented success in its11

first year.  We have identified improvement12

opportunities, we have designed solutions using13

customer teams.  The transition team has assisted14

the line organization with the implementation of15

those improvements, in managing the change and16

they have measured the results.17

We have achieved a high level of18

acceptance and support from our staff for19

transition.  As we go forward into the next20

licence period, we will continue to have21

transition as our model for change and change22

management.  That is our strategy going forward.23

Thank you.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.25
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Commissioners will, if they agree,1

withhold questioning until we complete all issues2

on Point Lepreau.3

Based on that, do you wish to make4

any oral presentation concerning service area5

H16.1.B, which is a written submission from you6

regarding licence conditions?7

MR. McCARTHY:  I'm not sure, Dr.8

Bishop, of the appropriate protocol here.  I might9

prefer to wait until later in the hearing if there10

are questions that arise.11

If you would like me to make a12

statement --13

THE CHAIRPERSON:  There is no14

reason for you to do an oral presentation on this. 15

I am just giving you the opportunity should you16

wish to do so.  There will undoubtedly be17

questions relating to it.18

MR. McCARTHY:  Let me look back19

for a second.20

I would defer to questions later.21

Thank you.22

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.23

We will then proceed with the24

staff on 00-H16.A regarding licence conditions.25
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00-H16.A1

PRESENTATION2

MR. HARVIE:  Thank you, Dr.3

Bishop.  I would like to introduce Mr. Peter4

Elder, the head of our Issue Management Section5

and the Pro Rata Evaluation Division, Beverley6

Ecroyd, our Senior Project Officer at Point7

Lepreau, the head of our staff at this site, and8

Imtiaz Malek, the Director of the Pro-reactor9

Evaluation Division.10

MR. ELDER:  Good morning, Dr.11

Bishop, Members of the Commission.  I am Peter12

Elder, the head of the Issue Management Section.13

The presentation today will14

briefly discuss the updated information contained15

in CMD 00-H16.A.  CNSC staff's comprehensive16

review of Point Lepreau is contained in the17

original CMD 00-H16 that was presented in the June18

29 hearing.19

As a result of discussions at the20

June 29 hearing, CNSC staff engaged in further21

consultation with both N.B. Power and Hydro Quebec22

concerning the new standard licence conditions23

that have been proposed by CNSC staff.  As a24

result of these discussions, the proposed licence25
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conditions have been modified to clarify their1

intent and to allow the licensees to come into2

compliance with the conditions.3

The CMD 00-H16.A outlines the4

modifications in more detail and also includes a5

copy of the modified proposed licence.  Similar6

changes to the Gentilly-2 licence are contained in7

CMD 00-H15.B.8

Another area that has been updated9

was an area that was mentioned in CMD 00-H16 that10

CNSC staff said that new licence conditions on11

certification of licensee personnel were required12

under the Nuclear Safety and Control Act.  These13

cover the positions of senior health physicists,14

control room operators and shift supervisors.15

After further discussions with the16

licensees, staff has decided not to introduce17

these conditions at this time.  Rather, staff18

intends to request amendment to licence to19

incorporate the initial conditions early in 2001. 20

This will allow more time from a more complete21

consultation process with the licensees.22

The absence of these conditions in23

the short term will have no impact on the safety24

since licensees currently have adequate staff in25
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these areas.  This situation applies to both N.B.1

Power and Hydro Quebec.2

Besides modifying the proposed3

licence conditions, CMD 00-H16.A updates two other4

areas.  The staff position on automation of low5

pressure emergency core cooling has been modified6

to reflect the current situation in this area. 7

The issue remains conditionally acceptable, but8

the conditions have been changed to reflect the9

current information.10

Secondly, the data in the table on11

the preventive maintenance completion ratio has12

been updated to correct a calculation error13

associated with this performance indicator.14

Although the table now accurately15

reflects the data provided by the licensees, the16

disparity in the figures shown for this indicator17

have prompted staff to initiate a verification18

that licensees are interpreting the data reporting19

requirements in a consistent fashion.20

The changes to this performance21

indicator do not reflect any change in the staff's22

overall opinion of the Point Lepreau maintenance23

program.24

That concludes our presentation25
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and we are available to answer any questions.1

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you. 2

It's now open for questions on all3

issues relating to Point Lepreau, that is, the4

original 00-H16, which we did discuss on day one5

but is still open for questioning, 16A, 16.1A and6

16.1B.7

Are there any questions? 8

Dr. Barnes.9

MEMBER BARNES:  Just a question10

for Point Lepreau.11

I'm looking at your main report,12

right, that you submitted, the bound copy, and in13

Appendix 1, the performance indicators.  The first14

three histograms in there cover reportable events15

in various ways but of course only bring it up to16

July.  I realize that the next period would run17

until September and we just added that.18

Would you like to, essentially,19

interpret the trends in those first three graphs,20

and if you have any data or impressions about what21

the last quarter will tell us could you give that?22

MR. PILKINGTON:  If I might, I23

would like to expand that to the first four24

graphs.25
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MEMBER BARNES:  And perhaps the1

root cause, the filed diagram, might be helpful2

too.3

MR. PILKINGTON:  Okay.  Would you4

like me to put these up for the rest of the --5

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes.  Would you6

please?7

MR. PILKINGTON:  Okay.8

--- Pause9

THE CHAIRPERSON:  For those who10

have the document in front of them, I believe,11

Dr. Barnes, you are starting at page 31?12

MEMBER BARNES:  Correct.13

--- Pause14

MR. PILKINGTON:  I believe that15

the first slide up will be a graph of reportable16

events versus licensed non-compliances.  Good.17

In that graph we see over18

time -- well, since April 1999 -- a general19

increase in reportable events, and if I can use20

some judgment, a relatively flat trend of licence21

non- compliances.22

There are probably many reasons23

for the increase in reportable events.  If I had24

to try and choose some of the most significant, I25
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would say that Point Lepreau becoming aware of1

some of the CNSC's reporting, or then the AECB's2

reporting requirements, that we were not in fact3

reporting to, would be one cause.4

Perhaps a second more positive5

cause would be our introduction of the PICA6

process, which provided us with a manage process7

for identifying in the front end reportable8

events.  As a result of that, we have been more9

effective, we are not inadvertently overlooking10

potential events, and so I believe it's reasonable11

that the numbers be higher.12

I did point out in my13

presentation, and that would apply to both14

reportable events and to licence violations, that15

we are currently going through a phase of16

encouraging problem reporting at a low level. 17

When we are able to achieve a culture at the18

station by which low-level problem reporting is a19

way of life, then I believe that we can begin to20

be effective in introducing measures to reduce21

error, to reduce events.  I'm concerned that22

introducing measures specifically targeted at23

reducing events in the wrong culture could lead to24

a reduction in reporting rather than a reduction25
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in events.1

The second slide which is simply2

events per 100,000 person hours, is simply3

normalizing that data to workload.  The trend, as4

I see it, is similar, and the cause is essentially5

the same.6

The next trend, which is of7

reportable events, current versus historic, at one8

point, as we progress through PIP and looking at9

performance measures, we felt that it was10

interesting and perhaps informative, to look at11

historic findings, that being those conditions12

that have existed for a long time, perhaps since13

the initial operation of the station, but which14

were not uncovered at that time.15

We see that, the finding of16

historical events, as being an indication of a17

very positive safety culture, in that we are able18

to see failures that in fact were invisible to us19

over many years.20

The other category, being current21

events, would be due to current failures either in22

equipment procedures or human performance that in23

fact don't have a historical base, that they occur24

in recent times and therefore are the result of25
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weaknesses that are available for us to know, that1

we couldn't know at the time.2

I'm not sure that we have found3

the data as useful over the periods that we have4

reported as we might.  We do see increases in5

historic findings versus current, which we see as6

positive, but I don't believe that I can really7

point to a trend and say with any confidence that8

it's telling us something.9

MEMBER BARNES:  Could I follow up,10

then, and ask you, what would we expect over the11

next year or two in these particular trends?12

MR. PILKINGTON:  To a large extent13

that will depend on conditions.  I still stand by14

the fact that trying to address levels of events15

is a very complex issue.  I'm sure that you would16

like me to predict a downturn.  I myself would17

like to predict a downturn.  However, I am18

cautious about effecting the data through desire19

for a downturn.  There are positive safety culture20

aspects to high levels of reported events, and I21

don't wish to lose that.22

Over time, I would hope that we23

can address the root causes effectively and that24

we will be able to bring the numbers down.25
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I also cannot predict other1

perturbations to the numbers which would be2

changes to our processes or in fact changes to3

your processes.4

MEMBER BARNES:  I was probably5

getting at this in asking the question, because6

Appendix 1 is called "Performance Indicators", so7

I was trying to get a better handle on whether8

this really is an indication of performance.9

On the one hand you are saying10

that an increase in these trends is to be expected11

because we are getting our staff to report and12

that's good and healthy so we have an upward13

trend.  On the other hand, in response to my last14

question, you indicate that a long-term15

desirability would be to the reverse of that.16

I'm not sure that these, in the17

way they are expressing it, are necessarily valid18

performance indicators.  On the one hand, you are19

saying these are performance indicators, but then20

you can explain it in either way.  So it seems to21

me that they are not entirely valid performance22

indicators.23

MR. PILKINGTON:  I agree with you24

entirely.25
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We have undertaken to be1

consistent in our performance indicator set.  I2

believe I have heard displeasure from yourselves3

as a group when we or others have come with a new4

set of performance indicators every time we5

appear.6

I think, at the wrap-up of PIP,7

where we are now, it's useful for us to look at8

the relevance of our performance indicators and9

take that opportunity perhaps to adopt some10

different ones.11

This is an area where certainly12

these indicators can be interpreted in either13

fashion.14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.15

I just wonder whether staff would16

like to make any comments.17

MR. ELDER:  I will ask Bev Ecroyd18

to address that.19

MS ECROYD:  We addressed issues20

concerning events in the original CMD and we have21

no further update at this time.22

We recognized and discussed the23

under-reporting situation in the original CMD and24

we also mentioned the PICA process resolution. 25
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The performance identification and correct action1

process that N.B. Power has put in place that2

seems to have addressed the under-reporting3

situation at this point in time.4

I think we also mentioned the less5

safety significance of events that have been in6

recent months in the last year than has happened7

before, and we mentioned that we are not happy8

with the high numbers but that we will be9

monitoring and reporting back to you as we see10

them.11

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Dr. Barnes.12

MEMBER BARNES:  Just another13

follow up on the data, a different one.  These are14

the maintenance backlog graph that you gave on15

page 34 which showed an increase during the16

summer.17

I wonder if you wanted to comment18

on that in addition to the data of comparison with19

other nuclear plants that were provided by staff.20

MR. PILKINGTON:  Could I just back21

you up?22

MEMBER BARNES:  Sure.23

MR. PILKINGTON:  Because we24

identified a set of reportable event performance25
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indicators.  If I could just briefly go through1

the last two.2

First, I would like to point out,3

you talked about my desire to, in the long term,4

reduce the number of reportable events and licence5

violations.  The way that we get there is through6

reporting and correcting problems at a level below7

the reportable level, and that's where I want to8

get to.  When I can get to that point where my9

improvements or corrective actions are targeted at10

problems that don't come up into the reportable11

level, then I can make progress on reducing the12

numbers of reportable events and licence13

violations without having any negative impact on14

fidelity of reporting or safety -- any potential15

impact.16

If I could just call up the next17

slide for a second.  That's my main point in my18

presentation, that in an environment where there19

was no change in the overall safety significance,20

you would expect to see a graph of safety21

significance that was consistent with the numbers22

of events reported.  A rise in reportable events23

should indicate a rise in safety significance.24

This to me is the most powerful25
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indicator that we are making progress, at least at1

a higher level in that since 1996-97 we have not2

had an INES Level 2 event.3

If I could show history prior to4

the data you have, you would see that there were5

several others in the years that proceeded, and6

that the numbers of INES Level 1 events has7

decreased.  I consider that to be a significant8

indication of decrease.  And, again, if you went9

back to older data, it would be more evident.  In10

fact, we have not had an INES Level 1 event for11

over a year.  That to me is the safety12

improvement.13

The last one that I think you14

referred to in event causes, if I can find it in15

my own book here because it's on page 37, that16

really is looking at our event investigation17

process, top root, the fact that it makes it18

possible for us to objectively look at root19

causes.  Again, it's a pretty subjective look at20

what it's telling us, and it's one of the21

indicators I think we have to try and refine in22

the future.  But it does show that from the time23

that we started tracking these events, that the24

causes that have to do with human performance,25
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with setting standards, with having appropriate1

policies and procedures in place have overall2

reduced.  That the distribution of causes has in3

fact expanded saying that we have successfully4

improved our performance on the original5

high-level causes.6

That's all I would like to say7

about that one.  I apologize for the extension,8

but I could then move to talk about maintenance.9

--- Pause10

THE CHAIRPERSON:  That's on page11

34 of the original submission.12

MR. PILKINGTON:  I believe I might13

have interrupted your question or I don't remember14

it.15

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Dr. Barnes, do16

you remember the question?17

MEMBER BARNES:  Oh, yes.  I was18

inviting you to comment on basically why on that,19

particularly April to June, basically showed a20

significant increase over your target and I wanted21

to invite you to comment on Table 1 in the staff's22

presentation, which was a preventative maintenance23

completion ratio of Lepreau to other power24

stations, perhaps link these two, if possible.25
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MR. PILKINGTON:  I guess first I1

would comment on the graph on page 34, which has2

our target projected and which has our actual3

backlog fluctuating mostly above that target.4

My comment to that would be, and5

it's too bad I didn't bring a longer term6

historical graph, that this fluctuation is7

essentially in the grass relative to the situation8

we faced in 1996-97 when our backlogs were9

consistently in the thirty to 35,000 man-hour10

range.11

We are currently, in my view,12

managing backlog, that it does, in fact, fluctuate13

above our target and that we do, in fact, take14

steps to reduce it when it does.15

There are lags involved and our16

setting of the targets for the fluctuations that17

occurred due to things like outages, vacation18

periods, are not exact, but I would suggest that19

this fluctuation should be interpreted as normal20

and I should have changed the scale -- perhaps in21

future.22

I would also point to the next23

graph on the next page, page 35, which is PMS or24

preventative maintenance work orders in cycle25
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default.1

I would point out that in that2

area we in fact missed a milestone in October of3

last year and I had to come and report that.4

Then I reported in April that5

since that time in fact staff had undertaken to6

improve that performance indicator and that they7

had been highly successful.8

It used to be our practice to9

accept a peak in our preventative maintenance10

backlog during outages.  At that time, our culture11

was that we would delay doing routine operating12

work while we were shut down.13

I think it was two weeks ago -- we14

are currently in a maintenance outage -- and two15

weeks ago, for the first time in the history of16

the plant, our preventative maintenance work17

orders and cycle default sat at zero.  That18

occurred during an outage.  We are now managing19

that at a very low level.  A very significant20

improvement.21

The third item that you referred22

to was in fact the graph -- sorry -- the table in23

the updated CMD by Board staff.  I would like to24

defer to Rod White for comment.25
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MR. WHITE:  We see the number1

there for Point Lepreau.  I think we progressively2

report between about 45 and 60 per cent completion3

ratios on preventative maintenance.4

Those numbers we verified against5

our WANO industry peers.  Performance and6

preventative maintenance versus corrective7

maintenance, we would expect for a good program to8

be running in the 60 per cent range.  So we feel9

we are doing reasonably well in that.10

In fact, I think the graph that11

Bill just explained is a very dramatic measure of12

the fact that the preventative maintenance that we13

plan we actually do.14

One needs to recognize that there15

is a lot more work that is done that is planned16

work and is reflected in those tables.  The block17

work that we do for outages, where we do18

sectionalized maintenance and inspection programs19

on fuel channels and those things, a lot of those20

are not built into our preventative maintenance21

program as we define it in our work order system. 22

They are on top of that.23

So we have significant24

preventative programs that are looking at25
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conditions of equipment that are above and beyond1

these numbers.  But these numbers are reported as2

we understand the staff's request and definition3

of how to report them.4

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.5

Any questions?  Dr. Giroux.6

MEMBER GIROUX:  A few questions,7

but on that topic from staff, on that Table 1, it8

says the industry average is 25 per cent.  What9

industry are we talking about?  Canadian or more10

broadly?11

MR. ELDER:  That's just the12

Canadian average.  It's just the average of the13

numbers on that table.14

MEMBER GIROUX:  Is it?15

MR. ELDER:  Yes.16

MEMBER GIROUX:  Okay.17

MR. ELDER:  It may be weighted on18

the numbers of units at the station so that19

-- OPG, when you have a four-unit station, it20

would weighted differently from a single unit21

station.22

MEMBER GIROUX:  Okay.  It's not23

obvious, but I will take your word.24

I understand that you are making a25
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recommendation for a two-year licence, but it says1

somewhere in the document that there will be a2

full report in the fall of 2001.  That's part of3

the licence requirements.4

MR. ELDER:  That is what staff5

intend to present to the Commission is like we are6

doing today on -- for Bruce B, we will be making,7

halfway through the licence period, a mid-term8

report from staff's point of view of concentrating9

on the issues that we think are most important and10

how N.B. Power has been progressing on them.11

MEMBER GIROUX:  Okay.  Very good.12

My question is on -- and I'm not13

sure it still stands after what you have said. 14

Your condition 2 in staffing and organization,15

what we have in the CMD, you say that you had16

discussions concerning approving the station17

manager if a new one comes.  After a discussion,18

you sort of change your requirements to saying19

that you would be interviewing the persons being20

considered for the position to verify that they21

have the proper experience and all that.22

What is not clear is what would be23

the result of your interviews?  Does that give you24

a veto power on the appointment of the station25
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manager?1

MR. HARVIE:  Perhaps I could2

answer that one, Dr. Giroux.3

We have had a practice of4

interviewing potential station managers over5

licensees.  We do not claim to have the expertise6

to judge their management capabilities.  We7

interview them to verify -- and it should be a8

verification, not an examination -- to verify that9

they understand their obligations to the Canadian10

Nuclear Safety Commission and to reactor safety. 11

That's all we do.  We simply verify that they12

understand what is in the regulation, what is in13

their licence, what is in the documents referenced14

in the licence, and it's simply a verification15

that they understand their obligations to us.16

It's a fairly simple process, but17

we feel its important that we do that for people18

who are going to be responsible for the overall19

operation of nuclear power stations.20

MEMBER GIROUX:  Thank you.  I21

understand that.22

But still, what happens if your23

verification shows up a negative aspect, that they24

are not up to your expectations?  Do you report25
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back to the licensee expressing your views and1

letting them decide, or can you prevent the2

appointment?3

MR. HARVIE:  We bring to the4

attention of the senior management of the licensee5

that they have presented someone as a potential6

operations manager at a nuclear power station who7

is not familiar, knowledgeable about their8

obligations with respect to safety and with9

respect to the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission. 10

On the very rare occasions when that occurs,11

typically, the senior management of the utility12

withdraws the application to have that person13

become a senior manager.14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Any other15

questions?  Mr. Graham.16

MEMBER GRAHAM:  I just have one17

with regard to outage management.  In the original18

BMD there were some concerns and then it was19

explained that the days planned versus days of20

actual or the extension, that it is getting21

better.22

You are in an outage right now I23

believe.  Are you meeting the time frame or are24

you going longer than what you had in your outage25
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management of days?1

MR. PILKINGTON:  As of yesterday,2

we are in a 77-day outage.  I believe yesterday3

was day 45 of that outage.  At that time, we were4

84 hours ahead of our original schedule.5

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Any other6

questions?  Any further comments from staff?7

Thank you very much.8

We will now proceed to 00-H16.2,9

which is a presentation by the International10

Brotherhood of Electrical Workers who, I believe,11

represent about 90 per cent of the employees at12

Point Lepreau.13

--- Pause14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  If my notes are15

correct, the President of IBEW is Mr. Dan16

McCaskill, who will be doing the presentation, as17

well as John Cole, who is business manager.  Is18

that correct?19

Thank you.20

00-H16.221

PRESENTATION22

MR. McCASKILL:  Good morning,23

Dr. Bishop, Members of the Commission.24

My name is Dan McCaskill and I am25
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President of the International Brotherhood of1

Electrical Workers, Local 37.  Presenting with me2

today is John Cole, our business manager.  John3

has been our business manager for 24 years.4

Local 37 thanks you for this5

opportunity to present to this Board.  Local 376

supports N.B. Power in their application to having7

their licence renewed to operate the nuclear8

station at Point Lepreau.9

Local 37 represents 95 per cent of10

the employees who operate and maintain the nuclear11

station at Point Lepreau.  To give you an overview12

of where we came from and where we are going, I13

will turn it over if I could to Mr. Cole.14

MR. COLE:  Thank you, Dan.15

Dr. Bishop, Members of the16

Commission, the public, I wish to bring you up to17

date on dramatic changes in our organization's18

relationship with N.B. power positioning us well19

for the future.20

We have enjoyed a history of21

successful labour management initiatives and I22

want to discuss two briefly before I go into the23

future, as I see it.24

In the recent past we entered25
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jointly into a flex benefits program where we did1

a complete overhaul of our benefit package to all2

our members and all employees of N.B. Power.  As3

well, we have been heavily involved in safety4

initiatives throughout our transmission and5

distribution and conventional generation side of6

the house, as well as our nuclear station.7

In actual fact, on October the8

30th of this month, we were jointly receiving a9

reward from the New Brunswick Workers Health,10

Safety and Compensation Commission, recognizing11

our success in the last two years on safety and12

safety audits, and the success of those items.13

Recently, major changes have14

occurred in our organization and our relationship15

with N.B. Power.16

It started innocently back on17

January the 12th and 13th where we jointly18

sponsored a conference on joint workplace19

committees.  That was also funded through HR20

Canada and their Labour Management Initiatives21

Program.  Out of that conference two things22

occurred.23

Our local unions at the time were24

two:  Local 1733 and Local 2309.  We amalgamated25
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on January the 11th into new Local 37 to be able1

to position ourselves for our upcoming challenges2

in the future.3

As a result of that conference, we4

then proceeded with an initiative called Outreach5

2000.  It was a total new concept to our6

corporation and to our organization.  What it was7

was a presentation to all employees discussing the8

challenges facing us.  Two in particular.  One is9

the deregulation and privatization issue that's10

facing all utilities and its impact on11

transmission and distribution and conventional12

generation; and Lepreau's challenge in meeting13

world standards and your standards to create a14

positive environment for refurbishment.15

During that presentation,16

President Jim Hankinson, the general managers of17

transmission and distribution and conventional18

generation, myself and Rod White, Vice-President19

of Nuclear, discussed openly our challenges and20

our obstacles and our opportunities going forward21

into the future.22

Two of those -- one I will touch23

briefly on and one I am going to touch in detail24

on -- two of the issues presented and discussed25
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was a generation redeployment of 171 people to1

meet the competitive challenges that we will face2

in a deregulated environment.  That was3

approximately 20 per cent of the staff in our4

conventional generation.5

I'm proud to say that with our6

partnership, we were 98 per cent successful in7

placing and satisfying people in their new jobs8

and their new opportunities.  It was a major9

accomplishment and one we are very proud of.10

The other issue that we talked11

about in quite detail and the impact going12

forward, and it impacts our nuclear unit as well,13

is a concept called business unit bargaining, and14

what we are doing with that is restructuring our15

total bargaining process with N.B. Power16

consensually where four nuclear -- well, maybe I17

will talk about nuclear later -- we are18

structuring four business units, transmission,19

distribution, our customer service, conventional20

generation and nuclear.  That's the way the21

company is set up.22

We have amalgamated our local23

unions and will be structuring our bargaining24

structure so that we will have one collective unit25
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for each of those business units.1

On September 7, the Labour and the2

Employment Board signed consent orders to create3

the structure for business unit bargaining.  We4

are now gearing up for negotiations on all four5

business units.  Of interest to this Board is that6

there will now be one collective agreement for our7

nuclear station.  There are currently four today.8

We will now be focused on9

negotiating an agreement for our nuclear division10

free of pressures in other divisions.  What that11

is, sometimes you are trying a collective12

agreement that satisfies everybody, you don't13

really address the issues totally.14

All members of our respective15

teams will concentrate on nuclear solutions to our16

nuclear issues.  To facilitate this process, our17

training trust fund will supply training and18

interest based bargaining, leadership, conflict19

resolution, to name a few, to help in this20

process.  None of this is possible without a true21

and equal partnership.  It has been very positive22

in creating our success.23

One of our secret weapons has been24

to mobilize our members to participate in all the25
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joint initiatives that are going on.  It1

automatically creates a sense of ownership and a2

sense of price in the end result.3

With this foundation, we are4

moving into the 21st century confident, proud and5

committed to making our company and our nuclear6

facility world performers.7

I thank you.  I will now turn it8

back to Dan for some site specific initiatives9

that our members and the employer are involved in.10

Dan.11

MR. McCASKILL:  Thank you, John.12

Point Lepreau has a highly13

skilled, dedicated and capable workforce, but we14

realized as a union and as a company, with all the15

changes that were taking place, we were not really16

geared to take on those changes.17

We sat down as a company and a18

union and we said we will have to identify where19

our problems are, what we have to do to move20

forward.21

The company and the union realized22

that the old ways of doing business were not going23

to work.  We didn't have a very adversarial24

relationship, but we certainly had a territorial25
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one.  We weren't always at odds with each other,1

but they had their station and we had ours.  We2

would try to find a solution, they would try to3

find a solution, they never get a lot of4

resolutions.5

This time we decided we would sit6

down jointly and see if we can identify the7

problems and jointly come to a resolution or a8

solution on them.9

One of the things that we done,10

the first issue that we really addressed of real11

concern to us was our lack of communication. 12

There was a breakdown of our communication between13

the bottom of the organization to the top. 14

Somehow things got missed, they got15

misinterpreted, they didn't get passed on.16

We formed what we call a plant17

advisory committee.  We formed that committee.  We18

tried to address these issues.  It is a direct19

link and on that committee sits the Vice-President20

of Nuclear, Mr. Rod White, the Manager of the21

station, Mr. Bill Pilkington and our Human22

Resources Manager, myself as President, working at23

the station.  I sit on that committee.24

We have picked members from the25
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floor that I was responsible for after1

consultation with Mr. Pilkington.  We picked five2

or six members from the floor, not necessarily3

having any position in the union other than being4

members, that were good communicators, had their5

finger on the pulse and knew where we were going6

and what the issues were.7

With that we set up this8

committee.  It was in 1997.  It has been a very9

effective committee, not without its faults or10

failings.  We have said some things that maybe11

didn't go the way we wanted to, but on the general12

picture of it, it's a fairly successful committee.13

Some of the initiatives that we14

came up with, some of the things to move Lepreau15

forward, to take us down into the road we wanted16

to go, is we made a suggestion that we should17

celebrate our successes.  We should do that.18

We weren't very good at doing19

that.  We were in a downtown.  Our morale was20

down.  Our whole atmosphere seemed to be not where21

we wanted it to be.  We decided we would celebrate22

our successes.23

Simple things like a barbecue.  If24

we had a success in something, we would maybe have25
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a barbecue.  I could cook, the Vice-President1

could cook.  It didn't make no difference who2

cooked.  We all ate hamburgers.  That is the way3

we set up.  Very well attended.  They socialized. 4

You mixed and you mingled.  It was a good5

indicator that we were starting to move in the6

right direction.7

We had an hours of work policy for8

day workers that was very complicated, very9

confusing.  It was set up to give our people rest10

from work.  I think it tired them out mentally11

just trying to figure it out.  We came up with the12

suggestion that maybe we should look at that13

policy and change it.14

We formed a joint action15

committee.  We found that after a period of time16

some of the issues coming to the pack committee17

were dealing with contractual issues.  We had a18

deal with some of those.19

I have just been told that I have20

one minute left, so I am going to move.21

We have done some of these things. 22

We have increased our parking.  We have done some23

things that we had to do.  We went into a VIPS24

program, values and interpersonal stress training. 25
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It was an excellent program.  It was given to all1

the employees at Point Lepreau.2

What it done is it give us a way3

to deal with our issues.  We didn't know what our4

issues were, we didn't know how to deal with them,5

we knew our people couldn't deal with the changes. 6

It was the first step in beginning a new way of7

doing business for the employees at Point Lepreau. 8

It gave them the tools they needed to allow them9

to change.10

It helped people in being more11

aware themselves and in doing so, become more12

aware of others.  It greatly assisted us in13

building the relationships and the teams we needed14

to go forward.  It provided us with the ability to15

make personal commitments that were needed to lead16

a culture change at Point Lepreau.17

It took the employees at Point18

Lepreau to a position of recognizing the change19

was needed and to be successful, everyone had to20

participate.21

To make these changes, we22

developed into a transition team.  Somebody had to23

implement the changes.  Somebody had to develop24

the programs.  I won't go into a lot of the25
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revisions we made.  I'm running low, low on time.1

I will tell you that the biggest2

thing on this transition team that we done is that3

somebody didn't sit down in some corner somewhere4

and make a change and then bring it out and then5

give it to us.6

The transition team, they7

facilitated the plan, but they went out on the8

shop floor.  If they wanted to make a change in9

mechanical maintenance, they came to those people. 10

They sat on a working committee.  They made the11

changes.  They knew what was best for their12

department, what was best for them and they made13

those changes.14

One of the big things we are15

involved in is restructuring of the maintenance16

organizational growth of our supervision.  We set17

up a policy to do that.  We have a plan in place18

and we will implement that early in the new year.19

The Jack committee, I will just20

pass that.  It's a fairly new committee.  It's21

working very well.  We have only had a couple of22

meetings, but it's the one that we deal with23

contractual issues, but I will pass that.24

The other issue before closing25
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that I would like to talk on is one that I'm proud1

of.  I think it shows some of our success.  It's2

the open house.  One of the mandates from our3

President was that we improve our standing with4

the public.  When N.B. Power decided to do that,5

one of the things they done is they invited the6

union.  They said you are part of this now, we are7

partners in running this station and we would like8

you to be part of this open house.9

It wasn't their station.  It was10

our station.  We sat there as a group.  We had our11

table, they had their tables.  We had our12

literature.  We were allowed to offer to the13

public what our role was in this station in14

operating and maintaining it.  It showed a15

partnership to the public.  We thought it was a16

great way to move forward.17

This road is not without18

difficulties, but as long as we keep focused on19

our objectives and continue to work together, we20

feel quite confident that together we can achieve21

our goals in making Point Lepreau generating22

station a world class performer.23

Some of the indicators that I use,24

if I may just for a second -- I know I may be a25
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little bit over time, I never get kicked again the1

second time anyway --2

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I recognize a3

Maritime minute.4

MR. McCASKILL:  Thank you.5

I look at very simple indicators,6

the attitude of our people.  Our morale is up. 7

There's no doubt about that, our morale is up. 8

Our sick time is away down.  We went from 7.5 days9

to 5.6 days.  That's a significant decrease in10

sick time.  We recognize these people.11

Like I say, our barbecues are well12

attended.  A simple indicator to us is our13

Christmas party.  It may not sound like much to14

this Commission, but for years we couldn't get15

people to go.  We couldn't give away the tickets. 16

In the last two years, if you don't buy a ticket17

early, you don't go.  Everybody is going.  That's18

a good indicator me that our people are feeling19

better, the programs we are doing are working and20

we are prepared to move on and go forward.21

Thank you very much and we will22

entertain any questions from the Commission.23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you very24

much.25
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Are there any questions?  Dr.1

Giroux.2

MEMBER GIROUX:  Thank you.3

It is very interesting to hear you4

and to hear the enthusiasm with which you were5

talking to us in referring to your relationship6

with the position of managers and the owners.7

I have two questions.  One is you8

haven't talked about grievances.  Has there been9

an evolution in the number of grievances and the10

time for resolution over the time that you have11

been talking about?12

MR. McCASKILL:  Yes, there has. 13

This joint action committee, and this is one of14

the reasons we set it up, the way our system was15

set up, that we had no processing in place to deal16

with complaints or misinterpretations or the17

agreements or whatever.18

The only way we had to do it was19

file a grievance.  Now, with this joint action20

committee, on that committee sits our Human21

Resources Manager, our Chief Shop Steward.  I sit22

on that committee, but I guess just because they23

wanted me to sit on it.  The Chief Shop Steward is24

mainly the driver for that committee, plus good25
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shop stewards from the floor.  They try to deal1

with a lot of these resolutions.2

To answer your question, in the3

last year, year and a half, yes, our grievances4

have gone down.  They have gone down and the5

grievances we are having are not of the serious6

nature that we were having them.  A lot of the7

grievances we were having were to do with people's8

attitudes and morales.9

If people are not feeling good10

about their work or themselves, they seem to11

complain a lot.  I think they are doing less of12

that now.13

I also have meetings usually at14

least once a week with the Human Resources15

Manager.  A lot of these things we talk about and16

we resolve them at that level.  Yes, our17

grievances are down.18

MEMBER GIROUX:  Thank you.  The19

second question is about your work on the shop20

floor, as you say, in motivating your employees21

and developing your sense of ownership, as Mr.22

Cole referred to.23

My question is:  What sort of24

indicators or factual information do you use?  We25
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are presented here with a book full of indicators1

and an analysis of the evolution.  On the floor2

you have to work with something a bit more3

focused.4

What sort of indicators do you use5

to motivate people and to permit them to assess6

progress as far as they are concerned?7

MR. McCASKILL:  I think we have to8

talk to, and I spend a lot of time -- like I said,9

I work at the station and I spend a lot of time10

intermingling with people, asking them how they11

feel.12

The indicators we use is that we13

try to defer the rumour mill.  It's a terrible14

thing.  It really puts us down a bad road, so we15

try to defer that.  We try to encourage people16

that refurbishment is important people to us.  It17

is our next big hurdle.  We don't feel it's a18

roadblock, we feel it's a hurdle.19

We encourage people that, you20

know, they must work safely and they do.  We have21

just celebrated a million hours of no lost time22

accident.  So we encourage people to do that.23

We encourage them to be24

procedurally compliant, to work safely, to be on25
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time, to do the things that people should do1

because big brother Wayne always watches.  We2

encourage them in that direction.3

I continually fight the rumour4

mill.  If I hear a rumour, if it's not true, I say5

by doing nothing, I am allowing the rumour to6

continue if I don't speak out.  I have told a lot7

of our people that if you are standing there and8

you hear somebody say something that you know is9

not true, by not acting or not saying something,10

you are encouraging it to go on.11

We are changing the attitude of12

our people.  We have a focus.  We have a mission 13

We want to get there.14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Are there any15

other questions?16

MR. COLE:  If I could just follow17

up on that.  One dramatic indicator is sick leave,18

dropping from 7.5 to -- actually today it's around19

5.1.  The number of grievances.  We got a couple20

of grievances going, but they are just contract21

interpretation.  We don't see it the same way.  We22

don't have the other complaints any more.23

We are going through changes with24

the transition team.  They have been totally25
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supported by our membership because we are1

involved in the process, as Dan indicated, and the2

Power Commission prior to us indicated.3

They have been successful and we4

are looking at a major structural change to our5

leadership in the maintenance shops.  Everybody6

knows about it and to date, being part of that7

process, it appears it's going to go very, very8

smooth.  We just have to deal with some of the9

salary issues, but as far as the structure and10

that type of thing -- the whole mentality has11

changed.  People smiling, helping one another,12

especially during this shutdown, it has been very13

positive.14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.  I15

believe this was an important presentation and16

important changes that are occurring that have a17

direct effect on safe operations of the nuclear18

power.19

I want to thank you.20

We will now be taking a break and21

we will be returning at five to eleven.22

Thank you.23

--- Upon recessing at 10:35 a.m24

--- Upon resuming at 105525
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you,1

ladies and gentlemen.  We shall now resume.2

The first hearing is 00-H15, which3

is the licence renewal for Hydro-Québec.  As you4

know, we had a presentation from Hydro-Québec5

previously on June the 29th, and we are now into6

day two of this particular hearing.7

The first presentation will be8

15.1B, which is a presentation by Hydro-Québec.9

Bonjour.10

00-H15.1B11

PRÉSENTATION12

M. DOYON:  Bonjour, madame la13

Présidente.  Bonjour messieurs les Commissaires. 14

Mon nom est Martial Doyon.  Je suis le Directeur,15

Production thermique et nucléaire à Hydro-Québec.16

Je suis accompagné de René Pageau,17

Chef, Sûreté nucléaire, et de Rémy Caron, Chef,18

Exploitation.  M. Caron vous fera notre19

présentation.20

M. CARON:  Madame la Présidente,21

messieurs les Commissaires, à la réunion de la22

CCSN du 29 juin dernier, une présentation a été23

faite pour appuyer notre demande de renouvellement24

de permis.25
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Suite à cette présentation, il1

nous a été demandé de mieux préciser les cibles2

visées dans nos programmes d'amélioration.  Nous3

voulons donc vous présenter brièvement des4

précisions à cet effet.5

Avant de débuter, il est bon de6

souligner que dans un souci de flexibilité7

organisationnelle, nos cibles sont revues8

annuellement selon nos priorités.  Cependant, nous9

visons à l'amélioration continue de nos activités.10

En ce qui concerne les11

non-conformités au permis, sur ce graphique, on12

retrouve le nombre de non-conformités au permis13

d'exploitation depuis 1997.  Nous visons, dans ce14

domaine, une amélioration continue, et la cible15

visée pour l'an 2000 fait moins de 2716

non-conformités.  Nous sommes confiants de ne pas17

dépasser cette cible.18

Toutefois, malgré nos efforts19

additionnels, la mise en application de la20

nouvelle loi et l'addition de nouvelles conditions21

au permis pourraient entraîner un risque22

d'augmentation du nombre de non-conformités.23

Concernant la fréquence24

d'accidents de travail, ce graphique montre le25
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nombre d'accidents de travail par 200 000 heures1

travaillées.  La cible visée pour l'an 2000 est2

moins de 1.1.  Nous prévoyons ne pas dépasser3

cette cible.4

Le nombre d'altérations5

temporaires en vigueur est illustré sur ce6

graphique.  Au début de l'année 99, des efforts7

supplémentaires ont été mis en place en vue8

d'atteindre la cible visée que vous voyez à la9

droite du graphique.10

Concernant les recommandations à11

réaliser suite à l'analyse de nos événements, sur12

ce graphique, on retrouve le nombre de13

recommandations de priorité 1 dont la date visée14

de règlement est dépassée.  Au début de l'année15

2000, aucune cible n'a été fixée étant donné les16

changements en cours dans nos processus d'analyse. 17

Nous estimons réaliste d'atteindre un résultat de18

50 recommandations ou moins à la fin de la19

présente année.20

Concernant la gestion des travaux21

de maintenance, le nombre de demandes de travail22

de priorité 1 en attente est illustré sur ce23

graphique.  En 1999, un nouveau processus de24

maintenance, de même qu'une augmentation des25
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ressources ont été mis en place.  Nous comptons1

poursuivre l'amélioration de ce processus pour2

augmenter notre efficacité.3

Cet autre graphique montre le4

pourcentage du temps où le délai d'exécution d'une5

demande de travail de priorité 1 est inférieur à6

11 jours.  La cible visée est plus grande que 507

pour cent.  Elle est en bonne voie d'être dépassée8

d'ici la fin de l'an 2000.9

En ce qui concerne la protection10

incendie, après discussion avec le personnel de la11

CCSN, nous avons soumis à la Commission, le 2812

juin 2000, notre plan d'action pour l'amélioration13

du programme de protection incendie dans lequel on14

retrouve de façon détaillée les zones15

d'amélioration et les dates visées de réalisation.16

Concernant la formation du17

personnel de maintenance, un plan d'action a été18

préparé par la formation du personnel de19

maintenance.  Celui-ci a été envoyé à la CCSN le20

10 juillet 2000.  On y retrouve les zones21

d'amélioration et les dates visées de réalisation.22

Concernant la qualification23

environnementale des équipements, en mars 2000,24

nous avons fait une présentation à la CCSN sur25
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notre programme d'amélioration de la qualification1

environnementale.  Le 10 avril 2000, nous2

soumettions à la CCSN différents documents3

illustrant les efforts déployés dans ce dossier,4

ainsi que les travaux restant à réaliser.5

Concernant les nouvelles6

conditions au permis, lors de notre présentation7

du 29 juin dernier, nous avons fait part de nos8

préoccupations face à l'addition de nouvelles9

conditions au permis.  Nous avons apprécié que le10

personnel de la CCSN organise des rencontres à ce11

sujet.  De nombreux points ont été clarifiés pour12

une meilleure compréhension de part et d'autres.13

Toutefois, certaines14

préoccupations demeurent.  Vous me permettrez,15

madame la Présidente, messieurs les Commissaires,16

d'énumérer brièvement ces préoccupations.17

Ainsi, la condition relative à la18

qualification environnementale implique des19

exigences qui sont très étendues, tout en n'étant20

pas toujours précises.21

Quant à la condition 3.4 portant22

sur l'assurance de la qualité, il est à souligner23

que plusieurs des normes ACNOR spécifiées en24

référence à cette condition ont été développées25
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pour couvrir des activités différentes au contexte1

de celles reliées à l'exploitation d'une centrale2

nucléaire.  D'ailleurs, il reste encore à préciser3

ce que sera une non-conformité relative aux écarts4

à ces normes.5

Les conditions 6.3 et 6.46

relatives à la protection contre les incendies7

font référence à un organisme externe indépendant. 8

Pour ces conditions, il reste à clarifier quel9

groupe peut agir à titre d'organisme externe10

indépendant.11

Finalement, l'annexe D qui porte12

sur les exigences d'accréditation n'est pas13

totalement conforme aux pratiques actuelles. 14

Cependant, Hydro-Québec considère que les15

discussions avec le personnel de la CCSN16

permettront de régler de façon satisfaisante ces17

situations.18

Nous vous remercions de votre19

attention et nous sommes disponibles si vous avez20

des questions.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.22

We will proceed with questioning23

after this presentation.24

We will therefore proceed on to25
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00-H15.B.1

00-H15.B2

PRESENTATION3

M. HARVIE:  Merci, madame Bishop. 4

Je voudrais présenter M. André Joyal, le chef de5

notre bureau à Gentilly et M. Robert Leblanc, le6

directeur de la Division de centrales nucléaires7

en exploitation, et M. Peter Elder de la Division8

de l'évaluation des centrales nucléaires.  M.9

Joyal fera la présentation.10

M. JOYAL:  Madame la Présidente,11

messieurs les Commissaires, comme mentionné dans12

la présentation du rapport CMD 00-H16A, certaines13

conditions de permis ont été modifiées à la suite14

des discussions avec Hydro-Québec et Énergie15

Nouveau-Brunswick.  Les modifications au permis de16

Gentilly-2 et de Pointe-Lepreau sont similaires.17

Le rapport aux Commissaires18

CMD 00-H15B contient des détails des modifications19

et la révision de l'ébauche du permis20

d'exploitation.21

Nous sommes à votre disposition22

pour répondre à toutes vos questions.  Merci.23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.24

Questions, either dealing not just25
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with the licensing conditions but any of the1

documents, including the major document 00-H15 for2

which we have already had one day of questioning. 3

Go ahead, Dr. Giroux.4

MEMBRE GIROUX:  Quelques points5

seulement, parce que nous avons discuté assez à6

fond en juin du dossier.7

Je voudrais d'abord exprimer mon8

appréciation à Hydro-Québec pour avoir fourni les9

graphiques et les indicateurs comme on l'avait10

demandé en juin.  Cela aide à l'analyse du11

dossier.  C'est assez éclairant.12

Ce que j'aimerais peut-être qu'on13

discute brièvement c'est les commentaires que M.14

Caron vient de faire au sujet des conditions sur15

le manque de précision ou des conditions sur les16

qualifications environnementales et sur la17

question de la tierce partie pour les protections18

contre les incendies.19

Quelles sont les réactions du20

personnel à ces commentaires-là?21

M. LEBLANC:  Merci, M. Giroux.22

J'aimerais faire, pour commencer,23

un commentaire général ici.  M. Jim Blyte a des24

commentaires spécifiques à faire sur les25
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conditions spécifiques et il pourra les faire.1

Comme M. Caron l'a dit et comme M.2

Peter Elder l'a dit dans la présentation de3

Pointe-Lepreau, nous avons rencontré tous les4

titulaires ou les deux titulaires au cours du5

dernier mois pour préciser les conditions du6

permis.7

Suite à cela, nous avons fait des8

modifications et ces modifications-là apparaissent9

dans le CMD qui est devant vous.10

Nous considérons que cette11

formulation-là est présentement finale et nous12

maintenons notre recommandation à la Commission13

d'accepter telles quelles ces conditions.14

Cependant, ceci étant dit, nous15

sommes définitivement ouverts à poursuivre les16

discussions avec le titulaire pour essayer de17

clarifier et l'intention et la portée de ces18

conditions.  Merci.19

M. CARON:  Est-ce que je peux me20

permettre une intervention?21

Le but de notre présentation22

là-dessus n'était pas de contester, finalement,23

les conditions au permis.  Nous sommes conscients24

que les conditions qui sont dans notre permis25
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actuellement, elles sont là et on a eu des1

discussions avec la Commission.  Nous acceptons2

les conditions comme elles le sont.3

Nous voulons tout simplement,4

comme l'a dit M. Leblanc, continuer les5

discussions pour préciser certains points.  Mais6

notre but n'est pas de contester aujourd'hui les7

nouvelles conditions au permis.8

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you. 9

Doctor Giroux.10

MEMBRE GIROUX:  J'ai une autre11

question pour M. Leblanc, ou enfin, peut-être pour12

le personnel.13

Est-ce qu'il est prévu ici aussi14

un rapport d'état après un an, comme on discutait15

tout à l'heure pour Pointe-Lepreau?16

M. LEBLANC:  Oui, c'est notre17

pratique courante présentement.  Il y a ce qu'on18

appelle un rapport annuel, ou en anglais,19

"mid-term", qui va être soumis pour toutes les20

centrales ou pour chaque centrale.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.  Any22

other questions?  Dr. Barnes.23

MEMBER BARNES:  Just a small one24

to Mr. Caron.25
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In one of the histograms that you1

showed that was the frequency of work accidents,2

and the current year stands at 1.06 and you said3

that in your estimate, this year, it would be4

within the target, but this is just for the first5

eight months.  So one surely would predict that it6

would be significantly over the target level.7

M. CARON:  Non, nous avons eu un8

arrêt annuel en mai, avril-mai, où nous avons eu9

quelques accidents de travail avec perte de temps,10

et depuis le mois de mai, nous n'avons eu aucun11

incident.  Nous prévoyons...  Nous ne pensons pas12

qu'on ait un nombre important d'accidents de13

travail.14

Alors à mesure que les mois15

avancent, nous pensons que la fréquence des16

accidents de travail va être en bas de la cible.17

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Mr. Graham.18

MEMBER GRAHAM:  I just have one,19

and that is...  We heard this morning from NB20

Power and their union representatives were here21

this morning in support.  I'm wondering, could you22

explain your labour relations or your relationship23

with your unions and are they working to be a24

presenter also?25
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M. DOYON:  Je vais donner mon1

point de vue sur l'état des relations de travail2

avec les syndicats à la centrale nucléaire de3

Gentilly-2.4

Actuellement, nous avons de bonnes5

relations de travail, de bonnes communications6

avec les représentations syndicaux.  Le travail7

est, je dirais tout à fait normal.8

Cependant, si vous le permettez,9

nous avons avec nous ce matin M. Robert Boisvert10

qui est le directeur régional du Syndicat des11

employés de métier de la Mauricie qui chapeaute12

également les employés de métier de Gentilly-2. 13

Je pourrais l'inviter à compléter le point de vue14

que je viens de donner.15

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I just want to16

clarify for Mr. Graham that there were two17

intervention requests from workers that were18

denied because of late submissions.  So that19

should not be interpreted that they did not have20

any interest.  And so, they are perfectly -- you21

are perfectly free to ask them questions in any22

way, shape or form.23

MEMBER GRAHAM:  I guess my24

clarification -- a clarification to my question25
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would be, have labour relations improved and have1

your working committees and so on, working on the2

problems to find solutions, the same as Lepreau3

has done with their labour people?  I guess that4

would be my main question, because with regard to5

safety and with regard to all of the requirements6

under the licence and so on, is there a working7

improvement toward labour relations?8

M. CARON:  Je peux difficilement9

me comparer au contexte de Pointe-Lepreau.  Nous10

sommes une organisation différente.11

Cependant, pour démontrer un cas12

spécifique de bonnes relations de travail et13

d'implication des syndicats dans nos façons de14

travailler, ce qui a été historiquement le cas à15

Gentilly-2, on a d'étroite collaboration.  Par16

exemple, à Gentilly-2, on a un comité de ce qu'on17

appelle de performance humaine qui est sous la18

direction Rémy Caron et qui voit à analyser, par19

exemple, le dossier des non-conformités, tout le20

volet humain dans les événements qui peuvent se21

produire.22

Alors sur ce comité, nous avons23

des représentants syndicaux des locaux, ce qui est24

un exemple concret de la participation, mais d'une25
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façon différente de ce qui se passe à1

Pointe-Lepreau chez-nous des syndicats, en vue de2

travailler conjointement toujours à assurer une3

bonne performance de la centrale de Gentilly-2.4

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Are there any5

other questions?  Dr. Giroux.6

MEMBRE GIROUX:  Je pense que nous7

devrions accepter l'offre que M. Doyon a faite de8

donner la parole à M. Boisvert.  Je vais en faire9

une question.10

M. Boisvert, quelle est votre11

perception présentement sur la nature des12

relations et leur effet sur la sécurité dans la13

centrale?14

M. BOISVERT:  Madame la15

Présidente, membres de la Commission, tout16

d'abord, je comprends qu'on a une problématique au17

niveau de droit de parole.  Je comprends également18

qu'on veut avoir un peu de lumière sur les19

éléments qui se passent à la centrale.20

Effectivement, M. Doyon a tout à21

fait raison.  Au niveau des relations de travail,22

nous sommes, depuis plusieurs années, dans une23

position très favorable à la discussion, à la24

recherche de solutions, parce que vous savez qu'il25
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y a des problèmes de toute façon; il y en a1

partout.  Mais depuis, je dirais environ six ans,2

on a trouvé des façons d'explorer notre3

problématique et de trouver des solutions qui font4

l'affaire et de la direction et des travailleurs5

de la centrale.6

Effectivement, nous participons à7

différents comités, et je peux dire que les8

relations de travail sont très favorables9

présentement.  Les conditions de travail également10

sont très favorables pour les travailleurs et je11

crois que les gens sont finalement très heureux et12

très contents de ce qui se passe à la centrale. 13

Les gens adhèrent également au processus14

d'amélioration de la sécurité, de la sûreté.  Les15

gens sont vraiment conscients de ces choses-là. 16

C'est un peu notre rôle de les ramener là-dedans à17

l'occasion.18

Alors j'aimerais dire que19

effectivement, au niveau des relations de travail,20

c'est favorable présentement et même pour les21

quatre ou cinq prochaines années, parce que notre22

convention collective est en vigueur jusqu'à la23

fin de 2003.24

Si vous avez des questions très25
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particulières, je pourrais répondre également à1

ça.2

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.  Any3

other questions?  If not, thank you very much.4

We will then move to 00-H15.25

which is an exposé oral par M. Rasmussen.6

00-H15.27

PRÉSENTATION8

M. RASMUSSEN:  Madame la9

Présidente, messieurs et mesdames les10

Commissaires, je vous remercie de votre temps.11

Je me présente, je suis Patrick12

Rasmussen, je suis psychologue.  Je travaille avec13

un organisme qui s'appelle le Mouvement vert14

Mauricie.  On est situé en région.  On est un des15

groupes environnementaux qui travaillent depuis16

plusieurs années à sensibiliser la population sur17

les impacts sur la santé d'une centrale nucléaire.18

Ma présentation va être brève.  Ce19

n'est pas d'aller dans le détail.20

Au fil des ans, on a réalisé à21

plusieurs reprises qu'il y avait des manquements. 22

Il y en a encore puis il va encore y en avoir.23

Je vais aller avec ma présentation24

qui est écrite.25
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Before we start with the1

presentation, we want to take a bit of time in2

memory of the people who have died because of the3

military oriented nuclear industry.  Nagasaki,4

Hiroshima, Three Mile Island, Chernobyl, worldwide5

bomb testings, workers in uranium mining,6

accidents in Japan in the last year, workers in7

nuclear plants, workers in the re-processing of8

fuel and its long list of leukaemia, breast9

cancer, genetic modification, tetra-genetic10

modification, alteration of biodiversity.11

As we enter the 21st Century, we12

carry with us an outmoded dangerous technology13

that has left a legacy of an irretrievable14

contamination trail of disease, debt and runaway15

cost.  Nuclear power is clearly no longer16

economic.  Nowhere in the world has the industry17

been able to demonstrate that it can safely deal18

with the highly dangerous wastes that are an19

inevitable consequence of the nuclear fuel cycle.20

We clearly see on the21

international level the phase-out of nuclear22

energy.  Germany, Sweden and Italy are in the23

process.  Turkey has abandoned its idea for new24

nuclear plants.  To counter the actual25
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international tendency, the nuclear industry has1

developed a source of survival strategy; extend2

the life of existing reactors, promote new3

reactors in a few unsuspected developing4

countries, promote nuclear energy as a solution to5

climate change.6

These arguments ignore safety,7

security and health and ignore fundamental8

economics in which it has been shown that energy9

conservation, renewable energy sources will reduce10

carbon emissions far more effectively than nuclear11

energy.12

As Rosalie Bertell and others13

show, low dose radiation is far more dangerous,14

perhaps 100 times than is accounted by such15

organizations as the International Commission on16

Radio-ecological Protection which makes the17

nuclear industry far dirtier and much more18

dangerous than it likes to think.19

Having worked with ex-cancerous20

workers of nuclear Gentilly-1 and 2, we think21

Hydro-Québec has to account the moral22

responsibility of putting their workers in23

dangerous positions.  Hydro-Québec, over the24

years, has failed its legal obligation to protect25
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the workers or give them adequate training of the1

dangers related to exposure to radiation.2

When I speak about that, I have a3

document here that I would like to deposit -- if4

it's not too late -- which shows that a worker5

working in Gentilly who was working in the steam6

balloon, a welder, was put in there.  The doses he7

received were not furnished to Health Canada. 8

Hydro-Québec is supposed to send, for all the9

workers there, to Health Canada, the doses10

received from the workers.11

So this worker whose name is12

Marcel Jetté, we have proof here showing that13

Hydro-Québec didn't send it over there.  They just14

evaluated a certain amount of radiation which15

doesn't represent reality.16

In another document which is in17

here coming from a Commission de contrôle, shows18

that the evaluation dose is about one ram an hour. 19

So the worker received about three rams an hour. 20

And what Hydro-Québec gave him as data is, he21

received about 500 milliSieverts if I'm not22

mistaken with the numbers.  And this is just one23

example.24

We have been working with three or25
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four workers that have cancer today.  We know1

actually that after the workers left the job,2

there is no surveillance or epidemiological3

follow-up.4

And another thing is that if5

Hydro-Québec had read scientific research, they6

would have known not to send a worker who is 457

years and older under those radiation dose levels. 8

So I think Hydro-Québec has to do a bit of a job9

in research and look to international studies made10

already.11

Therefore, it would be immoral or12

economically viable to extend Gentilly-2's life by13

investing $500 million Cdn. in the re-tubing14

process.15

We doubt that CCSN has the16

independence or the scientific capacity to17

evaluate properly the dangers or problems of any18

nuclear plant in Canada.  The best example for19

this is the fact that an American made study of20

Hydro Ontario was what it took to shut down many21

nuclear plants in the province.  If I'm not22

mistaken Pickering and Darlington, or Bruce, I23

don't know.24

CCSN oriented by the industry will25
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once again simply rubber-stamp the renewal of1

Gentilly-2's.  In all cases, here are our2

recommendations to provincial, federal governments3

and all the rest.  Proceed in order to the4

de-commissioning of Gentilly-1 and 2, no extension5

of Gentilly-2's life by re-tubing it, re-orient6

Hydro-Québec's mandate to maintain the actual7

workers in the nuclear plant by developing the8

international skills of de-commissioning a nuclear9

plant through Gentilly-1 and 2.10

We know Hydro-Québec is only three11

percent of the electricity that helps the12

province.  So in order to compensate, invest in13

community-based efficiency measures, maximize14

actual production megawatt concept, and enhance15

renewal energy sources such as solar and wind16

energy.  We will be the first ones congratulating17

Hydro-Québec if they go in that aspect.  We have18

been saying it over the years, I think19

Hydro-Québec has a strategic possibility to put20

itself on the international level to develop a21

market of billions and billions of dollars.22

So this, once again, is what we23

are asking of Hydro-Québec.  I must tell you, we24

are representatives of civil society and people25
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are starting to be mad and annoyed with this1

madness, nonsense of nuclear energy.  Thank you.2

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.3

I just want to point out, before I4

open it up to questions, that it is not the5

responsibility of this Commission, we have no6

mandate in which to determine whether the province7

of Québec or any other province does or does not8

utilize nuclear energy.  That is a provincial9

responsibility.10

It is our responsibility, however,11

that if they do go that route, it is our12

responsibility to see that it is regulated in such13

a way that there is undue risk to members of the14

public, workers and national security and the15

environment.16

So the issues that you have raised17

in terms of policy in relationship to whether any18

province does or does not have nuclear power is19

outside of our mandate.20

You have however raised issues21

over health and I will come back to that if the22

other members are not already going to ask23

questions concerning that.24

MEMBER GIROUX:  I'm not sure25
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whether I should ask questions in English or1

French.  What is your choice?2

MR. RASMUSSEN:  Go in English,3

okay?4

MEMBER GIROUX:  Okay.5

M. RASMUSSEN:  Tu peux y aller en6

français si tu es francophone.7

MEMBRE GIROUX:  Pardon?8

M. RASMUSSEN:  Tu es francophone?9

MEMBRE GIROUX:  Oui.10

M. RASMUSSEN:  Bien, shoot en11

français.12

--- Rires / Laughter13

MEMBRE GIROUX:  Merci.  Alors, je14

vais vous adresser mes questions en français.15

Vous avez des mots qui sont assez16

durs pour la Commission, pour nous, en nous17

traitant de marionnettes de l'industrie.  C'est18

votre choix de l'expliquer.19

Mais de façon plus importante pour20

votre propos aussi, vous ne donnez pas beaucoup de21

crédit à la Commission internationale de22

protection contre la radiation, de ACRP, parce que23

vous dites que des recherches montrent que la24

radiation peut être 100 fois plus importante que25
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ces normes-là.1

La question est, à qui faites-vous2

confiance pour apprécier les choses?  Parce que3

vous mentionnez aussi que Hydro-Québec devrait4

s'appuyer sur la recherche internationale.  Or, la5

Commission internationale de protection de la6

radiation est effectivement un organisme7

international qui fait les synthèses et recherches8

réalisées partout et qui pose les jugements9

importants et qui sont un guide pour la plupart10

des pays -- enfin, pour tous les pays qui sont11

engagés dans l'énergie nucléaire.  Ils peuvent se12

tromper, évidemment.13

Mais j'aimerais savoir, vous,14

sinon le ACRP et sinon la Commission ici, à qui15

vous faites confiance?16

M. RASMUSSEN:  Je ferais17

confiance, par exemple, au père du nucléaire en18

France, M. Viger, qui a mis en place l'industrie19

nucléaire de la France, et qui, après avoir fait20

ça, a réalisé son erreur puis il a déclaré que le21

nucléaire était une erreur historique.  Ça serait22

un de mes experts indépendants.23

Je considérerais Hubert Reeves24

dont on avait mandaté d'aller étudier le Three25
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Mile Island et puis on lui avait dit, peux-tu1

vérifier si la centrale fonctionne bien, puis2

dépendant de ce que tu as comme résultat, tu nous3

mets ton étampe ici et tu nous dis que c'est4

correct.  Il a refusé de faire ça, puis par5

chance, quelques mois après, il y avait un6

désastre à Three Mile Island.  Ça serait un autre7

de mes experts indépendants.8

Après ça, j'aurais comme expert9

indépendant Mme Rosalie Bertell qui est une10

sommité mondiale qui a fait le tour de la planète,11

qui a été consultée par le gouvernement américain12

dans différentes problématiques, entre autres, sur13

la contamination à l'uranium dans la guerre de14

l'Iraq puis dans ce qui se passe au Kosovo.  Ça15

serait une autre experte indépendante.  Une triple16

docteur en mathématiques, en biologie et en je ne17

sais pas quoi, qui elle-même le dit, que les18

normes actuelles de l'ACRP sont -- il faudrait les19

ré-évaluer à la baisse puis qu'il n'y pas de dose,20

pour la santé humaine, de dose limite21

non-dommageable.22

Si on regarde tous les arguments23

de l'industrie, on se cache derrière des normes. 24

Puis ce qu'on sait, c'est que le normes qui ont25
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été mises en place il y a 20 ans, 30 ans, 40 ans,1

on est obligé de les rabaisser au fil des années. 2

Éventuellement, on va réaliser, dans cinq, 10, 153

ans que les normes actuelles sont encore une fois4

trop faibles, qu'il faudrait les augmenter.5

Il y aurait Alfred Einstein, qui6

est le père qui a mis en place l'énergie nucléaire7

puis qui a dit que c'était une erreur historique,8

le nucléaire.  Ça ferait le tour, un petit peu, de9

nos experts indépendants sur la question.10

Il y aurait Dr. Gordon Edwards11

aussi qui travaille beaucoup sur la question.  Je12

ne sais pas si ça répond à...13

Puis s'il y avait un gouvernement14

qui serait le moindrement visionnaire...  On sait15

qu'actuellement, l'industrie du nucléaire, c'est16

probablement -- l'uranium qu'on a au Canada ce qui17

fait qu'on est membre du G-7, c'est notre ticket18

d'entrée parce qu'on est premier producteur19

d'uranium.20

Mais si on faisait un exercice21

comme il s'est fait, je pense, en Suède, où on a22

rassemblé autant les experts pro-nucléaires que23

les experts anti-nucléaires, puis après un24

processus de longue haleine, il a été convenu25
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qu'on se mettait en phase-out.  Si on avait un1

gouvernement politique mature qui est visionnaire2

à l'international, c'est la même démarche qu'on3

ferait.  On n'a jamais eu de processus d'audiences4

publiques pour ce qui touche le nucléaire.5

Puis pour répondre à madame la6

Présidente, c'est clair que j'interviens puis que7

je sors du mandat de la Commission, mais on n'a8

pas d'espace démocratique pour intervenir. 9

L'industrie nucléaire, c'est le militaire qui est10

en arrière de ça.  Puis là, on va le voir encore,11

Chrétien qui, malgré la volonté démocratique des12

populations veut nous importer du MOX.  On sait13

très bien que le nucléaire civil est directement14

relié au nucléaire militaire.15

Si on regarde les CANDUs qu'on a16

vendus sur la planète, ce qui a fait en sorte que17

le plutonium qui sort de ces centrales-là a été ce18

qu'on a utilisé pour faire monter des bombes, en19

Inde, au Pakistan, les neuf bombes nucléaires qui20

sont montées, c'est à cause du CANDU, c'est à21

cause de nous autres.  Donc, on est moralement22

responsable de ça.23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.  I24

think the answer to his question is -- I think25
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what I heard you say was that, no, you do not1

trust any of the established international2

organizations who set the standards.3

You did name individuals, some of4

who may and some of who may not be recognized as5

experts that you would trust.  But most important6

was that you don't accept any of the international7

organizations that do set international standards,8

if I heard you correctly.9

MR. RASMUSSEN:  Yes, that's about10

it.11

THE CHAIRPERSON:  The issue of12

Hydro-Québec not fulfilling its obligation to its13

employees by giving them inappropriate training in14

relation to the dangers with exposure to15

radiation, what is the evidence you have of that?16

MR. RASMUSSEN:  Well, they don't17

express...  For example, Marcel, who was working18

in this tube chamber, there's a little device that19

you can have in order to have no powder coming20

into your lungs.  He didn't have that device when21

he was working in there.22

There exists a small mechanism23

that can be related to le 12 mètres, and you can24

have an earplug.  So if ever there's too much25
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radiation, you can hear it, because the conditions1

in there show that there's too much noise.  He2

didn't have that in his ears.3

Afterwards, if Hydro-Québec had4

taken the international study showing that workers5

over 45 should not be allowed to work in certain6

dangerous radiation levels, Hydro-Québec would7

have at least told these workers, after 45 years,8

it's dangerous to have cancer increase9

-- relations to having cancer increase. 10

Hydro-Québec didn't give that data.11

Afterwards, Hydro-Québec does not12

sit with workers -- if I'm right -- saying, well,13

low dose radiation affects your cells.  So what it14

does is it hits the cell, damages it and then you15

have cancer propagation.16

Do they say that when they hire17

people?  Do they say, these are the risks you have18

in working in there?19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I wonder, what20

they do have is a radiation protection program and21

what they have is the responsibility of making22

sure that their employees are not exposed to a23

level higher than what is allowed under the24

standards that are present.25
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Could I ask that?  Whether you are1

aware of any case in between the two licensing2

periods where any individual has received more3

radiation than what is allowed under our4

regulations?5

MR. JOYAL:  Madam Chairperson, we6

are not aware of any cases if any worker could7

have any radiation dose above the limits in our8

regulations.9

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.  You10

have not presented to us any of the scientific11

data to back up some of your statements that you12

have made, particularly in relation to low dose13

radiation being far more dangerous, perhaps 10014

times.  I know you have referenced one.15

MR. RASMUSSEN:  I have another16

very good one here.  The study is called -- it17

comes from International Journal of Epidemiology,18

Greater Sensitivity to Ionizing Radiation and an19

older age follow-up of workers at Oakridge20

National Laboratory through 1990.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Could you leave22

both of those?23

MR. RASMUSSEN:  With pleasure.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.25
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MR. RASMUSSEN:  And this other1

thing here, it comes from the Bureau de la2

radioprotection, Ottawa.3

"M. Marcel Jetté:  Tel que4

discuté au téléphone le 135

octobre 98, il n'y aucune6

dose de dénoncée pour vous7

dans le fichier dose métrique8

national."  (Tel que lu)9

That shows that Hydro-Québec has10

not sent to le Bureau de la radioprotection his11

level.  I'll deposit this as well.12

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Okay, thank you.13

Finally, I would just like to14

repeat a little bit of Dr. Giroux had to say.  You15

have taken the Ontario Hydro situation and you16

have come to a conclusion that CCSN is not17

independent and that it doesn't have the18

scientific capacity.19

Could you expand on that a little20

from the point of view that had you followed the21

work of the Board or the Commission and what it22

was doing with LPG?23

MR. RASMUSSEN:  We've been doing24

it since about...25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  Could you tell1

me what was done in terms of Ontario Hydro, which2

it was at that time, and in the time it was in3

difficulty?4

MR. RASMUSSEN:  For the details,5

we have not followed it.6

THE CHAIRPERSON:  So you have not7

followed the work prior to that.8

MR. RASMUSSEN:  We were working9

with the people there.  We knew through the media10

that the study came from the States, and then, a11

few days later, it had to be shut down.12

THE CHAIRPERSON:  So your13

understanding from the media was that...14

MR. RASMUSSEN:  Media and inner15

people working to Ontario, to Saskatchewan, to16

Quebec.  We have our independent experts too.17

THE CHAIRPERSON:  But your18

understanding was that they shut it down because19

of safety issues.  Is that correct?20

MR. RASMUSSEN:  Danger, yes. 21

Safety issues.22

THE CHAIRPERSON:  They did not23

shut them because of safety issues.24

MR. RASMUSSEN:  They shut it down25
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because it was in bad shape.1

THE CHAIRPERSON:  They shut those2

stations down...3

What happened is that Ontario4

Hydro was in difficulty with the regulator for5

some time.  The regulator ended up indicating that6

Pickering was about to lose its licence and maybe7

some of the other stations were heading the same8

way.9

Ontario Hydro did go through plans10

to do some of the corrections.  They didn't work. 11

They then brought in a group of consultants who12

looked at the situation, agreed with what the13

regulator had to say, and as part of the14

development of their correction plans for Ontario15

Hydro decided they had to close some of the16

stations in order to concentrate their resources17

on other matters.  But they did not close them for18

safety reasons.  I just wanted to clarify that.19

Is Gene Preston or anyone from20

Ontario Hydro here?21

Mr. Preston, just for the sake of22

clarification, is what I said basically true?  Mr.23

Preston is part of that original group of24

Americans who came in.25
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Mr.  Preston, is that correct?1

MR. PRESTON:  It is entirely2

correct.3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.4

MR. RASMUSSEN:  And just one last5

thing, when I say these things, I don't attack you6

as individuals.  I attack the organisation in the7

back of it.8

THE CHAIRPERSON:  If we were9

attacked as individuals, we would be pretty10

bruised!11

--- Laughter / Rires12

THE CHAIRPERSON:  So thank you13

very much.14

Oh, I'm sorry.  Dr. Barnes.15

MEMBER BARNES:  I think, as the16

Chairperson has indicated, it's useful for this17

Commission to receive factual information that18

pertains particularly to this licence renewal. 19

That is our task today.  And the one information20

you specifically gave was of the worker that21

singularly had carried out the work in an22

inappropriate manner and perhaps with not the23

appropriate training.24

So I wonder if Hydro-Québec has25
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any comment whether they know specifically about1

this and if they have any comment as to the2

information that has been provided to us today.3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Mr. Giroux.4

MEMBRE GIROUX:  Je vais le dire en5

français.6

J'allais poser à peu près la même7

question mais en l'entourant un peu des remarques8

suivantes.  Quand nous avons siégé, la Commission9

a siégé à Gentilly en 1998 pour le renouvellement10

du permis qui vient à l'échéance maintenant. 11

J'avais eu, pendant la réunion sociale de la12

veille, une longue conversation avec deux13

travailleurs -- c'est peut-être la même personne,14

je ne me souviens pas du nom -- de quelqu'un qui15

portait un masque à ce moment-là pour se protéger16

parce que son système immunitaire était en17

diminution.  Il se disait atteint du cancer ou de18

leucémie.19

Donc, on avait eu une longue20

conversation parce qu'il cherchait, lui, à trouver21

une façon de faire entendre son point de vue et de22

faire reconnaître ses droits.  Il faisait des23

allégations, justement, à l'effet que Hydro-Québec24

n'avait pas fait les mesures qu'il fallait ou25
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avait fait des rapports qui étaient faux.1

Ce n'était pas, selon mon2

souvenir, un employé d'Hydro-Québec.  C'était un3

employé d'un contracteur qui avait un contrait4

d'Hydro-Québec, ce qui ne dérange pas la question5

elle-même.6

Finalement, il avait été référé au7

personnel de la Commission, et à ma connaissance,8

il aurait dû faire -- et je l'avais mis en contact9

avec M. Marchildon qui était le secrétaire général10

à ce moment-là qui devait assurer le suivi.11

Maintenant, peut-être12

qu'Hydro-Québec pourrait confirmer au moins cette13

partie-là, à savoir si c'était un employé ou non. 14

J'ai l'impression que c'est une longue histoire15

que vous apportez sur la table aujourd'hui et qui16

a fait l'effet de nombreuses conversations et17

échanges.18

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Until the19

Commission has the materials in front of it...20

M. RASMUSSEN:  C'était un employé21

qui était avec...22

M. DOYON:  C'était un employé d'un23

contracteur, nous vous le confirmons.24

M. RASMUSSEN:  Contracteur Wilcox,25
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si je ne me trompe pas, qui engage des employés1

justement comme ça.  Ça fait qu'en engageant un2

contractant comme ça, bien justement, c'est3

l'entreprise qui assume, c'est non Hydro-Québec4

qui assume.  Ça fait que cet employé...  Puis dans5

cette entreprise-là, il y en a plusieurs qui ont6

45 et plus qui ont été engagés, justement.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.  I8

would like to go back to Hydro-Québec.9

Did I understand that Hydro-Québec10

made the statement that because it was a11

contractor, it was the contractor's12

responsibility?13

What I'm trying to get at is that14

while you may hire contractors to do any amount of15

work or different types of work, it would be our16

philosophy that it is still the responsibility of17

Hydro-Québec, the licensee, to see that the work18

is carried out appropriately and safely.19

MR. PAGEAU:  I can answer that. 20

When we are a contractor, we train the contractor21

as our own employee for the particular job they22

have to do.  So he received the particular23

training.24

But this case was a case from a25
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long time ago, so...  And we did provide all the1

dose too, the related dose to CCSN and AECB at the2

time.  And this case was also analyzed by the CSST3

in Québec, which is the compensation program that4

is managed by the province.  So they made a5

complete analysis of that case and they didn't6

find anything wrong in that case.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Does staff wish8

to add anything?9

MR. HARVIE:  Mr. Leblanc has just10

reminded me that this was discussed at a previous11

meeting and an action was placed on staff to12

follow up and we believe we did follow up.  I13

cannot recall the conclusion but I would like to14

take the opportunity to perhaps get back to the15

Commission this afternoon and inform of the16

conclusion of that follow-up.  It's not in my17

memory.18

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you very19

much.20

Finally, I would like to ask, do21

you believe that all cases of cancer that occur in22

the Gentilly-2 facility, for those individuals who23

are nuclear energy workers, is due to their24

exposure to radiation?25
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MR. RASMUSSEN:  I don't think all1

of them, because there's a notion of bio2

accumulation.  So some of the workers have been3

working in other places where there has been4

chemicals, there has been radiation.  But some5

precise cases are related to what we think -- to6

the nuclear exposure.  But not necessarily all of7

them.  If you have been working five years in8

Gentilly and then you have been working for 109

years in a chemical plant, it's the interaction of10

all these contaminants that can cause cancer.11

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We know all of12

these things can cause cancer, but when we get13

down to exposures in individuals and trying to14

show that this cancer in this man was caused by,15

it becomes very difficult.  So that what we deal16

is exposure standards that will protect -- that17

is, believe to protect, at least, the majority of18

those workers that are involved.19

I just wondered if you knew20

something that most people in the world don't, is21

how to say, at a certain level, this caused your22

cancer.23

MR. RASMUSSEN:  The burden of24

proof always falls on the victim.  And we all know25
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that statistics, the way they work right now, it's1

been shown only two years ago that tobacco causes2

cancer.  Before that, tobacco companies would say,3

there's no direct link between smoking and having4

lung cancer.  There's no cause.  There was only a5

link.6

So all studies on health related7

risks, what they show is link between one thing8

and one thing.  But you can't say it causes the9

rest.10

It's the same thing with nuclear11

energy.  Probably some day, they will say, well,12

we realize now that it's directly related.13

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.14

Any other questions?  No?15

Thank you very much.16

We will now proceed with day two17

of 00-H20, which is the Atomic Energy of Canada18

Limited renewal of the operating licence for the19

White Shell Laboratories.  Day one was held on20

August 16.21

It is my understanding that AECL22

are here to answer any questions, but will not be23

making a presentation.  Is that correct?24

MR. LAFRENIÈRE:  That's correct.25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.1

Then proceed to 00-H20.B with an2

oral presentation by CNSC staff.3

Mr. Howden.4

00-H20.B5

PRESENTATION6

MR. HOWDEN:  Madam Chair, we do7

not have a presentation for CMD 00-H20.B.  Staff8

are available to answer questions.  We are just9

getting ready for Chalk River, but we are10

available for questions now.11

THE CHAIRPERSON:  So you want12

questions first and then the talk after.  I'm13

sorry.  I have been thinking are they not going to14

get this ready.  I'm sorry.  I had you listed here15

as giving an oral representation on 00-H20.B, but16

that is not true.  Okay.  Thank you.17

Gentlemen, are there any questions18

following day one?  Thank you.19

Thank you very much.  Did you wish20

to make any statement?21

MR. HOWDEN:  No.  We have nothing22

further to add.23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  You all look so24

apprehensive or wanting to say something.25
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MR. HOWDEN:  No.1

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.2

We will then proceed to CMD3

00-H19.A and H19.1.  This is the AECL renewal of4

the operating licence for the Chalk River5

Laboratories.  Once again, I do not have AECL6

listed as wanting to make a submission today since7

they did their presentation on the 16th of August8

at day one of the hearing.  Is that correct?9

MR. LAFRENIÈRE:  That is correct.10

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.  I do11

have the staff listed as doing an oral12

presentation.  That is 00-H19.B.13

00-H19.B14

PRESENTATION15

MR. PEREIRA:  That is correct,16

Madam Chair.  The CNSC presentation will be17

delivered by Glenn Martin, Acting Head of the18

Operational Facilities Licensing Section.  The19

presentation team also includes Barclay Howden,20

Director of the Uranium Facilities Division, Mary21

Wright, Administrative Assistant, Recession22

Production Facilities Division, Don Howard from23

the Waste and Decommissioning Division, Doug24

Metcalfe from the Waste and Decommissioning25
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Division, Greg Rzentkowski from Safety Relation1

Division A and Miguel Santini from the Research2

and Production Facilities Division and Dr. Patsy3

Thompson from the Radiation and Environmental4

Protection Division.5

Thank you.6

MR. MARTIN:  Madam Chair and7

Commission Members, CNSC staff is here today to8

present a further update of CMD's 00-H19, 19.A and9

19.B about the renewal of the operating licence10

for the nuclear research and test establishment11

that Atomic Energy of Canada Limited operates at12

the Chalk River Laboratories.13

Our presentation will consist of14

four parts:  a very brief introduction, brief15

updates of four previously identified issues, our16

conclusion and our recommendation to the17

Commission with respect to renewing the Chalk18

River Laboratories operating licence.19

First, our introduction.  The20

purpose of this presentation is to briefly update21

the Commission regarding the most recent status of22

four previously identified issues.  The first23

issue, the paralex or MOX fuel experiment, was24

raised in Mr. Hendrickson's submission for this25
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hearing.1

AECL often tests MOX-based fuels,2

including those containing plutonium in NRU's3

experimental loops.  However, this is the first4

time the MOX fuel has contained plutonium derived5

from nuclear weapons.6

AECL has indicated the paralex7

experiment falls within the current licence NRU8

safety case.  Nevertheless, staff will assess the9

fuel assembly proposal for the paralex experiment10

to verify it does fall within the existing safety11

case.  The status of this issue is acceptable to12

staff at this time.13

The next issue is the training and14

qualification of NRU staff.  Further to CMD15

00-H19.B, staff has met with AECL to discuss the16

implementation of AECL's systematic approach to17

training policy at NRU.  In subsequent18

correspondence, AECL committed to fully implement19

its systematic approach to training policy at NRU20

within one to two years, which is an acceptable21

time frame to CNSC staff.22

Therefore, staff is not proposing23

a licence condition about this issue at this time. 24

However, the status of the issue will remain25
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conditionally acceptable until an effective1

training program acceptable to CNSC staff has been2

implemented at NRU.3

The next issue to update is4

related to liquid effluent monitoring for5

non-radiological parameters at the Chalk River6

Laboratory site.  AECL and CNSC staff met to7

discuss this issue and then, as requested, AECL8

submitted a plan and schedule for improving the9

management and monitoring of liquid effluent for10

non-radiological parameters.11

Since staff is still reviewing12

AECL's submission, the status of this issue13

remains conditionally acceptable.14

The final update has to do with15

nuclear security.  AECL has now proposed to16

address the outstanding directive from the 199917

security audit five months sooner than originally18

proposed.  Staff concludes the proposed schedule19

is satisfactory.  Therefore, the status of this20

issue is now acceptable.21

Based on all the information22

presented to the Commission, staff still concludes23

that AECL is qualified to continue to operate the24

Chalk River Laboratories subject to the resolution25
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of some conditionally acceptable issues because1

AECL has made adequate provision to protect the2

environment and the health and safety of persons3

and to maintain national security measures4

required to meet international obligations that5

Canada has agreed to.6

Based on our conclusion, CNSC7

staff recommends that the Commission issue a8

nuclear research and test establishment operating9

licence to AECL for a period of two years,10

beginning November 1, 2000.11

That concludes our presentation12

and staff will remain available to answer13

questions.14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.  I15

will say to the Commissioners questions directly16

related to the next document, that is Mr.17

Hendrickson's document, will be delayed until18

after his presentation, so then we can bring in19

both.20

I do have one question, however. 21

On the first page of your presentation, you22

indicate that is under public exposure, second23

paragraph, and next to last paragraph.  You are24

indicating here that your conclusion was that25
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argon 41 submissions are only conditionally1

acceptable and thus require the prompt development2

of a suitable ALARA program.3

I'm going to first ask AECL what4

is their understanding of what the word "prompt"5

means.6

MR. MARTIN:  Madam President,7

prompt means the end of this current month.8

THE CHAIRPERSON:  What's staff's9

understanding?10

MR. LAFRENIÈRE:  That is the same11

as them.12

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.13

Any other questions?  Dr. Barnes.14

MEMBER BARNES:  On the second15

page, just above 1.2, we have the sentence that16

says "CNSC staff agrees that CCRC, that17

understaffing of CRL's environmental research18

branch is unacceptable.  If that is true, however,19

staff has not yet independently confirmed this". 20

Has staff yet confirmed that?21

MR. HOWDEN:  No, we haven't.22

MEMBER BARNES:  In the context of23

prompt, when might that be?24

MR. HOWDEN:  Basically what we are25
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doing with AECL is we have met to discuss with1

them the whole environmental monitoring and the2

whole environmental performance issue.  You have3

seen the discussions that have gone on with that.4

I think AECL has indicated to us5

that they feel that this is not related to the6

slowness in submitting reports to us because7

previously, under the old regime, a number of8

these reports were not licensed requirements. 9

However, we requested them for the application to10

do the assessment under the new act.11

The information did come forward12

eventually, but because it wasn't a licence13

requirement, there was no firm requirement for14

when these things had to be ready.  What we have15

done is for the new licence that's in place, we16

have specifically stated that the missing17

information that we wanted to do the application18

review is now specifically written into the19

licence as a reporting requirement.20

I think in terms of assessing21

this, I think it would be difficult -- I think22

AECL legitimately could say that because it wasn't23

a licence requirement, they didn't necessarily24

have to provide the information in a timely25
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manner.1

We haven't looked at that in2

detail and we haven't made any plans yet in terms3

of how we were going to assess this particular4

concern because it may not be a concern at all.5

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes.  We are6

getting into Mr. Hendrickson's presentation.  He7

may have -- he raised that particular issue.  This8

is why you are saying it may not be a concern.9

MR. HOWDEN:  Yes.10

THE CHAIRPERSON:  First of all,11

Patsy, I think you want to make something and then12

I am going to let Mr. Hendrickson do his13

presentation so that we do not begin to ask14

questions about his presentation until he has15

presented it.16

MS THOMPSON:  What I was going to17

say is in the Commission staff assessment, the18

statements about the level of staffing to be able19

to conduct a program appropriately were AECL's own20

conclusions.21

Normally, when we do an on-site22

evaluation of programs, we do assess staffing23

levels as well as the expertise of people24

conducting the programs.  We have not yet25
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conducted such an evaluation at AECL, so we do not1

have an independent assessment of staffing levels2

and expertise of staff to conduct that program.3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  AECL?4

MR. LAFRENIÈRE:  On the subject of5

staffing, the staffing of the Environmental6

Research Branch has been maintained commensurate7

with AECL's or CRL's effluent control performance8

and effluent monitoring needs.9

I would just point out that AECL's10

effluent release code doses to the most exposed11

member of the public is .19 milliSieverts which is12

less than they receive annually from natural13

potassium fordian foods like bananas.  Public14

confidence should be high.15

AECL does not have unlimited16

resources and management must deploy available17

resources according to real needs and priorities. 18

Nevertheless, AECL commits more than seven person19

years per year to the performance of routing20

radiological and non-radiological effluent21

monitoring at the CRL site as well as funding22

independent environmental off-site monitoring23

programs.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.25
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I'm going to ask Mr. Hendrickson1

to now make his presentation because I keep2

feeling we are overlapping on issues that we need3

to look after all at once.4

Mr. Hendrickson.  That is 19.2.5

00-H19.26

PRESENTATION7

MR. HENDRICKSON:  I would first8

like to verify that you have a clean copy and not9

the original fax copy which was corrupt.  You can10

read --11

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I have the12

original.13

MR. HENDRICKSON:  I have some14

better copies.  I apologize for that.  I did15

submit some clean copies within two days of having16

heard from staff here that the original copies17

were corrupt, but they somehow didn't make it into18

your package.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Because of time20

constraints, I am going to remind you of the ten21

minute presentation.22

MR. HENDRICKSON:  Concerned23

Citizens is a voice for members of the general24

public who live near CRL.  Many of the issues of25
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greatest concern to our group have just been1

raised in fact in relation to emissions from the2

facility and the resultant health effect of those3

emissions.4

Our members really want to know5

are things getting better or worse in terms of the6

public's doses resulting from Chalk River.  We7

like to think that there have been some8

improvements in recent years with the new9

above-ground buildup of waste storage facility,10

the waste treatment centre upgrades for liquid11

effluents, also attempts to intercept some of the12

plumes leaching off the site, but we still do have13

some concerns.14

Some of our concerns revolve15

around the fact that while acceptable public dose16

levels are being changed because of changing17

scientific understanding of the relation between18

dose and health effects, the dose has been reduced19

from 5 to 1 milliSievert.  AECL's performance may20

not be keeping pace.21

Do you have a copy of the original22

H19 for reference?  I don't know that you would23

because it was discussed at the last meeting.  If24

you don't, I will just --25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  H19 of what?1

MR. HENDRICKSON:  H19, which was2

the Commission Member document.3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes, we have4

that.5

MR. HENDRICKSON:  You have that. 6

Okay.7

I would like to draw your8

attention to page 25 of that document which looks9

at public exposure from CRL.  I think the10

supplementary document has confirmed that this is11

an effort to compare effective doses estimated12

from the derived to release limits to actual doses13

as calculated from monitoring data.14

We believe that these monitoring15

data are based on exposures in two neighbouring16

communities, Deep River and Fort William in17

Quebec.  We feel that this sort of exercise to18

validate estimated doses, model doses, using19

actual environmental monitoring data is quite20

important because these models are the basis for21

regulating licensees, these derived emissions22

models.  That's the basis on which you and the23

public can judge the performance and whether the24

licensee is maintaining doses within allowable25
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limits.1

Now, when we see an agreement2

between doses estimated from environmental3

monitoring data and doses estimated from the4

derived emission limits models, that's encouraging5

to us.  However, we note that there have been in6

the models used in very recent uses -- those7

changes have had an interesting effect.8

If you could turn to page 2 of my9

submission, I compare doses as reported as a per10

cent of derived emission limits using the old11

model and the new model.  With the new model, we12

see that the doses are now ranging in the 2-1/2 to13

3 per cent range.  Previously AECL had reported14

doses around 1 per cent.15

With the recalculation of their16

models, with the new derived emission limits17

models, we suddenly discover that people living18

near the plant were exposed to two and a half more19

times in relation to the emissions limits than we20

previously thought.21

AECL has always been telling us we22

were around 1 per cent of what we're allowed.  Now23

we suddenly find out that they are releasing24

around 2-1/2 per cent of what they were allowed. 25
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In fact, these levels are calculated relative to1

the old 5 milliSievert level.2

What was in H19 was actually only3

done according to the old levels.  Now that we are4

comparing doses to the new 1 milliSievert5

level -- it has gone down from 5 to 1 -- we6

actually find that AECL's submissions are roughly7

15 per cent of what they are allowed.  This is8

quite a difference from what we have been told in9

the past.  Fifteen per cent is a significant10

percentage of 1 milliSievert acceptable dose.11

Now, what about liquid emissions? 12

Another point that I will frequently make is that13

the model and the actual measured doses have a14

good agreement for airborne emissions, but this15

agreement is not there for liquid emissions.16

In fact, in H19, table 6, I think17

our staff here have calculated that liquid18

emissions in 1999 were roughly 1 per cent of19

what's allowable.  That's compared to the old 520

milliSievert level or it's 5 per cent of what's21

allowable under the 1 milliSievert level.  Yet22

AECL is still reporting only about a tenth to a23

fifth of that in terms of its model for liquid24

emission.25
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What we concluded is that the1

actual monitoring data related to liquid emissions2

are failing to properly validate the model used to3

calculate AECL's emissions.  That's a matter of4

concern.5

For quite a number of years we6

felt that there may be a serious health risk in7

eating fish from the Ottawa River.  We were8

particularly concerned about cesium-137 levels in9

Ottawa River fish.  I think that your staff have10

done some preliminary work looking at these levels11

in fish.  They do seem to be orders of magnitude12

30 to 40 times higher than cesium-137 levels13

around other nuclear facilities that they have14

examined.15

Here we see that doses as16

calculated may be around 5 per cent from the17

liquid stream of what's considered acceptable at18

the 1 milliSievert level.19

We think that it's time to be a20

little more open about what the hazards of fish21

consumption may be or the maximum levels that have22

been observed in fish, looked at the pathways by23

which these contaminants are getting into fish24

populations.25
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Again, it's very important to1

validate these models using actual environmental2

monitoring data.  We congratulate staff for making3

the first attempt to do that, but it has raised4

some concerns for us, this discrepancy between5

what the models are saying the liquid emissions6

are giving us and what the monitoring data say the7

liquid emissions are resulting in.8

Lack of data on non-radioactive9

substances is given prominence in H19.  It was10

just discussed as well.  I would just like to11

quote from some of what was in H19.12

H19 talks about the absence of a13

scientific basis for the establishment of effluent14

guidelines, the absence of performance targets,15

the absence of effluent toxicity testing,16

efficient monitoring, the consideration of streams17

that receive groundwater from the waste management18

areas as if these streams were effluent when in19

fact they form an integral part of the20

environment.21

These are comments that staff has22

made which we think are quite pertinent, not only23

to non-radiological effluents, but to radiological24

effluents as well.  AECL has always been treated25
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as if the entire property was one large effluent1

treatment facility.  The lakes, the swamps, the2

streams on AECL are not off limit to wildlife. 3

They are not really off limit to people because4

workers at AECL commute back and forth by bicycle5

across those properties.6

The members of the public ski7

through those properties.  They even have public8

lop-it ski days sometimes in the winter right9

through this area which is being really treated in10

a very different way from what we think would be11

appropriate for areas where the general public can12

access.13

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Mr. Hendrickson,14

your time is up, so I wonder if you would --15

MR. HENDRICKSON:  Could I have a16

Maritime minute, please.17

THE CHAIRPERSON:  You can have a18

Maritime minute, but I'm warning the Maritime19

minute is now occurring.20

MR. HENDRICKSON:  Okay.  We are21

pleased that the staff have looked at groundwater22

monitoring as an issue, but we think that the23

conclusion that CRL's -- and we have seen this in24

the recent presentations and I will quote right25
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from H19:1

"CRL's environmental2

radiation protection programs3

adequately protect public4

health."5

Yet we have heard that6

environmental monitoring programs have many7

serious deficiencies.  We ask:  Can a deficient8

environmental monitoring program adequately9

protect public health?  That's why we are10

concerned about understaffing levels.  That's why11

we are concerned about mismatches in terms of12

monitoring data and model data.13

We note that staff are not making14

any provision for action in this matter.  We do15

request that an environmental performance and16

environmental effects monitoring plan be included17

as a new licence condition.  We think there should18

be an appropriate time schedule for delivery of19

that.20

We find that this is something21

that is important enough now that the Nuclear22

Safety Commission has mandate in the environmental23

area.  There have been concerns expressed about24

this.  We think it should be formalized as part of25
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the licence.1

I would just also very briefly say2

that what we have heard about the MOX test with3

the 4.6 per cent Russian plutonium fuel has not4

totally reassured our concerns about whether5

that's within the current safety case for the6

operation of the NRU.  We think that that should7

come back to the Commission as well for8

examination before that mox testing is done.9

Thank you.10

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thanks very11

much.12

Questions?  Perhaps I could start. 13

I know that staff had within their BMD responded14

to some of Mr. Hendrickson's issues.  I wonder if15

staff would like to make a presentation on those.16

MR. PEREIRA:  I think we did cover17

them.  Again, staff response to specific issues,18

we would like to raise them here.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Fine.  Thank20

you.21

I guess the first one is the issue22

concerning fish.  Mr. Hendrickson, you have23

indicated our staff don't know much about fish in24

your presentation and ask whether fish are25
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incapable of swimming upstream.  I do think staff1

are aware of how fish can swim, but for me the2

issue was not whether fish could swim upstream or3

downstream.4

I thought the issue was which way5

the water is flowing and the level of6

contamination in terms of the water into which the7

cesium concentration from CRL would occur. 8

Therefore, you weren't looking at fish as to9

whether they could swim upstream or downstream,10

but you did look at fish upstream, you looked at11

fish upstream and you had a slight difference.  Is12

that correct?  Patsy?13

MR. LAFRENIÈRE:  Perhaps I could14

address the issue.15

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Pardon me?16

MR. LAFRENIÈRE:  May I --17

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes, after Patsy18

answers this question.19

MS THOMPSON:  The environmental20

monitoring program that AECL Chalk River has in21

place is appropriate for confirming that those22

system members of the public are a small faction23

of the public dose limit.24

On the issue of fish monitoring,25
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fish monitoring is conducted to ensure that we1

have values with which to assess or estimate2

public doses.  The upstream -- there's a physical3

barrier.  There's a dam between the location where4

fish are captured downstream, exposed to Chalk5

River emissions, whereas the fish upstream are6

captured above the dam and cannot be exposed to7

releases from Chalk River.  So there's a valid8

comparison between fish caught downstream and9

upstream.10

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.  I11

believe AECL wants to make a comment.12

MR. LAFRENIÈRE:  Again, the13

maximum dose to the public from eating the Ottawa14

River fish caught downstream of CRL in 1999 was15

calculated at .0053 milliSieverts which is about16

the same as the annual dose you would receive from17

a smoke detector in your home or about 1 per cent18

of the dose from eating bananas.19

On the question of the dam, it's20

140 feet high, the difference from water level.  I21

point that out.22

On the issue of the cesium, the23

amount of cesium-137 in river water and lake water24

in Canada does vary according to the local water25
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chemistry.  It is irrelevant to public health at1

these low concentrations.2

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.3

Mr. Graham.4

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Just a question,5

Ms Thompson.  The statement in the presentation of6

fortyfold higher levels in CRL fish, is that a7

correct statement?8

MS THOMPSON:  In preparation for9

this meeting, I did not do a comparison with10

values report for OPG.  I assume they are correct. 11

However, it's very difficult to make comparisons12

when the sampling program isn't designed to13

conduct such comparisons.14

Normally fish are captured about15

once a year.  The species are different and the16

cesium uptake in fish will vary tremendously with17

water chemistry.  Water chemistry between Lake18

Ontario and, for example, Lake Huron is quite19

different from the chemistry in the Ottawa River20

and that affects ceisiumatic, so it's difficult to21

make those comparisons on an actual basis.22

MEMBER GRAHAM:  It's not apples23

and apples.24

MS THOMPSON:  That's right.25
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MEMBER GRAHAM:  One other question1

then.  In the paragraph before, there was2

discussion that perhaps there should be health3

advisories to pregnant mothers.  Does that -- when4

you do your research, if there should be5

advisories, there are, but there has not been, I6

take it, advisories for eating fish.7

MS THOMPSON:  No.  There are8

advisories, various provinces advisories for9

various organic and inorganic contaminants in10

fish.  In the case of exposure to radionuclides11

from Chalk River, for example, we just heard the12

doses from fish consumption are so low that they13

would not --14

MEMBER GRAHAM:  That's what I'm15

saying.  I realize there are advisories in various16

provinces.  There are, I know, in New Brunswick,17

but not for this and there has not been.18

MS THOMPSON:  No.19

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Okay.  Thank you. 20

I have a question, Madam Chairperson, regarding21

19.B, if I may.22

Two points I guess I really want23

to follow up on.  That is on page 4.  You are24

mentioning safety analysis to speed up the review25
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and update safety reports once AECL submits them. 1

Since this was written, AECL has not met its2

promised delivery schedule of the reports.3

I realize this may be a few days4

old.  Have they met that schedule yet?  I ask the5

staff.6

MR. HOWDEN:  Not as yet.  What we7

have been told is the outstanding reports will be8

submitted or the information for the reports will9

be submitted with our sub-safety analysis report10

which comes in at the end of this month.11

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Okay.  The other12

question I had was down a little further with13

regard to NRU upgrades.  In two instances there14

was mention that there would be submitted details15

by October 31.  Those I take it have not been16

received yet.17

MR. HOWDEN:  No, they have not.18

MEMBER GRAHAM:  To staff -- not19

from staff but to NRU -- pardon me, to staff.  Are20

you anticipating or can you confirm that they will21

be ready by that date, Chalk River I mean, to the22

AECL staff?23

MR. LAFRENIÈRE:  Yes.  If I may, I24

would like to address both issues.25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes.1

MR. LAFRENIÈRE:  The question of2

NRU RCEP --3

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Yes.4

MR. LAFRENIÈRE:  The work on the5

NRU safety reports started more than three years6

ago with a dedicated experienced team.  The CNSC7

staff has been kept fully aware of the methodology8

and computer tools to be used during our numerous9

meetings and reports.10

Over the past two years, more than11

50 analysts, managers and scientists were involved12

in the production of this report.  We have13

submitted 45 main reports on all aspects of NRU14

safety and provided 13 detailed responses to the15

CNSC staff comments.16

Lately we have been delayed by a17

single issue concerning the thermal hydroxy code18

Kathena.  The NRU system has been remodelled and19

the code with all its main systems and the20

resulting model is very complex.  This leads to21

extravagant computing times.  A 2,000 second run22

can consume up to one month CPU, computer time.23

This was clearly not expected and24

remains beyond our control.  As a consequence, the25
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production of five reports all linked to Kathena1

has been delayed.  These reports are now almost2

fully approved, but presently we are dedicating3

all our available efforts to producing the NRU4

safety report and we will deliver that report on5

time, thereby satisfying one of our licence6

conditions.7

I must also express my strong8

disagreement with the CNSC staff judgment on the9

alleged sudden and recent deterioration in the10

quality of our reports.  This is a very subjective11

and unsubstantiated opinion.12

On the second issue, specifically13

on the NECC installation plans which had been14

brought up in our August meeting, while the15

preferred option in terms of safety is to await16

MAPLE availability so that NRU can take an17

extended shutdown, AECL is evaluating the18

alternative options and plans will be supplied to19

the CNSC staff by October 31 of this year.20

We are revising our plans so that21

this work will indeed be completed before MAPLE22

becomes the primary source of medical isotopes.23

Thank you.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Obviously staff25
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would like to comment on AECL's statement that the1

deterioration in their reports is unjustified.2

MR. HOWDEN:  Okay.  Before I speak3

to that, may I speak to the process for just a4

moment, which will put this into context?5

The whole reason for the way we6

set up the process for the pre-submission of as7

much information as possible was to speed up the8

review process, because this reactor has a limited9

lifetime.  AECL has committed to shutting it down10

at the end of 2005.11

So there was three key types of12

documents that we were expecting to receive over13

this period of time, documents that discuss the14

bounding assessments for all the various accident15

sequences including the assumptions, documents16

that talk about the probabilities, like the17

frequencies of events.18

Then, finally, the deterministic19

reports which basically give you the quantitative20

results and also our intent to validate the21

assumptions that were taken in the first set of22

reports.23

The first two sets of reports, and24

there are many of them, as AECL has pointed out,25
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have all been delivered.  It's the third set and1

obviously the ones all tied to Kathena(ph).2

The reason we put this in the CMD3

was to give a heads-up to the Commission Members4

that the process hasn't gone along as quickly as5

possible and that when we get the final report6

with everything, if we find that there could be7

issues to be resolved, we might come back to the8

Commission, because at this moment we are not9

proposing any continued licence condition.  So the10

intention was to just give you a heads-up on what11

had been happening there.12

But we look forward to receiving13

the information at the end of this month.14

In terms of quality, I think it's15

subject to interpretation.  We have specialists16

that are here, willing to give examples.  I don't17

know if you would want that.  Basically, things18

that we are expecting in some of the reports19

didn't come through in the level of detail that we20

were expecting.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.22

Mr. Graham.23

MEMBER GRAHAM:  I had one other24

question and that was the decommissioning plans25
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and financial guarantees.1

CNSC staff indicate that you have2

about four months to get the proper cost estimates3

and decommissioning of the entire site.  Can you4

meet those preliminary decommissioning plans in5

the next four months as to AECL?6

MR. LAFRENIÈRE:  Yes.  CNSC staff7

requested preliminary decommissioning plans,8

common link all PDPs for the CRL site and licence9

facilities by January 31, 2002.10

AECL has agreed with this request11

and the PDPs will be written as per the CNSC12

regulatory guide.  Much evaluation work must be13

done in preparation for writing the PDPs for the14

CRL site.15

AECL, as a Crown corporation, and16

I bring this up because this was the underlying17

issue, has had and continues to have funding18

arrangements with the Treasury Board on behalf of19

the Government of Canada to provide segregated20

funds for decommissioning.  This secures the21

financial guarantees to support our future22

decommissioning requirements.23

MEMBER GRAHAM:  I would like to24

clarify.  I said four months.  It's a year and25
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four months.  I apologize for that.1

But are you satisfied that you can2

meet the financial guarantees at that time?3

MR. LAFRENIÈRE:  I think we can4

point out at this point that the financial5

guarantees have always been respected and, as a6

case in point, the Treasury Board has recently7

approved our advanced decommissioning program and8

has provided the funding in the substantial amount9

to ensure that we meet these targets.10

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Of course, if we11

are not satisfied, then it directly affects the12

ability to obtain a licence.  So there is that13

control system in there, which I think everyone is14

aware of.15

Any other questions?  Dr. Barnes.16

MEMBER BARNES:  The point I was17

trying to make before, Madam President, at page 2,18

regarding the potential understaffing of CRL's19

Environmental Research Branch, where it says that20

staff has not confirmed this.  I just wanted to21

make sure, without belabouring the point, that we22

will hear later on about that?23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes, staff can24

come back --25
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MEMBER BARNES:  The other, maybe1

it's a comment and may be irrelevant to this2

point, but the issue which surprises me at the3

level of information and debate in this sort of4

forum is, for example, on the issue of the fish.5

I would have thought from a6

scientific viewpoint that if one is trying to7

demonstrate to the public there is no hazard8

here -- and I accept the point about the fish9

below the dam and up the dam are comparable to10

different nuclear power stations, but what would11

be helpful surely would be an analysis as a12

long-term monitoring of a couple of the most13

common species that would be sampled in court14

during the low water level periods obviously due15

to this tremendous water bath in spring compared16

to the fall, as I recall, in the upper Ottawa17

River.  Surely a monitoring system like this would18

put in place, something that one could look at19

seizing 137 over a period of a decade and give20

some assurance to the public that there was some21

consistency.22

So I'm surprised that this isn't23

the kind of information rather than having a whole24

paragraph or a debate arguing about things which25
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are themselves almost meaningless from a1

scientific viewpoint.2

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Patsy.3

MS THOMPSON:  All the4

environmental monitoring programs at nuclear5

facilities were not designed to provide scientific6

information on uptaken levels of contaminants in7

various biota.  They were designed to demonstrate8

whether or not members of the public were being9

exposed or are being exposed to higher levels of10

radionuclides than would be expected from the DRL11

models and the releases.12

On that basis, most of the fish13

sampling programs have consisted of either getting14

fish from people actively fishing or getting once15

a year samples on whatever they could catch and16

basically using those values to model uptake.17

All the environmental monitoring18

programs, at least for the nuclear facilities, and19

that is also the intent with the recommendations20

we have made for Chalk River, is that the21

environmental monitoring programs be looked at and22

properly designed to look at both environmental23

protection as well as protection of human health.24

On that basis, I know that OPG has25
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made studies to look at how they can improve their1

fish monitoring program and we would expect that2

other facilities do so as well.3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.4

Any other questions or comments?5

Thank you, Mr. Hendrickson.6

We will now break for -- I'm7

sorry?8

MR. LAFRENIÈRE:  I'm sorry.  There9

is one issue I would like to address, if I may.10

This has to do with unfair damage11

to AECL's reputation as a result of statements12

made at the August meeting of this year concerning13

AECL.14

Madame la Présidente,15

Commissaires, with regard to the CNSC staff's16

public remarks about the perceived erosion of17

experience level with regard to NRU operators and18

engineers, AECL requests that CNSC management19

ensure their staff are more restrained in future20

hearings and check their facts carefully before21

making serious judgments.22

Commissioner Giroux characterized23

such remarks contained in the CMD prepared for the24

first hearings, again, August 16th, as a strong25
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judgment and AECL agrees with that1

characterization.2

You will recall that at the first3

hearings, even after Dr. Giroux's remarks, CNSC4

staff went on to say the following, and this is5

verbatim, for the transcripts:6

"NRU has been known for years7

to be a good fixer.  If they8

have problems, they fix them9

because they have had that10

depth of experience.  But11

they have lost a lot of it. 12

I think the numbers of people13

with ten years or more14

experience has dropped15

significantly.  So you just16

don't have the depth to fix17

the problems or prevent18

them."19

This perception, presented as20

fact, was used by the media to produce stories21

that were detrimental to AECL's reputation.  CNSC22

staff should know that journalists may well take23

what the CNSC staff say as fact rather than24

checking with AECL before running a story.25
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Let us now examine the facts.  I1

have three slides to show the Commission, which2

you may use to draw your own conclusions about the3

veracity of what was said in the first hearings.4

You see slide one shows the5

average years of reactor experience of NRU6

engineers has in fact risen from 4.6 in 1988 to7

10.6 years of experience right now.8

If we go on to slide two, it shows9

that our NRU operators have even greater depth of10

reactor experience and we are now standing at 1511

years experience on average.12

Slide three, please, shows two13

snapshots for 1993 and the present.  Again, the14

trend is to increasing years of experience for15

both engineers and operators in NRU.16

To conclude, AECL takes exception17

to the kind of treatment meted out to us by CNSC18

staff at the August 16th hearings.  AECL19

appreciated Dr. Giroux's remarks to CNSC staff and20

we hope they will have learned from this incident21

to be more diligent in determining the facts22

before making inflammatory statements about23

licensees in public hearings.24

Thank you.25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  Can you just put1

those slides -- the last slide up again.2

When you make your projections, as3

you look at succession planning within AECL, if4

you were to project another five years out, how5

many of those would you be losing?  Can you give6

me a rough estimate?  In other words, what I'm7

trying to look at is you evidently have increased8

experience between 1993 and 2000.9

Now the question I have is:  Are10

you due for a rapid drop in experience?11

As we look at some of our areas of12

employees, you will see this trend, but because of13

retirement and age, there will be a fast drop off. 14

Can you give me some idea of that?15

MR. LAFRENIÈRE:  Yes.16

On the latter question we do not17

expect a rapid drop off because our average age at18

CRL is around 46.  In NRU, particularly, we are19

well doted with a younger staff because of the20

attrition in the last five to 10 years.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Because of the22

attrition in the last five years?23

MR. LAFRENIÈRE:  Because of the24

attrition in the previous decade.25
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Just to clarify, we are now1

running at, over the last six, seven years,2

typically 5 engineers a year attrition.  This rate3

is expected to continue.  We are running at that4

rate this year.5

I would point out as well, we are6

not standing on that.  We have put in other7

measures to ensure that we maintain our knowledge8

base.9

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Just for my own10

clarification, the average age of all engineers11

are 46.  What about at NRU?12

MR. LAFRENIÈRE:  In NRU, that age13

is younger.  I would have to produce the numbers,14

and we can do so, but it is younger than the15

average.16

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.17

Mr. Graham.18

MEMBER GRAHAM:  The only thing I19

don't understand is if it's younger, how is it20

higher with experience.  That's what I don't21

understand.22

MR. LAFRENIÈRE:  Excuse me.  Could23

you repeat the question.24

MEMBER GRAHAM:  If your average25
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age is 46 or younger than what it has been, how,1

then, have you gone from 6.8 to 10.6?2

MR. LAFRENIÈRE:  The average age3

of 46 is a CRL average.4

THE CHAIRPERSON:  But your NRU5

engineers, you told me, were younger.6

MR. LAFRENIÈRE:  That's correct. 7

Our average age in NRU is younger than 46.  I8

would have to produce the actual numbers again. 9

But the information that I have is that we are10

under the average in NRU because of the attrition,11

particularly in the last decade in the eighties12

and the early nineties.13

THE CHAIRPERSON:  So what you are14

saying is the average age of the engineers is15

younger.  Nevertheless, the years of experience16

are increasing.17

MR. LAFRENIÈRE:  That's correct.18

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Is that correct?19

MR. LAFRENIÈRE:  That's correct.20

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.21

MEMBER GRAHAM:  The only other22

question I would have, Madam Chairman, is -- you23

are not finished.  I'm sorry.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  No.  Go ahead.25
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MEMBER GRAHAM:  The only other1

question I would have is the numbers, the2

complement of engineers and operators in 19933

versus the complement of engineers and operators4

in the year 2000.  Has that increased or is it5

static or has it decreased?6

MR. LAFRENIÈRE:  The numbers have7

increased slightly.8

I would point out that one has to9

remember in the mid-eighties, around 1986, there10

was a rapid drop in NRU experience, there was a11

massive exodus of engineers, because NRU has12

traditionally been a training ground for the rest13

of the industry.14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.15

Are there any other questions?  If16

not, thank you very much.17

MR. JACK:  Madam Chair, could we18

get a copy of those slides for the record since19

they have been used in the hearing.20

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes.21

MR. JACK:  Thank you.22

THE CHAIRPERSON:  You will leave23

those with us for the record?24

Thank you.25
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This meeting is now adjourned1

until 1:30.  Thank you.2

--- Upon recessing at 12:45 p.m.3

--- Upon resuming at 1:30 p.m.4

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you,5

ladies and gentlemen.  These hearings will now6

resume.7

We are in a significant time8

restraint today, and I want to announce that in9

relationship to Hearing 00-H29 -- that is the10

environmental assessment of the restart of11

Pickering -- we will today only be hearing the12

staff presentation, and there will not be any13

questioning today.14

We will be continuing that EA in15

Pickering on December 14th.  We are very concerned16

that without providing appropriate time, there17

will be inappropriate questioning done today.18

For those of you who are waiting19

for that particular hearing, I wanted to advise20

you that that is all that will be done today on21

day one.22

We then move to Hearing 00-H18,23

which is the Nordion licence to operate the MDS24

Nordion Kanata operations.25
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Both Nordion and staff did make1

presentations on August 16th, and questions were2

raised at that time.  Nordion representatives are3

present to answer any questions.4

And staff, I do have you listed as5

an oral presentation of 00-H18.B.6

MR. PEREIRA:  Madam Chair, staff7

does not have a presentation to make.8

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.9

Are there any questions?  No10

questions; thank you.11

We then move to the hearings of12

Day 1.13

The first one is Canadian General14

Electric Inc.:  Nuclear Fuel Facility Operating15

Licence for the Peterborough Facility.16

That is 00-H26.17

While it is anticipated that18

licensees will do a submission, GE did not meet19

the deadline for that submission.  They will not20

have a presentation, but they will be here to21

answer any questions.22

So the first presentation will be23

by staff.24

MR. PEREIRA:  Madam Chair, the25
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staff presentation will be delivered by Mr. Mike1

White, head of the Uranium Processing Facility2

Section.  In the team will be Mr. Jafir Jafiri,3

who is the project officer for the facility.4

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.5

00-H266

PRESENTATION7

MR. WHITE:  Thank you, Madam Chair8

and Members of the Commission.9

My first presentation today10

constitutes a precis of CMD 00-H26, following11

which I will endeavour to answer any questions you12

may have on it.13

This CMD concerns renewal of the14

operating licence for GE Canada's nuclear fuel15

fabrication facility at its large complex in16

Peterborough, Ontario.  As noted, the current17

licence is due to expire on December 31st of this18

year, and the licensee has applied to the19

Commission for its renewal for a period of five20

years.21

My presentation will comprise five22

parts:  first, background; second, an assessment23

of the risk posed by the facility; third, a review24

of the application by GE Canada; fourth, the25
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proposed licence; and fifth, recommendations.1

Background:  The facility which is2

the subject of CMD 00-H26 manufactures fuel3

bundles for CANDU nuclear reactors from uranium4

dioxide pellets produced at GE's Toronto facility5

and zircaloy tubes.6

Many of the steps in the7

manufacturing process are largely automated. 8

After being packaged for transport, the completed9

bundles may be stored on site temporarily before10

being delivered to customers.11

No changes have been made in the12

ownership or control of the facility during the13

period of the current licence.  The licence itself14

was amended twice during its period.15

The purpose of the first amendment16

was twofold:  to modify the limits on the17

production rate to express it in terms of a18

maximum monthly rate in place of an annual rate,19

as requested by GE Canada; and to incorporate20

requirements concerning the integrity of pressure21

retaining components in use at the facility and22

others respecting safeguards.23

The second amendment was made also24

at the request of GE Canada.  Its purpose was to25
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permit tests of new fuel handling machines1

intended for use in nuclear generating stations to2

be carried out with actual fuel bundles.3

The risks due to operation at this4

facility are a function of three factors:  the5

nature and quantities of the hazardous materials6

handled in the process; the characteristics of the7

activities carried out; and the actions taken by8

GE Canada to control the hazards.9

The principal hazardous materials10

are uranium and beryllium, which are used in the11

manufacture of the zircaloy tubes.12

The uranium dioxide poses only13

radiological hazards, because it is either natural14

or depleted; thus, there is no possibility of15

criticality occurring.  Also, it is in the form of16

ceramic pellets and thus not easily dispersed.17

The activities carried out are18

generally not conducive to dispersion either.19

The hazard posed beryllium and the20

associated control measures are monitored by the21

Ontario Ministry of Labour under a longstanding22

agreement made with Labour Canada, now Human23

Resources and Development Canada.24

GE Canada's parent company has25
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established an elaborate set of internal controls1

to minimize the risks to health and safety in the2

environment associated with its operations.3

GE Canada implements this4

management system at each of its facilities.  Its5

performance is subject to extensive internal and6

external corporate audits.7

CNSC staff has conducted routine8

quarterly inspections at the Peterborough facility9

during the licensing period and reviewed the10

licensee's actions with respect to the operating11

licence.  Nothing was found during those12

inspections, nor was anything reported by the13

licensee to indicate non-compliance with the14

applicable regulatory requirements.15

Assessment of the risks posed by16

the facility:  The risks are inherently low for17

the reasons referred to earlier.  The statistics18

on radiation doses and uranium emissions to the19

atmosphere and inaqueous effluent discharge to the20

sewers support the view that the measures applied21

by GE Canada are effective.22

On the basis of that information,23

the CNSC staff has concluded that the facility24

does not pose an unreasonable risk to workers, the25
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public or the environment.1

Review of GE Canada's application2

for renewal of the operating licence:  GE Canada's3

Peterborough facility is a Class 1B nuclear4

facility.  CNSC staff has assessed the licensee's5

application for renewal of the current licence6

with no changes to the conditions therein, taking7

into account the information submitted pursuant to8

the applicable regulatory requirements.9

Considering the activities to be10

authorized by the operating licence and the risks11

associated with them, the CNSC staff believes12

that:13

(1) the licensee has submitted, in14

proportion to the risks involved, the information15

required pursuant to section 24 of the Nuclear16

Safety and Control Act, sections 3 and 5 of the17

General Nuclear Safety and Control Regulations,18

and sections 3 and 6 of the Class 1 Nuclear19

Facilities Regulations;20

(2) the licensee is qualified to21

carry on the activities that the licence will22

authorize;23

(3) the licensee has established,24

in relation to the activities carried out at the25
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facility, adequate provision for the protection of1

the environment, the health and safety of persons,2

national security, and measures required to3

implement international obligations to which4

Canada has agreed.5

The proposed operating licence: 6

the draft licence attached to CMD 00-H26,7

FF0L-3621.0/2005, conforms to the CNC standard8

format and reproduces all of the conditions set9

out in the current licence, including those added10

in the amendments outlined earlier.11

The draft licence also contains12

new conditions compared to that licence.  These13

are augmented in the following ways:14

(1) by adding the requirement for15

the licensee to update the decommissioning plan16

for the facility and submit it to the CNSC by17

December 31, 2001 to address the provision of18

financial assurance.19

(2) to limit the possession of20

nuclear substances other than uranium for the21

purposes of radiation protection;22

(3) to limit the import of23

controlled nuclear substances for safeguards24

reasons;25
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(4) to prescribe the five standard1

requirements relating to fire protection now being2

included as standard conditions in the licences3

for all Class 1 nuclear facilities.4

As mentioned earlier in its5

application, GE Canada has requested that the6

licence have a term of five years.  The CNSC staff7

believes that a term greater than the customary8

two years should be considered on the grounds9

that:10

(a) the licensee's record of11

compliance has been consistently good;12

(b) the licensee's commitment to,13

and implementation of, its internal environmental14

health and safety management system provides15

adequate assurance that the licensee has a process16

in place to minimize risks arising from the17

activities to be authorized at the facility; and18

(c) the longer licence renewal19

cycle will allow the CNSC staff to plan, conduct20

and complete the assessments of all safety21

strategic performance areas at the facility in a22

single licensing period.23

Based on these reasons, CNSC staff24

recommends a five-year term for the proposed25
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licence for GE Canada's Peterborough facility.1

Recommendations:  CNSC staff2

recommends that the Commission:3

(a) accept the staff's conclusion4

that the licensee is qualified to carry on the5

activities that the licence will authorize;6

(b) accept the staff's conclusion7

that the licensee has, in relation to the8

activities to be authorized, adequate provisions9

for the protection of the environment, the health10

and safety of persons, and the maintenance of11

national security and measures required to12

implement international obligations to which13

Canada has agreed; and14

(c) renew operating licence no.15

FF0L-3621.0/2005 for GE Canada's Peterborough fuel16

facility for a period of five years.17

Madam Chair, this concludes the18

CNSC staff presentation on CMD 00-H26.  We will be19

pleased to respond to any questions you or Members20

of the Commission may have.21

Thank you.22

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.23

Does General Electric wish to make24

any comments?25
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MR. OSBORNE:  Madam Chair and1

Commission Members, I will first introduce2

ourselves.  I am Ron Osborne, Vice-President and3

General Manager of GE Canada Nuclear Products4

Business.5

With me today is Henry Hann, who6

is the Manager of our Environmental Health and7

Safety Operations.8

We feel that the information and9

the recommendations in CMD 00-H26 are complete. 10

We agree with those recommendations and really11

have nothing more to add at this time.12

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.13

Are there any questions?14

Dr. Barnes, please.15

MEMBER BARNES:  My memory may not16

be good enough, but on other licensing actions17

when staff were recommending a longer term, as is18

the case here, it was my recollection that staff19

were to come back and review the whole licensing20

package; and if there were certain facilities that21

needed a five-year, that would be sort of bundled22

up into that.23

Did that happen?24

It started with Pickering.  They25
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wanted a much longer period of licensing.  As I1

recall, certainly in one of these meetings staff2

agreed to go back and look at the whole aspect of3

which licences could be put on a longer term4

basis.5

It seems that here we are just6

looking at this on a kind of one-off situation,7

which disturbs me sometimes.8

I will ask that question first.9

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I believe there10

was, and I stand to be corrected.  That was11

specifically for reactors, to look at issues12

concerning a longer licensing period.13

However, during the time we have14

moved to three-year and five-year licences for15

other types of licences.  I don't believe staff16

have yet come back in terms of looking at the17

possibilities of the power reactors undergoing a18

longer licensing period.19

Is that correct?20

MR. PEREIRA:  That is correct. 21

And Dr. Bishop, you are correct in pointing out22

that for other types of facilities there is a23

whole range of licence terms.  Some facilities24

have lifetime licences.25
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It is in relation to the type of1

activity, the type of hazard and the compliance2

record.  For the power reactors there is some3

activity going on to look at the rationale for4

terms.5

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Are there any6

other questions?7

It would appear not.  Thank you.8

We will them move to CMD 00-H27.9

MR. PEREIRA:  Madam Chair, the10

staff presentation will be delivered by Mr. Mike11

White, head of the Uranium Facilities Section; and12

also Jafir Jafiri, the project officer for the13

facility.14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Please go ahead.15

00-H2716

PRESENTATION17

MR. WHITE:  Thank you, Madam18

Chair, Members of the Commission.  This19

presentation is a precis of CMD 00-H27.  It20

complements the preceding one on CMD 00-H26.21

We will, as before, endeavour to22

answer any questions you may have on it.23

CMD 00-H27 concerns renewal of the24

operating licence for GE Canada's nuclear fuel25
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fabrication facility in Toronto, Ontario.1

As noted, the licence for that2

facility is also due to expire on December 31st of3

this year, and the licensee has applied to the4

Commission for its renewal for a period of five5

years.6

Again my presentation will7

comprise five parts:  first, background; second,8

an assessment of the risk posed by the facility;9

third, review of the application by GE Canada;10

fourth, the proposed licence; and fifth,11

recommendations.12

Background:  The facility which is13

the subject of CMD 00-H27 manufactures uranium14

dioxide pellets for use in nuclear reactor fuel15

bundles.  The production process involves a series16

of steps, some automated, to transform uranium17

dioxide powder into the requisite pellets.18

After being packaged for19

transport, the pellets are shipped either to GE20

Canada's Peterborough facility or to a facility in21

the USA.22

No changes have been made in the23

ownership or control of the facility during the24

period of the current licence.  The licence itself25
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was amended once during its period.1

The purpose of that amendment was2

twofold:  to modify the limit on the plant output3

by deleting the prescription of an annual maximum4

quantity, as requested by GE Canada; and to5

incorporate requirements concerning the integrity6

of pressure retaining components in use at the7

facility and others respecting safeguards.8

The risks due to operations at9

this facility are a function of the same three10

factors mentioned earlier:  the nature and11

quantities of the hazardous materials used in the12

process; the characteristics of the activities13

carried out and the actions taken by GE Canada to14

control the hazards.15

The principal hazardous materials16

are uranium and hydrogen, which is used in the17

sintering of the pellets.18

The uranium dioxide poses only19

radiological hazards, because it is either natural20

or depleted; thus, there is no possibility of21

criticality occurring.22

In the preliminary steps of the23

process, it is in the form of powder and thus24

susceptible to dispersion.25
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To minimize the spread of1

radioactive contamination, powder handling2

operations are carried out in enclosed areas under3

appropriate precautions.4

GE Canada's parent company has5

established an elaborate set of internal controls6

to minimize the risks to health and safety and the7

environment associated with its operations.  GE8

Canada implements this management system at each9

of its facilities.  Its performance is subject to10

extensive internal and external corporate audits.11

The CNSC staff has conducted12

routine quarterly inspections at the Toronto13

facility during the licensing period and reviewed14

the licensee's actions with respect to the15

operating licence.16

Nothing was found during those17

inspections, nor was anything reported by the18

licensee to indicate non-compliance with the19

applicable regulatory requirements.20

Assessment of the risk posed by21

the facility:  The hazards are limited by means of22

the various measures referred to earlier.  The23

statistics on radiation doses and uranium24

emissions to the atmosphere and inaqueous effluent25
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discharge to the sewer support the view that GE1

Canada's actions, in those respects, are2

effective.3

On the basis of that information,4

the CNSC staff has concluded that the facility5

does not pose an unreasonable risk to workers, the6

public, or the environment.7

Review of GE Canada's application8

for renewal of the operating licence:  GE Canada's9

Toronto facility is a Class 1B nuclear facility.10

CNSC staff have assessed the11

licensee's application, with no changes to the12

conditions therein, taking into account the13

information submitted pursuant to the applicable14

regulatory requirements.15

Considering the activities to be16

authorized by the operating licence and the risks17

associated with them, the CNSC staff believes18

that:  (1) the licensee has submitted, in19

proportion to the risks involved, the information20

required pursuant to Section 24 of the Nuclear21

Safety and Control Act, Sections 3 and 5 of the22

General Nuclear Safety and Control Regulations,23

and Sections 3 and 6 of the Class 1 Nuclear24

Facilities Regulations; (2) the licensee is25
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qualified to carry on the activities that the1

licence will authorize; (3) the licensee has2

established, in relation to the activities carried3

out at the facility, adequate provision for the4

protection of the environment, the health and5

safety of persons and national security, and6

measures required to implement international7

obligations to which Canada has agreed.8

The proposed operating9

licence:  The draft licence attached to CMD 00-H2710

FFOL-3622.0/2005 conforms to the CNSC standard11

format and reproduces all of the conditions set12

out in the current licence, including those added13

in the amendment outlined earlier, except for14

those which prescribe requirements that now appear15

in the applicable regulations.16

The draft licence also contains17

certain new conditions, compared to that licence. 18

These are augmented in the following ways:  (1) by19

adding a requirement for the licensee to update20

the decommissioning plan for the facility and21

submit it to the CNSC by December 31st, 2001, to22

address the provision of financial assurance;23

(2) to limit the possession of nuclear substances,24

other than uranium, for the purposes of radiation25
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protection; (3) to limit the import of controlled1

nuclear substances, for safeguards reasons; (4) to2

prescribe the five standard requirements relating3

to fire protection now being included as standard4

conditions in the licences for all Class 1 nuclear5

facilities.6

As mentioned earlier, in its7

application, GE Canada has requested the licence8

have a term of five years.9

CNSC staff believes that a term10

greater than the customary two years should be11

considered on the grounds that:  (a) the12

licensee's record of compliance has been13

consistently good; (b) the licensee's commitment14

to and implementation of its internal15

environmental health and safety management system16

provides adequate assurance that the licensee has17

a process in place to minimize risks arising from18

the activities to be authorized at the facility;19

and (c) the longer licence renewal cycle will20

allow the CNSC staff to plan, conduct and complete21

the assessments of all strategic -- safety22

strategic performance areas at the facility in a23

single licensing period.24

Based on those reasons, the CNSC25
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staff recommends a five-year term for the proposed1

licence for GE Canada's Toronto facility.2

Recommendations:  CNSC staff3

recommends that the Commission (a) accept the4

staff's conclusion that the licensee is qualified5

to carry on the activities that the licence will6

authorize; (b) accept the staff's conclusion that7

the licensee has, in relation to the activities to8

be authorized, adequate provisions for the9

protection of the environment, the health and10

safety of persons and the maintenance of national11

security and measures required to implement12

international obligations to which Canada has13

agreed; and (c) renew operating licence14

No. FFOL-3622.0/2005 for GE Canada's Toronto15

nuclear fuel facility for a period of five years.16

Madam Chair, this concludes the17

CNSC staff presentation on CMD 00-H27.18

We will be pleased to respond to19

any questions you or Members of the Commission may20

have.21

Thank you.22

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.23

Would General Electric like to24

make any comments?25
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MR. OSBORNE:  No; again, as in the1

first one, I think the report fully covers the2

facts and our recommendations.3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.4

Questions?5

Dr. Giroux...?6

MEMBER GIROUX:  Yes.7

I'm looking at the exposure data8

in the document, on pages 5 and 6.  You say, in9

the last five years, exposures were less than 3010

and 66 per cent of their regulatory limits.  These11

are below the limits, but not very far below,12

especially the 66 per cent.13

My question is:  Is this a14

stabilized system now?  And is this a reason for15

applying ALARA?  Or is there sort of a process16

trying to lower these exposures?17

MR. WHITE:  Thank you, Dr. Giroux.18

I acknowledge the proximity of19

some of these numbers to the actual limits.  GE20

has supplied measures, over the course of the past21

few years, to reduce these levels.22

I think we could perhaps ask23

Mr. Henry Hann, the GE representative, if he has24

any further comments to add.25
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MR. HANN:  Thank you.1

If you look at the data, we have2

been able to bring the average dose down in the3

population by implementing shielding in some4

automation on processes where there was direct5

contact with the uranium pellets and powder.  But6

your question refers to the maximum does, and7

there is one or two operations left which are very8

manual that still require a lot of contact with9

the actual uranium.10

We have a project on the books for11

next year that will look at automating that last12

very manual process, and that's the area where the13

maximum dose is occurring:  where there's a lot of14

handling of the actual pellets, the sorting for15

defects in the final product packaging to go to16

Peterborough.17

So, we have been able to bring the18

average down, as you can see, and we have a plan19

to go after what's causing the maximum dose area20

of the shop.21

MEMBER GIROUX:  Thank you.  That22

answers my question.23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Dr. Barnes...?24

MEMBER BARNES:  Just to come back25
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to my last question, I guess I still have some1

residual concern about this jump from two to five. 2

I understand the logic behind it, but I wondered,3

in thinking that out, whether you had considered4

having a system of a five-year licence but with,5

say, an interim report after three years,6

something like that, so that -- five years is a7

long time and often beyond the memory of8

individuals or the Commission, as a board, the9

Commissioners.10

MR. WHITE:  Yes, Dr. Barnes, the11

licence does include a condition for annual12

reporting by the licensee to the Commission.  I13

believe we could either do it on an annual basis14

or, perhaps, a semi-annual basis, every two years,15

which would then provide for a double reporting16

within the five-year period, and then the17

presentation by the licensee in its renewal18

application in the fifth year.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  But the licence20

condition, now, is for annually?21

MR. WHITE:  It's for annual22

reporting of certain statistics and other data on23

the performance at the facility, to the24

Commission, each year, yes.25
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MEMBER BARNES:  Could I ask:  Will1

that simply go to staff?  Or would that come to2

the Commission Members?3

MR. WHITE:  Currently, that is4

just reviewed by staff.  But I believe we could5

make arrangements to communicate the information6

to the Commission if that its wish.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.8

There are no other questions.9

We will move to SRB Technologies. 10

That's Hearing 00-H28.  This is the first day of11

this hearing; the second day will be on December12

the 15th.13

The first presentation will be14

made by SRB Technologies.  That's 00-H28.1.  I15

have Stephane Levesque, President, who will be16

doing the presentation.  And Shane MacDougall,17

Radiation Safety Officers is also present.18

00-H28.119

PRESENTATION20

MR. LEVESQUE:  Thank you.21

Dr. Bishop and Members of the22

Commission, my name is Stephane Levesque, a23

resident of Pembroke, and President of SRB24

Technologies, a Pembroke manufacturer of25
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self-powered light sources used for emergency1

lighting throughout the world.2

I'm also joined here today by3

Mr. Shane MacDougall, the Corporate Health4

Physicist for our company.5

My short presentation today will6

be divided in three segments:  our product; our7

company; and our vision.8

All devices manufactured at our9

company use a product called  "betalight".  A10

betalight is a sealed capsule, internally coated11

with phosphor and filled with low-energy12

radioactive gas, called "tritium", which activates13

this phosphor to produce light.14

All product is manufactured to15

strict procedures and inspected at all stages of16

production to drawing any customer requirements. 17

Betalights are then assembled into a variety of18

company products or directly shipped to end users19

throughout the world.20

I would like to ask the Commission21

if it will be acceptable for a sales22

representative to perhaps circulate a couple of23

our products to the Commission?  We have some with24

us today.25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  To the1

Commission?2

MR. LEVESQUE:  Yes.3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes.4

MR. LEVESQUE:  Pierre Mallette,5

our sales representative --6

THE CHAIRPERSON:  As long as there7

is basically no value to them.  We are limited on8

the gifts that we --9

MR. LEVESQUE:  Oh, we expect them10

back.  We just want to show you.11

--- Laughter12

MR. LEVESQUE:  I think he will be13

circulating exit signs and other products that we14

use.15

Our products save lives, all over16

the world, in emergency situations.  With the17

absence of light and power -- which,18

unfortunately, we have light and power today19

-- our product will continue to generate light and20

guide people to safety.  Our products are used for21

safety in buildings, airplanes, by Canadians,22

NATO, and United Nations peacekeeping troops all23

over the world.24

Now, I will move to the second25
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segment:  our company.1

SRB Technologies (Canada)2

Incorporated has been in operation since 1990 and3

manufactures all products sold by our company, in4

Canada, and our sister companies, in the United5

Kingdom and the United States.6

In 1996, our company invested7

considerable resources in the implementation of a8

new radiation safety program which was approved by9

the Commission.10

The following year saw the11

formulation of strict procedures and guidelines at12

all levels of the company.13

In September, 1997, the company14

was awarded ISO9001 registration, ensuring that15

all our processes performed were performed in an16

organized, controlled and repeatable manner.17

In addition to CNSC inspections,18

numerous audits of our procedures and processes19

are performed on a regular basis by our ISO900120

registrar, KPMG, here in Ottawa, as well as21

customers and suppliers, one of whom is Ontario22

Power Generation who supplies us our tritium.23

In 1998, specific strategies24

included the implementation of various efficiency25
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programs:  SPC, "statistical process control", and1

JIT, "just in time".2

In 1998, SRB Technologies (Canada)3

was one of the first companies to be approved to4

perform in-house bioassay, in compliance with5

regulatory document S-106.6

In 1999, staff incentive programs7

were introduced to reward achievements and promote8

continuous improvement in teamwork and direct9

employee involvement in quality production, so on10

and so forth.11

Our recycling program also allows12

the return of any product at the completion of its13

useful life.14

Our company operates well within15

the guidelines and regulations set by the CNSC. 16

The entire facility, its emissions, and the17

environment, are continuously monitored to ensure18

regulatory compliance is maintained.  Processes19

are in place with controls which ensure our staff20

and members of the public are not at risk.21

Since 1996, we have only exceeded22

our administrative limit once, as far as our23

emissions.24

In 2000, our environmental25
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monitoring program, one of the first of its kind1

to be developed, was approved after years of2

collaboration with CNSC staff.3

In addition, our company has4

worked extremely hard to perform additional5

monitoring and to improve processes, equipment6

above and beyond the requirements of the CNSC.7

In conjunction with Ontario Power8

Generation, I would like to add that, in9

conjunction with OPG and CFFTP, our companies10

worked on the development of a pollution control11

device to reduce our emission.  Such a device has12

been in our facility since 1993.13

SRB is highly regarded by local14

officials, and the community as a whole.  The15

company has worked diligently to build its16

relationships with both the public and the17

public's representatives at the municipal,18

provincial and federal levels.  Through plant19

tours, briefings, presentations and participation20

in a variety of fund-raising and charitable21

events, our company is committed to continue22

community involvement.23

I will move to the last segment,24

which is our vision.25
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The company has developed and1

created a Web site, getting the company online for2

global exposure, as a way of reaching potential3

customers who are otherwise unaware of our4

products while allowing further international5

marketing on the safety and uses of our filled6

products -- and you can see that at7

www.betalight.com.8

Also in 2000 will come the9

implementation of a bar coding system as a way of10

tracking all our materials and shop activities11

throughout the process, striving for paperless12

operations.13

Over the years, our company has14

steadily grown to employ 33 hard-working and very15

motivated local residents.  Together with the16

continued support of the local community and17

officials, we expect to continue to grow and18

expand our marketing efforts and to increase19

productivity and quality standards with a very20

strong emphasis on radiation safety.21

We respectfully request the22

issuance of a five-year operating licence to23

provide us the stability which will allow our24

company to maintain its vision and growth.25
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Me and Mr. MacDougall are1

available for questions.2

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.3

The Commissioners will be asking4

questions, following the presentation of the5

staff.6

MR. LEVESQUE:  Okay.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We then move to8

00-H28, the presentation by the staff.9

I do want to clarify with staff10

whether you have one presentation -- that is,11

00-H28 -- and 00-H28.A as a response to12

intervenors as two separate presentations?13

MR. PEREIRA:  We have separated14

the responses to the intervenors' presentations,15

Madam Chair.16

THE CHAIRPERSON:  So, at the17

moment, we are doing 00-H28.18

MR. PEREIRA:  That's right.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.20

00-H28/00-H28.A21

PRESENTATION22

MR. PEREIRA:  Madam Chair, Members23

of the Commission, in the assessment that CNSC24

staff undertook, prior to the submission of CMD25
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00-H28, consideration was given to the findings of1

environmental assessments that formed the basis2

for licensing actions in 1990, 1991 and 1994. 3

Staff concluded then that an exclusion under4

section 2, Part 1, Schedule 1, of the CEAA5

Exclusion List Regulations was applicable to the6

current licence application that is based on the7

fact that the previous assessments had been done.8

Since then, however, in response9

to a number of express concerns, staff has decided10

to undertake a CEAA screening and to submit to the11

Commission a screen report for consideration, at12

the Day 2 hearing, in December.13

In view of the short time that is14

available for public comment on the outcome, CNSC15

staff requests the Commission to allow a variance16

from the deadline for intervenor's submissions on17

this issue for consideration of the hearing in18

December.  Staff propose that the deadline be19

moved forward to the 6th of December.20

The staff presentation today will21

be delivered by Mr. Mike James, Head of the22

Accelerators Licensing Section.  The team will23

also comprise Barclay Howden, Director, Uranium24

Facilities Division, and Mary Wright,25
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Administrative Assistant, Research and Production1

Facilities Division.2

As I indicated, the staff3

presentation will address a number of key issues4

from the main CMD but not as likely to be raised5

by intervenors in subsequent presentations.6

Staff will be available,7

subsequently, to present supplementary information8

in response to issues raised by intervenors should9

the Commissioners so desire.10

MR. JAMES:  Madam President and11

Members of the Commission, this CMD refers to the12

issuance of a Class 1B operating licence to SRB13

Technologies Incorporated.14

I will commence with an15

introduction, followed by a description of SRB, a16

review of the application, licensing issues,17

conclusions and a recommendation.18

As to the introduction:  SRB has19

been in operation since 1990.  They manufacture20

gaseous tritium light sources and, under the AEC21

Act, they have operated under two separate22

radioisotope licences:  one for source23

manufacturing and one for device manufacturing.24

Under the Nuclear Safety and25
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Control Act, they will operate a Class 1B1

facility, with a single licence.2

As an introduction to magnitudes,3

the possession limit in the recommended licence is4

11,000 terabecquerels, or 300,000 curies.5

The tritium is received by SRB6

absorbed on depleted uranium 25-50,000 curies at a7

time.  It's transferred to smaller local depleted8

uranium beds.9

There's a picture here of the10

container.11

The DU is sealed inside the12

canister and for shipment, or carrying, or just13

storage, the tritium is chemically combined with14

the depleted uranium.  It's heated to drive it off15

when it's required.  There's a sintered metal16

filter on the top of the -- inside the top of the17

container to prevent carryover of the DU itself. 18

The container, as shown in the picture, is about19

three inches in diameter.20

A filling rig is used to transfer21

the tritium to phosphor-coated glass capsules from22

the DU beds.  The rig, or a rig, I should say,23

because there are several of them, consist of24

vacuum pumps, monometers, calibrated volumes,25
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heaters to desorb the tritium, and a means of1

attaching the glass tube.  The tube is filled and2

sealed.  It's sealed off using a torch, simply3

melt the glass.  The tubes are then fastened in4

designs or other devices using adhesives.5

The application.  CNSC staff find6

that the licence application is acceptable under7

the Nuclear Safety and Control Act with two8

exceptions addressed in CMD H28.A.9

Licensing issues.  The highest10

staff radiation exposure in 1999 was 3.511

milliSieverts.  This compares favourably with a12

limit in 1999 of 50 milliSieverts per year for13

radiation workers or with the current limit, which14

is an average of 20 milliSieverts per year over15

five years.16

The average radiation exposure to17

staff was 0.45 milliSieverts.  This is small. 18

This average is below the 1 milliSievert level19

which legally requires a worker to be a nuclear20

energy worker.  And the figures were similar from21

1996 to 1998.22

On public radiation exposure, this23

exposure has been small.  The stack monitoring has24

indicated less than 0.02 milliSieverts for every25
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year since 1996 to people in the adjacent1

neighbourhood.2

The 1999 environmental monitoring3

results also confirmed that exposures are low. 4

Again, they show the same number to people in the5

effected neighbourhood.  The results for the first6

quarter of this year again are similar.7

These volumes are a very small8

fraction of the public dose limit which is9

currently 1 milliSievert per year, and they are10

further confirmed by -- the levels of the doses11

are further confirmed by analysis of urine samples12

from members of the public in that area which13

basically confirm these numbers.14

A further licensing issue is the15

environmental monitoring program.  The program has16

been accepted and is in use.  I have already17

mentioned the results for the first year.  Again,18

the tritium in urine samples confirm the values.19

Under the Canadian Environmental20

Assessment Act, as Mr. Pereira said, it initially21

appeared that the CEAA requirements were fulfilled22

by assessments previously done under the23

Environmental Assessment Review Process Guidelines24

Order.25
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A review of the case showed that1

reliance on the existing assessments for exclusion2

under CEAA may be uncertain.  To ensure a3

traceable up-to-date assessment, a screening4

report is being prepared.  The Commission will5

have to make a decision on the environmental6

assessment before making the decision on the7

licence.  That's a requirement of CEAA.  That8

screening report, as said, will be presented at9

the next meeting.10

Other requirements under the law: 11

national security and international obligations. 12

The security at the facility is adequate and there13

are no international obligations which apply.  For14

public information, the normal CNSC consultation15

process has been applied.  SRB does have a public16

relations program.17

In addition, in late 1999,18

Pembroke City Council listened to delegations from19

the AECB and from the Concerned Citizens of20

Renfrew County.  This was reported by radio,21

television and the press.  Following that, the22

Pembroke Council unanimously passed a resolution23

supporting SRB's operations.24

Cost recovery fees/regulations. 25
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The applicant is in compliance.1

In conclusion, Commission staff2

considers that the operation of the gaseous3

tritium light manufacturing plant and the4

licensee's performance have complied with5

requirements that the applicant is qualified to6

carry on the activity in the licence and that the7

licensee will make adequate prevention provision8

for the protection of the environment, the health9

and safety of persons, and the maintenance of10

national security.11

Again, measurements to implement12

international obligations are not applicable.13

Thus, Commission staff recommend14

that the Commission issue a nuclear substance15

processing facility operating licence to SRB16

Technologies (Canada) Incorporated for a period of17

five years.  This recommendation is subject to18

fulfilment of the concerns mentioned in the19

supplementary CMD 00-H28.A.20

That concludes.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.22

Are there any questions of staff23

or SRB?24

MEMBER GIROUX:  Yes.  I'm just25
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wondering why there is no mention of1

decommissioning here, in this case.2

MR. HOWDEN:  In this case, there3

was an oversight in the CMD that decommissioning4

wasn't put in, but SRB has submitted a preliminary5

decommissioning plan which is being reviewed by6

our decommissioning staff, which will also look at7

the financial guarantees that will be required. 8

But that is being looked at now.9

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Are there any10

other questions?  If not, thank you.11

We will now proceed to the12

intervenors.13

I should point out that there 1014

requests for intervention that were denied because15

their submissions were late.  However, they have16

been moved to day two and each of those17

intervenors have been so informed.18

Moving to 00-H28.219

I want to point out that Ms Jones20

is not making an oral presentation today.  It is21

my understanding, Mr. Hendrickson, that you are22

doing a presentation on your own behalf and not as23

part of CCRCA.  Is that correct?24

MR. HENDRICKSON:  That's correct,25
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Dr. Bishop.1

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Please.2

00-H28.23

PRESENTATION4

MR. HENDRICKSON:  SRB has been in5

operation since -- oh, okay.  I thank you for6

clarifying that I am making this as a private7

citizen, and thank you for allowing me to8

intervene on day one, which I understand is a bit9

unusual here.10

I am a resident of Pembroke.  SRB11

has been in operation since 1990.  At the time it12

began operations, there were two interventions13

from citizens groups.14

One point that was raised was15

environmental monitoring and concern about the16

history of tritium light facilities in other parts17

of the world which have caused serious18

environmental contamination and have had to be19

closed as a result.20

There has been only one previous21

licensing in a public forum for SRB, that was back22

in 1995, when the control board made a decision23

not to grant a manufacturing licence but to only24

grant a storage licence out of concerns, a number25
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of concerns, about SRB's history of not so much1

contamination levels but a history of having an2

excess of the allowable inventory on site.3

Now, there was a secret meeting4

just before Christmas in 1995, which resolved5

that.  But there has never been an opportunity6

since then for the public to come and comment on7

SRB.8

The possession limit, as Mr. James9

mentioned, is 11,000 terabecquerels.  Roughly,10

10 per cent of that is released annually to the11

environment.  Mr. James did not mention the total12

amount of tritium released to the environment.  It13

has been going up year by year.  It was14

240 terabecquerels in 1995.  It went down a bit in15

1996.  In 1997 it jumped up to 970.  In 1998 it16

jumped up to 1,330 terabecquerels.  We think this17

is the largest point source of tritium anywhere in18

the world and it's being released in an area which19

is residential mixed commercial/industrial.20

So we think that we have the21

largest amount of tritium anywhere in the world22

being released in Pembroke.23

Another historical fact back in24

1995 -- in this I will now turn to the text of my25
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intervention here -- the CEAA law list -- and1

thank you very much for going ahead and doing2

screening, we are pleased that that will be3

done -- we note that in March of 1995 an inspector4

noted that the tritium reclamation facility -- I5

think SRB referred to taking lights back for6

recycling -- well, they operate a reclamation7

facility which, according to that inspector, was8

not correctly and fully described to the control9

board and may appropriately be deemed as a waste10

facility.11

In fact, in 1995, the inspector12

noted that SRB had imported basically the entire13

stock of waste tritium lights from the U.S.14

Department of Energy without proper authorization15

or documentation and in violation of its licence. 16

That's why SRB got into so much trouble in 1995. 17

They were in violation of their possession limits. 18

They had to ship excess lights to AECL just to get19

under their 300,000 curie limits.20

So I don't think this history has21

ever been brought to the attention of the22

Commission and we think that the operation of this23

tritium reclamation facility should be examined in24

the course of doing the environmental assessment.25
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Now I would like to turn to the1

safety analysis.  Again, we thank the Commission2

staff for proceeding with a review of SRB's safety3

analysis.  This was, again, an outcome of SRB4

processing tritium lights, mostly the used waste5

lights from the DOE and from England in excess of6

its licence inventory back in 1995.  There was a7

concern by Commission staff that those lights were8

not stored in a secure fashion and if there were9

some accident that that could lead to a fairly10

large release of tritium.  That safety analysis11

report is still the one that is operational today.12

In fact, I would like to go just13

briefly into why we are concerned about that14

safety analysis report.15

The scenario that is in that16

report suggests that the entire facility would be17

consumed in a very hot fire.  The roof, the whole18

facility would go up in flames, and that that very19

hot fire would be sufficiently hot to melt the gas20

tubes and release the tritium from the tubes. 21

They would go up in a very high plume that would22

spread for kilometres away from SRB, the point of23

maximum exposure might be one to four kilometres24

away, and at that point the levels would be25
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diluted to a point that would be not hazardous to1

the public.2

Our question is:  What happens if3

the whole facility isn't consumed?  What happens4

if firefighters go in there with hoses and start5

spraying water on a fire at SRB and these glass6

tubes start to crack?7

We would point out that one glass8

tube, the contents of one glass tube, one exit9

sign, if oxidized from the relatively harmless10

elemental tritium level to the very dangerous11

tritium oxide level and inhaled could be a fatal12

dose.13

So we are not talking about14

trivial issues here.  We are talking about the15

safety and security of emergency response16

personnel that may be forced to go into SRB in the17

event of a fire.  That's why we are very pleased18

to see that the safety analysis report is going to19

be reviewed, and it's going to come back to you20

for further examination.21

Now, I would like to turn to SRB's22

derived emission's limits and some of the23

questions of environmental monitoring that24

Mr. James raised.25
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Mr. James said that 19991

environmental monitoring results suggest a maximum2

dose of 20 microSieverts.  What he did not mention3

is that those are not SRB's monitoring results. 4

Those are monitoring results that were done by5

concerned citizens like myself because we started6

worrying that our vegetables, our soil, our air7

and our bodies was contaminated by tritium.8

I think it's worthy of noting that9

the environmental monitoring activities were first10

undertaken by the local citizens, and partly,11

frankly, Dr. Bishop, in response to years of delay12

by SRB in finalizing an environmental monitoring13

program.  This has been going on since 1994.14

So when Mr. Levesque says that15

after years of collaboration with CNSC staff, I16

think he is being a bit optimistic.  I think there17

was a lot of back and forth and controversy about18

what should be in that environmental monitoring19

program, SRB consistently refused to test home20

gardens for contamination by tritium.  And it was21

the citizens that went out and took the samples22

from home gardens and later the Safety Commission23

staff came up and verified our results and indeed24

have shown levels of contamination as high as25
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6,000 becquerels per litre, which is not a trivial1

amount.  That would certainly trigger regulatory2

action in the United States where the are3

targeting levels of 740 becquerels per litre in4

drinking water supplies for regulatory action.5

So we are well above those kinds6

of levels in some of the vegetables that people7

are growing and raising.8

In fact, even some of the urine9

samples from humans have shown results as high as10

1,010 becquerels per litre, which is again in11

excess of what the United States Environmental12

Protection Agency would consider a level of13

concern for drinking water.  So people's bodies14

are contaminated at higher levels than the15

drinking water standard in the United States.16

Now, that the Nuclear Safety17

Commission is lowering the maximum allowable dose18

from 5 to 1 milliSieverts, it raises the question19

of what is the action level for SRB to look at its20

emissions might be.21

Now, we would have thought that a22

five fold decrease in these derived emissions23

levels would mean that SRB would have to take some24

fairly serious steps to keep their emissions as25
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low as reasonably achievable, because by our1

calculations, every week, they would be several2

fold higher than what their previous 1 per cent3

action level was.4

My understanding is they have5

probably raised the action level from 1 per cent6

to 5 per cent just so that SRB does not have to7

file weekly reports as to why they are in excess8

of their action level.  But I would like9

clarification on that point because I do not have10

a document which clearly states what the action11

level for reporting excess emissions to the12

Nuclear Safety Commission from SRB is at this13

point.  Has it been increased from 1 per cent of14

DEL to 5 per cent of DEL?  We would like to know15

that.16

Finally, I would say that SRB is17

going to be a bit of a test of the commitment of18

the Commission to environmental protection.  We19

are in a situation where we have clear information20

that people are contaminated by tritium emissions. 21

We are not at some hypothetical dose level.  We22

are seeing people's bodies contaminated at levels23

that would be unacceptable in the United States.24

Now, we feel that SRB has not had25
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a very good past record and that Commission staff1

have not been as forthcoming as they should be on2

describing this past record, which, as I said,3

involved security breaches, excess inventory and4

widespread tritium contamination in excess of5

licence limits.  Even with that kind of history,6

SRB's licence was renewed without Board review7

back in 1997 with a rather glowing recommendation8

from CNSC staff saying that:  We will not extend9

any licences where our records indicate an10

unfavourable compliance history.11

Well, if excess inventory security12

breaches and widespread contamination is not an13

unfavourable compliance history, I would be14

interested in knowing what is considered an15

unfavourable compliance history.16

Finally, I would like to point out17

that it has been extremely difficult for me to get18

access to these documents to make this19

presentation to you today.20

SRB routinely stamps everything it21

sends to Commission staff -- it's proprietary22

information -- including its environmental23

monitoring results.  I had to appeal to the24

Information Commissioner just to get the 199825
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emissions levels.1

SRB submitted only a comment that2

they were at .005 of their DEL and did not even3

submit their actual emissions levels for 1998. 4

Now that we know that they are in excess of 1,0005

trillion becquerels per year, which is quite a6

sizeable amount, we understand why they might not7

want that information to be accessible to the8

public, but we do feel it is inappropriate to make9

members of the public go to great lengths, not10

only to find out monitoring results, but also just11

to get the basic licensing documents referenced in12

this sort of licence.13

Thank you, Madam Chair.14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.15

I'm now going to ask staff to do a16

presentation of 00-H28.2 which I believe will be a17

response to some of the issues that have been18

raised, but certainly not all of them.19

00-H28.220

PRESENTATION21

MR. JAMES:  That is correct.22

As has just been said, a number of23

residents have expressed concern over the amount24

of tritium released and its potential effects. 25
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This concern is acknowledged.  It is addressed in1

the supplementary CMD H28.A.2

The public is adequately3

protected.  The SRB releases are well below4

regulatory limits.  The releases are considered to5

be at such a low level that further reduction is6

simply not warranted.7

As to the fire safety analysis,8

the Concerned Citizens have pointed out an9

unanalyzed possibility.  This is being analyzed,10

as I think Mr. Hendrickson mentioned, and the11

results will be presented to the Commission before12

the final recommendation to issue the licence.13

The analysis of the worst case is14

pretty well as Mr. Hendrickson says.  The worst15

case that was given looks at a severe fire.  Well,16

the question is what happens if the fire isn't17

severe?18

The severe fire would cause an19

updraft which would dilute the effluent to20

acceptable levels.  The smaller fire with the21

effects of extinguishing agents is not analyzed. 22

This will be done before the end of the hearing.23

The last problem that was24

mentioned was the problem with regard to the25
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Environmental Assessment Act.  I think that was1

covered in my original presentation.2

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.3

Are there any questions?  Mr.4

Graham.5

MEMBER GIROUX:  Just a first6

question.  Could you remind me of the history of7

licensing for SRB?  There was a licence in 1995.8

Was there one in 1997?9

MR. JAMES:  I could give a very10

general outline.  There was a ten year history. 11

As Mr. Hendrickson says, there were several Board12

Member documents in the 1995 area.13

Again, as he points out, the14

licence was renewed by extension rather15

than -- because it was not a facility licence.  It16

was a radioisotope licence.  It was renewed in17

1997 at least just by the designated officer.  It18

was extended without any extensive review, the19

intention being part of MRD's plan for having20

enough manpower for the switchover to the new act21

and regulations.22

MR. HOWDEN:  I just want to add to23

that.  The last time that SRB has been in front of24

the Commission would be in 1995 under Board Member25
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Document 95-136.1

MEMBER GIROUX:  So there has been2

a five year essentially.3

MR. HOWDEN:  Yes, there has.4

MEMBER GIROUX:  Without reviewing5

the situation for Board Members at a time.6

MR. HOWDEN:  For Board Members,7

yes.8

MEMBER GIROUX:  Thank you.9

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Madam Chairman,10

the question I had was in Mr. Hendrickson's11

presentation today, he talks about violation of12

the licence -- of its licence in 1995.  Is that a13

correct statement?14

MR. JAMES:  Yes.15

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Were levels in16

1999 -- were they at 1,330?17

MR. JAMES:  Sorry.  Levels of18

what?19

MEMBER GRAHAM:  I thought it was20

tritium levels released in 1999.  He mentioned it21

was 1,330.22

MR. HENDRICKSON:  1998.23

MEMBER GRAHAM:  1998.24

MR. HOWDEN:  We haven't checked25
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the numbers, but they appear that they would be1

correct.2

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Are those within3

the limits, our guideline limits.4

MR. JAMES:  Yes.5

MEMBER GRAHAM:  They are.  Okay. 6

One other question I had was -- okay.  The7

sampling of urine samples and the samples of that8

of vegetables and so on that were mentioned, I9

believe, in Mr. Hendrickson's report and also in10

yours, are those within the 1,010 measurement,11

reveal measurements as high as 1,010 becquerels12

per litre?  I believe that's a correct13

presentation.  Is that significantly higher than14

recommended dosages or not?15

MR. HOWDEN:  What happened was we16

were provided with urine samples from local17

residents which we analyzed.  The highest that we18

had was in the area of 546 becquerels per litre. 19

However, we did do the calculation for the 1,01020

and then we did dose estimates based on assuming21

that that was a constant level throughout the22

year.  The number that it came up to was .0223

milliSieverts per annum.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  .0225
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milliSieverts per annum?1

MR. HOWDEN:  That's correct.2

THE CHAIRPERSON:  That's that3

tracking from the 110.4

MR. JAMES:  From the 1,010, yes.5

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes.6

MR. HOWDEN:  That was the7

concentration.  Then we convert it to dose, which8

is .02.9

MEMBER GRAHAM:  The other comment10

that was made, one single exit light if oxidized11

and inhaled would represent a fatal dose.  I'm12

thinking of these exit lights that are not only in13

the factory, but also around the world in14

buildings and so on.  Are firemen aware of the15

hazard of this or not?16

You talk about one here in the17

plant, but I mean they can be in many places18

wherever fires might occur.19

MR. HOWDEN:  I would like to ask20

SRB to respond to that since they are much more21

familiar where their products are placed.22

MR. MacDOUGALL:  The possibility23

of absorbing all the tritium that is an exit sign24

is almost impossible without eating the glass. 25
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That potential is a worst case scenario of that1

particular type of case where you would have to2

eat the glass with the tritium encased.3

If a light tube should4

break -- first of all, you have an exit sign up5

there with you.  That exit sign may contain as6

much as 20  curies of tritium, but it does contain7

about 14 tubes within.  The likelihood of breaking8

all tubes at once, it's highly unlikely.9

Even if you should do that, the10

tritium and gases form would escape.  It diffuses11

rapidly in the atmosphere.  Generally it would go12

in an upwards mode because it's lighter than air.13

The tritium elemental gas when14

inhaled, you only absorb about .01 per cent of15

that, so the likelihood of exceeding any dose16

limits is unlikely.17

MR. HENDRICKSON:  If I might just18

comment on the issue of oxidation of that tritium19

elemental form into the more dangerous tritium20

oxide form.  That can happen fairly rapidly in the21

presence of water.  In a saturated atmosphere it22

happens much more quickly, which is part of our23

concern about the safety scenario of firefighters24

spraying water on a facility.25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  In the safety1

analysis update that staff have indicated will be2

done -- is that correct?3

MR. HOWDEN:  Yes.4

THE CHAIRPERSON:  That will be5

available before6

MR. HOWDEN:  Our intention is to7

submit the results of that.  SRB will be doing the8

work, but staff would submit the results of that9

with the CMD that would come in November 13, which10

would also have the screening report attached to11

it.12

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.13

Can someone remind me -- I don't14

know if there is someone from REPD or somebody15

else -- remind me of the degree of concentration16

of tritium.  That is if I take in 500 becquerels17

of tritium, let's assume it's water and not solid18

food that it's attached to, what's the anticipated19

concentration of that in either of your -- in20

other words, I don't think that we can21

automatically transfer water levels to urine22

levels, but I need to be reminded of the degree of23

concentration.24

MR. CHATTERJEE:  Yes, Dr. Bishop. 25
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The liquid that is taken in, 500 becquerels per1

litre, for example, will deculibate(ph) very2

easily in the body water.  The body is 90 per cent3

water, the human body, which is 63 kilograms in a4

reference man, so it wouldn't go into the body in5

the soft tissues and it will come to an6

equilibrium.7

You expect to see 500 becquerels8

per litre coming out if it is taken in as liquid9

tritiated water.  There will not be any10

concentration in the body.  It will be straight in11

and out.12

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Including urine? 13

No concentration in urine?14

MR. CHATTERJEE:  No, because it's15

the body water.  You have 63 kilograms of body16

water, so 500 becquerels per litre, and you may17

consume two litres a day --18

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes.19

MR. CHATTERJEE:  It will not20

concentrate in the human body.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Okay.  thank22

you.23

MEMBER GIROUX  I have two24

questions for SRB.  The first one, I'm just25
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wondering if you have a community relations1

program that you run in Pembroke.  Can you tell me2

what it is.3

MR. LEVESQUE:  Yes, there is. 4

There is the program in which we provide members5

of the community, friends, family and the staff6

tours of the facility.  I regularly speak out at7

community events.  I make presentations to groups8

like the Kiwanis, the Rotary, the Chamber of9

Commerce to educate the people on our product. 10

I'm very active in our community.  We allocate as11

many resources as we can to have that presence12

within the community and to keep our doors open to13

the public.14

MEMBER GIROUX:  Just to press the15

point a bit.  Do you have occasions where people16

like Mr. Hendrickson and others who are concerned17

can express their views to you about their18

concerns about your operations and what they call19

pollution coming out?20

MR. LEVESQUE:  Yes.  We found that21

the concern has been limited largely to this mall22

group, Concerned Citizens or Renfrew Country.  The23

community as a whole, it was reflected to the24

motion by City Council, does not feel around like25
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that.1

Our experience is it's through2

this small group.  We do have people that3

informally come to us with an open mind and ask us4

questions on the safety of our products and we5

answer them.6

MEMBER GIROUX:  Thank you.  The7

other question concerns a suggestion which was8

made by several intervenors, that you should be9

forced or encouraged to install a filter or10

scrubber to reduce the tritium coming out, I11

guess.12

What is your view on that?  Maybe13

staff would like to comment on that too.14

MR. LEVESQUE:  Like I said briefly15

in my presentation, in 1993 we went on the -- if I16

refer back to a TND document -- this all started17

originally, this statement, with TND document18

90-192 where it was stated and I quote, and you19

will see what I am leading to.  I quote out of20

that document:21

"It has been estimated that22

to reduce the airborne23

releases to near zero, the24

addition of a molecular C25
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catalytic oxidizer dryer1

which would cost2

approximately $100,000, plus3

operating and maintenance4

costs, would be necessary. 5

Since the expected doses are6

already very low, this7

additional expense is not8

reasonable in the opinion of9

the Board staff."10

Regardless of that statement, ever11

since we opened the facility in 1990, I wasn't12

personally involved, but I know that the company13

was working with Ontario Power Generation, then14

Ontario Hydro, of having this piece of equipment15

which we call the Scavenger Bed.16

This was developed by CSSTT at the17

time and Ontario Hydro.  They have underwritten a18

lot of the development costs of that piece of19

equipment.  It was delivered at our facility late20

1992, early 1993, and it was installed at our21

facility, but it didn't prove to work as22

originally anticipated.23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.  I24

wonder if I could look at the access to25
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information and ask staff.  It's my understanding1

that over 700 pages of records were sent to Mr.2

Hendrickson.3

MR. HOWDEN:  That is correct.4

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Is that correct?5

MR. HOWDEN:  That is correct. 6

Yes.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Mr. Hendrickson,8

did you feel that there was any problem with how9

staff, Commission staff, provided you with10

material?11

MR. HENDRICKSON:  I very12

explicitly asked for all the documents referenced13

in the licence.  That would be the safety analysis14

report, the environmental monitoring plan, the15

radiation safety plan.16

What I was given were amendments17

to those, changes in the past two years, and not18

the entire document.  Then I had to go back to ask19

for the entire document.  Having one page out of a20

37 page document was not very useful to me when I21

was trying to evaluate the safety analysis report.22

I thought that my original request23

for those documents was very clear and I was very24

surprised that I only got the odd page back from25
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each of those.  Now, there may have been a1

misunderstanding with staff because I made a2

separate request for all documents referring to3

licensing from 1998 on to the present.4

They seemed to interpret my second5

request as meaning that they would only provide6

any changes to the documents referred to in the7

licence that had been made in that two year8

period, but it was a bit awkward to me in getting9

such a limited response to my request.10

THE CHAIRPERSON:  But you received11

over 700 pages.12

MR. HENDRICKSON:  Even though I13

received over 700 pages, the actual licensing14

documents came to me in very confusing form.  They15

did not have numbers on them.  They were missing16

lots of pages, so I had to go back to ask for the17

actual documents referred to in the licence.18

There has been an incredible19

volume of correspondence between staff and SRB on20

this matter.  It's not just the 700 pages.  I have21

a thousand pages additional of correspondence22

between 1995 and 1998, so there are close to 2,00023

pages of documents.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Any comments?25
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UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  If I could1

comment, please --2

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I meant from3

staff in terms of provision.4

Bernard...?5

MR. RICHARD:  Thank you, Madam6

Chair.7

Basically it was a question of8

interpretation of the requester.  In the access9

world we call these types of requests fishnet10

requests, where the requester is not too sure11

exactly what information he really wants, so it is12

very general.13

In this case we did provide the14

requester with over 700 pages.  But when he asks15

for specific information which was being16

referenced on the licence, we give them exactly17

what was being referenced and not the whole18

report.19

For example, there are safety20

reports that are not all referenced in the21

licence.  Only sections are referenced.  That was22

a question of interpretation, and the requester23

decided to go to the Information Commissioner.24

I have the results of the25
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investigation from the Honourable John Reid.  If I1

could just take a moment, I would like to read the2

small paragraph.3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  That is public4

now?5

MR. RICHARD:  Yes, it is.6

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.7

MR. RICHARD:  In his8

investigations we have several meetings with the9

investigator.10

"It is my view --"11

This is the Information Commissioner now.12

"It is my view that CNSC13

neither inhibited nor14

attempted to inhibit the15

release of information you16

requested.  To the contrary,17

the facts tend to indicate18

that CNSC conducted itself19

professionally throughout the20

processing of your access21

requests and our22

investigation."23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.24

Dr. Barnes.25
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MEMBER BARNES:  I have three1

questions, first to staff.2

How often is the facility3

inspected over the last five years or four years?4

MR. HOWDEN:  I think the5

inspection frequency has been about once per year. 6

There have been nine inspections in the ten-year7

history of the facility.8

MEMBER BARNES:  And two SRB9

questions.10

Taking up the issue of the11

potential threat to fire persons looking after a12

fire, have you informed the Pembroke fire13

department of this at least potential threat?14

MR. LEVESQUE:  We are questioning15

the validity first of that threat.  I would like16

to say that we had the Pembroke fire department17

chief and the co-chief and captains come to our18

facility and visit it.  They have had the19

radiation safety training by Mr. MacDougall, our20

Manager of Radiation Safety, and that is21

continuously being updated.22

Our fire safety analysis that was23

performed in 1995 -- it is not within the24

analysis, but it was shown then that there was not25
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enough fuel on site, meaning enough wood or1

anything to warrant that the temperatures would be2

high enough to melt the glass tubes, unless the3

building obviously collapsed on it.  But the4

Pembroke fire department reacts to fire calls very5

quickly.6

We do have a constant7

correspondence with them.8

Maybe Mr. MacDougall would like to9

expand on that.10

MEMBER BARNES:  I guess I was11

trying to get at the specifics.  If there is a12

specific hazard, are the fire persons addressing13

that fire aware of it?14

MR. MacDOUGALL:  The fire15

department is fully aware that we do have tritium16

gas on site.  It is a requirement in a licensing17

issue to inform your local fire department of18

hazards.19

So yes, they are aware.20

MEMBER BARNES:  My second question21

to SRB is:  If it is true that you have been22

stamping so much of the material proprietary that23

you send, at least in terms of the environmental24

monitoring reports why would you stamp those as25
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being proprietary?1

MR. LEVESQUE:  We are a private2

company, and I stated in my presentation that in3

1996 we invested a considerable amount of4

resources to developing our program.  We are in a5

competitive world and we have competitors who, if6

they are privy to that information, could with7

relatively little work develop our own program and8

improve over ours, which is not our intent.9

If that information is available10

to one person, it could be available to our11

competitors as well.12

The second part to that is that it13

has been our experience over the years, especially14

since I have been in charge of SRB from 1996, that15

when data has been released to members of the16

public, the data was used in a vexatious manner17

where instead of using units like curie and GBQs,18

which are common in the industry, trillions of19

picocuries and billions of becquerels were used. 20

To someone in the public who doesn't really21

understand what those numbers mean, when trillion22

and billion is used it is scary.23

Since we don't have the resources24

to be able to go to any member of the public25
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-- and sometimes these articles have appeared in1

Toronto -- it is really hard for us to be able to2

address what those numbers mean.  That is my3

answer.4

THE CHAIRPERSON:  So what you are5

saying is that even in the results of monitoring6

you like to mark them as proprietary because of7

what the public might do with them?8

MR. LEVESQUE:  Yes, it is misused9

and misunderstood.  If everybody understood what10

it means, there would be no problem with that.11

I will give you an example.  If12

you tell somebody that they are 1219 millimetres13

tall, if they are only using the Imperial system14

they don't realize that that is only four feet.15

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I understand16

that.  But what you are saying is that the public17

does not have a right to that information because18

they might abuse the material.19

MR. LEVESQUE:  In certain20

respects, yes, to use in a vexatious manner to21

reduce the overall income of SRB Technologies.22

THE CHAIRPERSON:  You believe you23

have an appropriate open system for the public to24

know what the levels are in their community?25
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MR. LEVESQUE:  When people of the1

public who are open come to our facility and ask2

us questions, we give them plant tours and we3

share all the numbers with them.  There have been4

several examples of that, and that was proven in5

the motion passed by City Council.6

There are some people who will be7

open, and we can deal with those.  But those who8

are closed minded are unfortunately wasting our9

time --10

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Well the levels11

will be made public by this Commission when you12

are looking at your environmental monitoring13

program.14

MR. LEVESQUE:  Yes.15

THE CHAIRPERSON:  So these will16

not be held from the public through this17

Commission.18

Since they are going to be made19

public anyway, I don't understand why you would20

say we are not going to make them public:  the21

Commission will make them public, but we won't22

make them public because the public might do some23

harm with them.24

I won't belabour the point, but it25
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doesn't make much sense.1

MR. LEVESQUE:  It is a difference2

of opinion, yes.3

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Could I ask the4

opinion of the Access to Information people to5

interpret that.  I am a little confused, to say6

the least.7

MR. RICHARD:  The rules are pretty8

straightforward.  If it falls under one of the9

provisions of the Act, the information would not10

be disclosed.11

However, that doesn't mean that12

other portions or sections of the reports that are13

generated cannot be released.14

MEMBER GRAHAM:  No.  But if the15

description, as the gentleman just said, was that16

-- if it is given in something that he questions17

the intelligence of the public as to whether or18

not it is given in what form of billions or19

millions of units, do you see that as an excuse20

not to give the information to people through21

misinformation?22

MR. RICHARD:  That would fall23

under one of the provisions of the Act, under24

section 20 of the Access to Information Act. 25
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Where you have inventory, you can determine1

volumes; you can determine financial agreements,2

arrangements, contracts.  That would be severed.3

MEMBER GRAHAM:  You are not4

answering my question, or at least I am not5

following it.6

Is that grounds not to give out7

information because you may interpret that the8

public is not able to come to the right9

conclusions with that information?10

MR. HOWDEN:  I think I can answer11

that.12

I think the answer is no.  If the13

information is available under ATI, in whatever14

form it is in, in terms of units or whatever, it15

goes out.  We don't judge what the public is going16

to do with it.17

MEMBER GRAHAM:  That is what I was18

wondering.  If that is the case, it is not correct19

to stamp something restricted when it comes out in20

those forms.21

MR. LEVESQUE:  Parts of those22

documents -- and I am not just talking about the23

results -- are confidential and could be used to24

gain commercial advantage.25
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MEMBER GRAHAM:  That is a1

different issue.  I don't want to get into an2

argument here, because I think we could go on for3

quite some time.4

That is not the example you gave.5

MR. LEVESQUE:  There are two6

examples.7

MEMBER GRAHAM:  You gave the8

original example that it was misinterpretation;9

that the press down in Toronto could10

sensationalize it, and that's why you didn't give11

it.12

MR. LEVESQUE:  Yes.  That was part13

of it.14

MEMBER GRAHAM:  How the press15

distribute or disseminate information I don't16

believe are grounds for whether or not you17

restrict a document.18

MR. LEVESQUE:  I don't think I am19

wrong in saying that I am restricting the20

information.  Obviously if under the ATI it can be21

released, I have no choice but to release it.22

But I have a choice to challenge23

it.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  That is correct. 25
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You have the choice to challenge it.  That is1

obvious.2

Did you want to say anything more?3

MR. RICHARD:  Yes.  I just want to4

add, Madam Chair, that the fact that the document5

is stamped confidential, protected, restricted, or6

whatever, does not necessarily mean that it cannot7

be released.  It has to fall under one of the8

provisions of the Act.9

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I guess we would10

not let the public know very much about anything11

if we said there is a potential for the public,12

for certain segments of the public or certain13

individuals of the public, to abuse it, or if14

there is a risk that the press will sensationalize15

it.16

I think we would be left with very17

little information going to the public about18

anything.  That is only a statement that I am19

making.20

Dr. Barnes...?21

MEMBER BARNES:  To Commission22

staff then:  Specifically in this case, the one23

being brought to our attention, the environmental24

monitoring data submitted by SRB that was25
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supposedly stamped proprietary, did you accept it1

and maintain it as proprietary?2

MR. RICHARD:  That document was3

released.4

MEMBER BARNES:  After some hassle?5

MR. RICHARD:  No.  We provided the6

requester with specific sections that were7

actually referenced on the licence.  Then as a8

result of a meeting with Dr. Hendrickson and the9

investigator, we found out that he wanted the10

whole report, and that was released that very day.11

This was a meeting that took place12

in August.13

Once we found out that it was not14

just so much the information that was referenced15

in the licence, which becomes a licensing16

requirement, then we figured out that it was just17

the whole report that he was interested in and it18

was provided.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We have had an20

external investigator on this -- that is the21

Commissioner -- and we have had his report back,22

which you have read out to us.23

So I do not want to redo what the24

Commission of Access to Information has already25
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done as an individual.1

My concern -- and I think we will2

lend it with this -- is an attitude that we do not3

inform the public because the public might abuse4

it or because the press might sensationalize it. 5

That is not what I would call a community friendly6

business.7

Are there any other questions? 8

Any other comments?9

Thank you.10

--- Pause11

00-H28.212

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We are now13

proceeding with Mrs. Jones' written submission;14

that is, 28.2.15

I believe the major areas of her16

submission have already been covered in our17

discussion; that is, the issues of the urine,18

vegetation -- home gardens, human urine,19

carcinogenic aspects, et cetera.20

Are there any questions concerning21

that submission?  Thank you.22

00-H28.323

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We then move to24

00-H28.3, which is a written submission from25
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Wesley and Stonja Stuber.1

Again the major issues, I believe,2

have already been covered in our discussion.3

Are there any questions?4

00-H28.45

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Next is6

00-H28.4, which is a written submission from7

Myrtle Gust.8

Any questions?9

Again the concern is urine levels,10

vegetable levels and the scrubber issue.11

00-H28.512

THE CHAIRPERSON:  The next one is13

a submission by Edith Hanatschek.  That is14

00-H28.5.15

Are there any questions?16

00-H28.617

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We then move to18

00-H28.6, Charlene Chaput.19

Any questions?20

00-H28.721

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Finally, we move22

to 00-H28.7, which is a written submission from23

Michael and Kelly O'Grady.24

Any questions?25
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Thank you.1

We will now break for five2

minutes.  We will resume at 3:10.  Thank you.3

--- Short recess at 3:05 p.m.4

--- Upon resuming at 3:10 p.m.5

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Mr. Harvie.6

MR. HARVIE:  Dr. Bishop had asked7

Dr. Chatterjee to answer the Board's request.8

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  (Off9

microphone)10

THE CHAIRPERSON:  And neither one11

of them are engineers.12

MR. CHATTERJEE:  Dr. Bishop, we13

looked into the records of Mr. Jetté.  In the14

National Dose Registry, in 1994 there is some dose15

number support for him and also in 1995.  Due to16

the confidentiality of the dose data, we cannot17

divulge that in a public meeting, but those were18

below regulatory limits.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.  Any20

other questions by the Commissioners regarding21

that?22

Thank you very much.23

We are now moving to hear 00-H29. 24

This is the environmental assessment for return to25
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service, the Pickering nuclear generating station.1

This is an extremely important2

issue for the Commission, for OPG and for the3

other stakeholders and members of the public.  We4

are exceedingly short of time today.  We will not5

be doing any questions today.6

We will hear the staff7

presentation.  We will, as you know, be holding8

day two in Pickering.  There's no other hearing on9

the agenda for that day.  If necessary, we will10

continue into a third day or even a fourth if11

necessary, but I want to assure people that there12

will be ample opportunity to make sure that the13

Commission is appropriately covering this14

important topic and that all intervenors will be15

having the opportunity to intervene.16

With that, I would ask staff to17

proceed with their presentation.18

00-H29/00-H29.A19

PRESENTATION20

MR. WADDINGTON:  Thank you, Dr.21

Bishop.  Good afternoon Members of the Commission.22

We are here to present the23

Commission staff's environmental assessment of the24

proposed Pickering A return to service, C and D25
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00-H29.1

Before beginning, I would like to2

introduce my colleagues with me at the front3

table.  On my left is Mr. Peter Elder, who is Head4

of Issue Management of the Power Reactor5

Evaluation Division, who is coordinating our6

preparations for this hearing.7

On my right is Mr. Chris Taylor of8

the Radiation Environmental Protection Division. 9

He is responsible for assuring the assessment10

meets the requirements of CEAA and has coordinated11

many of the environmental assessment activities. 12

He will be making most of our presentation today.13

Ontario Power Generation has14

applied to return to service the four units of15

Pickering nuclear generating station A.  This will16

require an amendment to the current licence. 17

Commission staff determined that the amendment18

would trigger an environmental assessment under19

the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act.20

Therefore, before a licence21

amendment can be considered by the Commission, the22

Commission must consider the results of an23

environmental assessment prepared pursuant to the24

Canadian Environmental Assessment Act.25
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CMD 00-H29 contains a summary of1

the environmental assessment screening report2

along with staff conclusions and recommendations. 3

The entire screening report is attached to the4

CMD.5

Our presentation will cover the6

following topics:  The application for return to7

service, the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act8

and the responsibilities that it places on the9

Commission, the role of the Commission staff in10

the assessments, the role of the environmental11

assessment in the context of our regulatory12

environmental protection programs, the results of13

the environmental assessment that has been14

completed for the proposed project and the process15

used to consult with the public and other16

government departments.17

We will cover the key issues and18

the concerns that arose during the assessment. 19

Finally, we will cover the staff conclusions and20

recommendations.21

Our presentation, Madam Chair,22

will last approximately 35 minutes.  We23

acknowledge that this is longer than we normally24

spend on the presentation of the CEAA assessment. 25
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However, due to the size, the complexity and the1

importance of this assessment, we believe it is2

important to spend a little extra time.3

We thank you for your patience and4

trust that you will find additional information5

helpful.6

In December of 1997, the four7

units of Pickering A were placed in a non-routine8

shutdown as part of OPG's, then Ontario Hydro,9

nuclear asset optimization plan, which you have10

referred to before as NAO.  The intent of the11

shutdown of Pickering A, along with Bruce A, was12

to free up resources to include the operation of13

OPG's other stations, other nuclear stations.14

The timing of the Pickering A15

shutdown was influenced by a licence condition16

regarding the installation of the enhanced17

shutdown system.  Since that time, the units have18

remained in a guaranteed shutdown state with fuel19

remaining in the reactors.20

A licence condition requires21

Ontario Power to seek the Commission's approval to22

remove the guaranteed shutdown state.23

On November 24, 1999, Ontario24

Power Generation formally applied to return the25
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four units to service.  The application contained1

details on the improvements Ontario Power planned2

to complete before restart.  These were included3

in a basis for return to service document4

submitted with the application.  Commission staff5

is reviewing this document independently of the6

environmental assessment.7

For the assessment, the project8

assessed is the full power operation of the9

reactors with all the required improvements in10

place.  That is all of the necessary improvements11

were assumed to have been completed.12

If the application proceeds,13

Commission staff will produce a CMD on the review14

of the application, including the review of the15

basis of the return for service and16

recommendations on the prerequisites to restart at17

a later date.18

I will now turn over the19

presentation to Mr. Chris Taylor.  Mr. Taylor will20

be presenting the material on the Canadian21

Environmental Assessment Act and the environmental22

assessment itself.  I will return to present the23

staff conclusions and recommendations concerning24

the results of the assessment.25
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We did bring  a number of1

Commission staff who were involved in the2

preparation of the assessment to answer any of3

your questions.  I should also bring to your4

attention that because Commission staff requested5

Ontario Power Generation to undertake many of the6

technical and consultative aspects of the7

environmental assessment, representatives of8

Ontario Power and their consulting team are also9

present and available to respond to your specific10

questions, noticing in fact that you will likely11

leave those to the next day of the hearing.12

Mr. Taylor.13

MR. TAYLOR:  Thank you, Mr.14

Waddington.15

I would like to begin by briefly16

reviewing the purpose of the Canadian17

Environmental Assessment Act and the specific18

responsibilities it places on the Commission.19

The Act places legal20

responsibilities on all federal authorities who21

may be involved in allowing undertakings to22

proceed by way of either a regulatory approval,23

which is the most common case for the CNSC, or by24

way of federal funding or the use of federal25
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lands.1

The purpose of the Act is to2

ensure that the environmental effects of projects3

receive careful consideration before responsible4

authorities take actions in connection with them. 5

It is also to ensure that opportunities are6

provided for public participation in environmental7

assessments.8

The Act provides for three types9

of assessment, depending on the type of projects10

and other considerations.  These are screening, a11

comprehensive study and panel review and12

mediation.  A screening type of environmental13

assessment was required in this case.14

With respect to a review panel or15

mediation, the federal Minister of the Environment16

may at any time during an assessment refer a17

project to a review panel or mediator if he18

believes it is warranted.  The responsible19

authority for the assessment, in this case the20

Commission, may also at any time request the21

minister to refer a project to a review panel or22

mediator.23

Staff has concluded that a24

referral to a panel or a mediator is not25
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warranted.  However, this option remains available1

to the Commission.2

As the responsible authority for3

this assessment, the Commission must conduct a4

screening and prepare a screening report in5

accordance with the Act and based on the results6

of that screening, decide whether the project is7

likely to cause significant adverse environmental 8

effects, taking into account the appropriate9

mitigation measures and, based on that decision,10

determine a course of action consistent with11

subsection 20(1) of the Act.12

Now, looking a little more closely13

at subsection 20(1), if the Commission concludes14

that the project is not likely to cause15

significant adverse effects, the Commission may16

proceed with a decision on the licence17

application.  In this particular case, and as Mr.18

Waddington noted earlier, the licensing decision19

would be the subject of a future hearing.20

However, if the Commission21

concludes that the project, with the appropriate22

mitigation, is likely to cause significant adverse23

effects that cannot be justified in the24

circumstances, the only course of action available25
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is to not proceed with the application.1

Further, if the Commission2

concludes that the likelihood of the significance3

of the environmental effects is uncertain, that4

the justification of any identified significant5

effects is uncertain, or that there is significant6

public concern about the project, the course of7

action available to the Commission would be to8

refer the project to the Minister of the9

Environment for referral to a panel or mediator.10

With respect to this third11

scenario, Commission staff considered that the12

environmental effects identified and the public13

concerns expressed during the public consultation14

process were adequately addressed in the screening15

process.  As such, staff do not consider that a16

referral to a panel or a mediator was or is17

currently warranted.18

I will return to the question of19

the panel review and various other requests for a20

panel later in our presentation.  However, before21

doing so I would like to explain further about the22

environmental assessment process that staff23

completed on behalf of the Commission, including24

the extensive consultations with the public and25
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other stakeholders.1

The environmental assessment2

process included establishing and maintaining a3

public registry, which includes a list of relevant4

documents, coordinating input from other federal5

authorities interested in the project,6

establishing the scope of the assessment in7

consultation with the public and other government8

authorities, delegating the conduct of the9

technical studies and some of the public10

consultation activities to Ontario Power11

Generation, consulting with the public and12

government departments on a draft environmental13

assessment report and considering all of the14

comments received in the preparation of a final15

screening report and submitting the final16

screening report with the staff's conclusions and17

recommendations to the Commission for a decision.18

Now, with respect to19

delegating parts of the environmental assessment20

to Ontario Power Generation, as permitted under21

section of the CEAA, staff considered that Ontario22

Power Generation and its consulting team have the23

appropriate experience, knowledge, expertise and24

community contacts to draft the required technical25
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studies and carry out many of the public1

consultation activities.2

I would like to stress that in3

delegating technical work to OPG, the CNSC may not4

delegate its responsibility for the environmental5

assessment or its responsibility for making a6

decision on the results.7

Commission staff set the terms of8

reference for the work in a scope of assessment9

document.  Staff also closely monitored and10

conducted detailed reviews of the work carried out11

by OPG and its consultants before finalizing the12

environmental assessment.  As such, the final13

screening report before you is a report of the14

CNSC staff.15

The environmental assessment16

consists of three volumes.  If you are unable to17

see the details on the slide, you do have hard18

copy with you.19

Volume 1 is the main report. 20

Volume 2 are appendices A through F.  Volume 3 is21

the addendum and contains appendices G through M. 22

Volumes 1 and 2 were prepared by Ontario Power23

Generation and distributed by Commission staff for24

public and government review as the draft25
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environmental assessment report.  That review took1

place over 60 days in May and June of 2000.2

Nine technical support documents,3

as you see on the bottom of the slide, were also4

prepared by Ontario Power Generation and were made5

available at that time.  These supporting6

documents do not form part of the environmental7

assessment.  However, they were helpful to those8

reviewers who chose to delve into greater detail9

on specific topics.10

Volume 3, the addendum, provides11

all of the errata, clarifications, additions and12

updates to Volumes 1 and 2 that were necessary to13

complete the environmental assessment screening14

report.15

Staff recognize that the use of an16

addendum to complete the screening report does17

make the final report more difficult to read,18

especially for those not previously involved in19

the draft review.  However, we believe it does20

provide clear traceability on how the comments we21

received were addressed during the process.  To22

assist the Commission with this difficulty, staff23

have prepared CMD 00-H29.A, which is an index to24

help you navigate through the document on a number25
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of key topics.1

Before presenting the results of2

the Pickering A environmental assessment, I would3

like to stress that an environmental assessment4

under the CEAA is a planning and decision making5

tool only.  It is not a scientific research6

project, nor does it replace or duplicate other7

environmental regulatory activities routinely8

carried out by Commission staff that continually9

monitor and report on the environmental10

acceptability of undertakings, refine our11

understanding of the precise levels of effects or12

improve the effectiveness of environmental13

protection programs.14

In making an environmental15

assessment decision, it is generally not necessary16

to determine the precise level of an effect before17

making a decision on overall significance.18

An environmental assessment19

provides a planning framework that assists in20

project design and decisionmaking.  It is not an21

end or the only component of a sound environmental22

protection program.23

An environmental assessment24

involves a progressive screening and examination25
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of issues at increasing levels of detail.  A1

possible effect is examined only to the extent2

necessary to establish its overall likelihood and3

significance.4

To do this, one begins with a5

detailed list of the project activities both under6

normal and postulated accident conditions and7

their potential to interact with the environment. 8

The likely environmental effects resulting from9

those interactions are unidentified, and where10

potentially significant appropriate mitigation11

measures are identified, the effects of the12

project remaining after mitigation are then13

reassessed in terms of their significance.14

Before a decision on the15

environmental acceptability of a project is made,16

the Act requires that the cumulative environmental17

effects of the project be considered, together18

with the effects of other past, present and19

reasonably foreseeable activities in the area,20

such as other urban, industrial and residential21

developments.22

Finally, and assuming that the23

project proceeds, the identified follow-up and24

monitoring plans from the assessment ensure25
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continual validation and refinement of the1

predictions of the effects and the effectiveness2

of the mitigation measures.3

The environmental assessment for4

the proposed Pickering A return to service project5

was completed in four main steps that reflect the6

kind of systematic method I have just described: 7

in step one, the initial screening of physical8

works and activities; step two, the further9

screening of potential project and environment10

interactions; step three, the assessment of likely11

effects; and step four, the determination of the12

significance of residual effects.13

In step one, 25 groups of physical14

works and activities associated with normal15

operations were identified from a detailed16

description of the project.  Twelve worst-case17

possible malfunctions and accidents involving18

chemicals, lubricants and oils were identified19

from a set of 25 accidents initially considered. 20

Three worst-case process and equipment-related21

malfunctions and accidents were identified from a22

set of 23 possible events, and two categories of23

severe nuclear accident events were selected from24

the existing safety and risk assessment25
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information.1

In step two each of those works2

and activities were described in terms of how they3

could interface or interact with the environment. 4

The components of the environment relative to the5

possible interactions included radiation and6

radioactivity, atmospheric environment, hydrology7

and water quality, aquatic environment, the8

terrestrial environment, the geophysical9

environment, land resources, and socioeconomic10

conditions.11

The environmental assessment also12

considers the effects that the environment may13

have on the project, such as from seismic events14

or severe weather.  This was done at this stage as15

well.16

From that examination of17

interactions, 38 potential project environment18

interactions were carried forward for a more19

detailed assessment in step three.20

After further evaluation and21

consideration of mitigation measures, ten22

interactions that pose a likely adverse effect23

after mitigation were carried forward for a24

further assessment of significance in step four.25
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The screening report documents how1

those particular effects were systematically2

identified from the many interactions and effects3

considered in the study.  It also documents why4

other issues were not carried forward.5

Eight positive effects of the6

project were also identified but were not assessed7

further.8

Twenty other projects and9

activities were also identified and considered in10

the cumulative effects assessment in step four.11

With respect to mitigation12

measures, it is important to note that many13

existing and planned standard design and14

operational features at the Pickering A facility,15

such as the containment structure, play a direct16

role in the protection of the environment and17

people.18

For the purpose of this19

environmental assessment, those standard features20

were viewed by the Commission staff as part of the21

project rather than as mitigation.  This enabled22

staff to concentrate on identifying and23

highlighting those additional measures that are24

needed.25
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In step four the significance of1

the ten residual adverse effects was determined2

using appropriate and defined criteria.  In this3

step none of the likely adverse effects were4

considered to be significant by Commission staff.5

These ten likely adverse effects6

involve hydrazine concentrations in the air,7

near-shore circulation patterns in Lake Ontario,8

water quality in Lake Ontario from accidental9

chemical spills, thermal discharges into Lake10

Ontario, impingement and entrainment of fish,11

spawning success of round whitefish, tritium in12

groundwater beneath the site, traffic at the Brock13

Road/Bailey Street intersection and at the Brock14

Road/Highway 401 interchange, and people's15

feelings of personal security.16

CMD 00-H29 contains a brief17

description of these likely adverse effects, the18

appropriate additional mitigation and the19

rationale for why Commission staff consider the20

effects to be minor and thus not significant.21

Specifically with respect to the22

effects on human health, the assessment considered23

exposure of the public and workers to radiation;24

exposure of the public and workers to25
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non-radiological contaminants; traffic safety;1

general wellbeing; and occupational health and2

safety.3

Commission staff concluded that no4

significant adverse effects on human health are5

likely to occur as a result of the project.6

I will return in a moment to7

discuss radiation effects in more detail,8

specifically with respect to nuclear accidents and9

sources of tritium release.10

The environmental assessment also11

considered, at a conceptual level, the likely12

effects of future decommissioning of the Pickering13

A facility.  Taking into account currently14

available measures and technologies to manage15

waste and control contamination during16

decommissioning, staff concluded that the17

decommissioning would not likely cause significant18

adverse environmental effects.19

However, when the time comes to20

decommission the facility, another detailed21

environmental assessment of that project will22

likely be required under the Canadian23

Environmental Assessment Act.24

Applying for follow-up monitoring25
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was produced and included in the screening report. 1

The follow-up plan includes 14 activities to be2

implemented prior to the return to service and 183

activities to be implemented following the return4

to power operation.5

If the Commission accepts the6

staff's conclusions and proceeds with a licensing7

decision, the follow-up plan would be further8

detailed in consultation with Commission staff,9

other government departments and local community10

groups.  The plan would then be integrated into11

the CNSC licensing and compliance process, as12

appropriate.13

I stressed earlier that an14

environmental assessment is normally only part of15

an ongoing environmental management process. 16

Because Pickering A is an existing facility with a17

long operating and regulatory history, there are18

other paths and ongoing environmental studies and19

activities that needed to be acknowledged and20

integrated, where appropriate, into this21

environmental assessment.22

Two other initiatives are of23

particular note.24

The environmental review of the25
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Pickering Nuclear Generating Station completed in1

1998 with community involvement identified2

approximately 160 specific environmental issues. 3

OPG prepared an annex to the draft environmental4

assessment report that explained the relationship5

of each issue to the environmental assessment.6

A detailed update on the 1607

issues is also provided in the screening report in8

volume 3.9

Following from the 199810

environmental review, Commission staff required11

that an ecological risk assessment of the12

Pickering station be undertaken.  The objective is13

to further identify and measure the effects on14

specific valued ecosystem components, or as we15

call them VECs, in the vicinity of the plant.16

The screening environmental17

assessment and follow-up program reflect key18

aspects of the ecological risk assessment and an19

update of the ecological risk assessment is also20

provided in Volume 3 -- that is, a summary.21

A very important part of this22

environmental assessment has been the involvement23

of the public and other stakeholders.  Commission24

staff directed OPG to consult, through the25
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environmental assessment, with the federal,1

provincial and local governments, community groups2

and the general public, using a variety of media3

and methods.4

In completing that requirement,5

OPG published five newsletters, each delivered to6

approximately 60,000 homes in the area.  Seven7

open houses have been held to date, with local8

advertising and specific notices mailed to over9

700 homes.10

Information mail-back cards were11

also sent to approximately 60,000 homes in the12

area.13

OPG co-ordinated an EA planning14

and consultation workshop that involved several15

interest groups.  They also conducted a number of16

briefings and interviews with a variety of17

government and public stakeholders.18

Project displays were placed at19

the Pickering Mall, as well as in 13 community20

centres and public libraries.21

OPG has maintained a Web site with22

information on the project and maintained a23

toll-free telephone number.  Furthermore, the24

public attitude research conducted by OPG for the25
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purpose of the environmental assessment involved1

the conduct of 750 separate interviews.2

CNSC staff also consulted directly3

with the public and government departments during4

the assessment process.5

A draft scope of assessment6

document was released for a 30-day comment period7

in November 1999.  Staff carefully considered all8

comments received during that review in preparing9

the final scope of assessment.10

Key issues related to that review11

are discussed in CMD 00-H29, and I will touch on12

some of these again in a moment.13

Staff also made the draft14

environmental assessment report available on15

May 1, 2000 for a 60-day public and government16

review.  All comments received were again17

carefully considered and incorporated, where18

appropriate, in the final screening report.19

Commission staff maintained20

information on its Web site and also monitored a21

toll-free number during the review of the draft22

report.23

Furthermore, the public and other24

stakeholders had an opportunity to comment on the25
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screening report during the course of this1

hearing.2

Participants in the consultation3

process were keenly interested in a number of key4

issues: in particular, the type of environmental5

assessment required, that is of screening versus6

comprehensive study or panel review; the effects7

of nuclear accidents and malfunctions; and in8

particular the choice of the accident event that9

we used; the effects of earthquakes; the effects10

of tritium releases; the effects of outstanding11

safety issues, including aging of the plant12

components, generic action items, and the planned13

improvements to the station; the effects of heat14

on the aquatic environment; and the effects of15

chlorine also on the aquatic environment.16

I will briefly elaborate on each17

of these issues, beginning with the type of18

assessment required.19

Some public participants objected20

to the fact that CNSC was conducting a screening21

rather than a comprehensive study or panel review22

under the CEAA.23

With respect to the call for24

comprehensive study, there are two important25
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points to consider.1

First, the Act does not provide2

the legal authority to follow the comprehensive3

study process for any projects other than those4

listed in the Comprehensive Study List5

Regulations.  This project is not of a type6

described on that list.7

Second, a screening, despite what8

the term may suggest, is not a cursory assessment. 9

The responsible authority has the full authority10

to scope the assessment to include whatever11

factors and levels of detail are appropriate.  The12

CNSC staff scoped this screening to provide an13

extensive review, including most of the14

requirements of a comprehensive study under the15

CEAA.16

With respect to a panel review,17

220 individuals and groups expressed in writing18

their view that the CNSC should not continue with19

the screening and formally requested the Minister20

of the Environment to refer the project to an21

independent federal panel.22

The Ministry did not initiate a23

referral to a panel in response to these requests.24

Those requests included 17425
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individuals who participated in a letter-writing1

campaign and 46 other individuals and groups who2

wrote to the Minister, including the following3

municipal councils:  the City of Pickering, the4

City of Toronto and Durham Region.5

The main reasons for these6

requests were a belief that a review panel would7

provide a more thorough review of the project; a8

concern that the CNSC was not including a review9

of energy generation alternatives; a concern that10

the CNSC was not including an assessment of a11

severe nuclear accident with simultaneous loss of12

containment; and a perceived general high level of13

public concern about the project.14

Commission staff has not supported15

these requests for panel review.16

Commission staff believes it has17

undertaken a very thorough environmental18

assessment of the project.  CNSC staff concluded19

that it is not appropriate to include a review of20

alternative energy generation strategies in this21

environmental assessment.  This is a22

project-specific assessment and not an assessment23

of Ontario's energy generation policies and24

programs.25
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The CEAA does not require the1

Commission to examine that issue.2

Commission staff further believes3

that it is not appropriate to include in an4

environmental assessment accident events that do5

not have a reasonable probability of occurring.6

A detailed rationale for selecting7

a representative event is included in the8

environmental assessment report, and I will refer9

to this rationale in a moment.10

With respect to the general level11

of public concern about the project, except for a12

few individuals, the public attitude research13

undertaken as part of this environmental14

assessment did not identify a high level of15

concern in the community about the project.16

Widespread public concern about17

the project was also not apparent during the18

variety of opportunities for public consultation19

offered by Ontario Power Generation.20

Some of the concerns expressed do21

not relate to matters under federal jurisdiction: 22

for example, the desire to examine alternative23

energy sources.24

Other concerns relate to general25
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issues about nuclear energy as opposed to the1

specifics of the project being proposed.  Many2

comments of a relevant technical nature were fully3

considered by Commission staff in the4

environmental assessment.5

A mitigation strategy was6

developed to address the remaining concerns about7

personal safety and security.8

Staff considers that this hearing9

also provides an appropriate forum for further10

consideration of any remaining public concerns.11

As I mentioned earlier, the12

Commission will need to consider the public13

concerns in determining whether to refer the14

project to the Minister for a referral to a review15

panel.16

I will now elaborate further on17

the question of nuclear accidents considered in18

this environmental assessment.19

Commission staff identified two20

categories of accident, one for maximum airborne21

release and the other for maximum effect on the22

aquatic environment of Lake Ontario from23

waterborne releases.24

With respect to the airborne25
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release event, Commission staff identified a set1

of accident sequences leading to severe core2

damage and subsequent release of radioactive3

material to containment, followed by a controlled4

discharge of the containment to the atmosphere.5

Some public participants believe a6

more severe accident, with simultaneous loss of7

containment, should have been selected.8

Although CNSC staff acknowledge9

that the accident scenario identified by those10

participants is the accident scenario used by11

Emergency Measures Ontario in its planning, staff12

do not consider that it is a realistic scenario,13

and as such is not appropriate for consideration14

from the environmental assessment.15

The objective of the Canadian16

Environmental Assessment Act is to determine if17

accidents and malfunctions that may occur in18

relation to a project are likely to cause19

significant adverse environmental effects.20

Commission staff concludes that21

the event identified in the screening report is22

appropriate for this objective.23

The assessment of nuclear24

accidents identified that the maximum dose to25
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individual members of the public would be1

15 milliSieverts, and there would be a collective2

dose of approximately 20 personSieverts.3

Those levels are below the4

applicable regulatory assessment criteria.  The5

doses to non-human biota from those events were6

also predicted to be below levels important for7

the protection of biota.8

Another important concern to many9

stakeholders is the effect that an earthquake10

could have on the safety of the station. 11

Earthquakes and other extreme environmental events12

were considered in the environmental assessment.13

The assessment was based on the14

Seismic Hazard Resolution Project initiated by15

Ontario Power Generation in 1998.  A report16

entitled "Seismic Hazard and Seismic Design Issues17

at OPG Nuclear Power Stations" was submitted in18

July of 2000 to the Senate Standing Committee on19

Energy, the Environment and Natural Resources.20

That report, which summarizes the21

current status of the seismic assessments, is22

included for your reference in volume 3 of the23

screening report.24

Based on this information and25
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following consultation with specialists at the1

Geological Survey of Canada, Commission staff2

concluded that seismic events are not likely to3

cause a significant adverse effect on the project.4

Work on the Seismic Hazard5

Resolution Project is continuing with the6

involvement of Commission staff.7

Releases of tritium from OPG8

nuclear power facilities to the air and water is9

another concern to some stakeholders.  Possible10

sources of tritium, the mechanisms of release and11

rates of release were all considered.12

Commission staff examined 199813

data on tritium and other radionuclides in the14

air, precipitation, surface water, groundwater,15

drinking water, fish, milk and vegetation in the16

vicinity of the site.17

The total estimated dose to18

individual members of the public from those19

sources was estimated to be 15 microSieverts per20

annum, which is small in comparison to background21

radiation and well below current regulatory22

limits.23

The incremental dose to an24

individual from the emissions of the return to25
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service project is estimated to be less than1

10 microSieverts per annum.2

Historic levels of a collective3

dose are currently very low and are expected to4

remain so following the proposed return to5

service.6

A tritium leak to groundwater7

below the site was carried forward to more8

detailed stages of the assessment.  The mitigation9

strategies were identified and residual adverse10

effects were determined by Commission staff to be11

minor and not significant.12

Comprehensive monitoring of13

radioactive emissions will form part of the14

power-up program and ongoing regulatory15

activities.16

Some public stakeholders expressed17

a variety of concerns about the general safety of18

the plant as a result of aging components,19

unresolved generic action items relating to CANDU20

reactors, and the need for improvements in the21

plant systems and operations.  In response to22

those concerns, updated information on the plant23

modifications and upgrades, and the effects of24

aging equipment and systems was added to the25
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screening report.1

For the purpose of this2

environmental assessment, Commission staff assumed3

that the upgrades and improvements necessary for4

the return to service would be in place.  If the5

Commission proceeds to a consideration of the6

licence application, the required upgrades in7

improvements to the station will be addressed in a8

future CNSC hearing on that application.9

Staff concluded that the10

resolution of the generic action items would not11

change the conclusions of the environmental12

assessment.13

The discharge of heat to Lake14

Ontario from the condenser cooling water system is15

an important interaction between the project and16

the environment and, thus, was of interest to17

staff and several participants during the18

environmental assessment.  On examination, it was19

determined that heat would improve warm water20

habitat for a number of fish species but result in21

a minor adverse affect on whitefish spawning and22

rearing habitat in the shoreline east area. 23

However, the magnitude of the effect, relative to24

the whitefish population in the lake, was25
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considered minor and not significant.1

The discharge of heat will not2

have a significant effect on municipal water3

supplies.4

Chlorine is used by Ontario Power5

Generation to control zebra mussels in the service6

water system.  The control of resulting discharges7

to the lake was an important issue raised in the8

review of this assessment.  It is important that9

the control program meet Environment Canada's10

requirement that effluent be non-acutely lethal. 11

This objective is also consistent with Ontario12

regulations relating to residual chlorine. 13

Ontario requires that all control points must be14

non-toxic due to chlorine by July 2002.  Since the15

issuance of the draft environmental assessment16

report, OPG has implemented an interim program for17

reducing chlorine discharges.  The program18

involves continued use of chlorine during the19

zebra mussel season and dechlorination in key20

areas.21

Sampling during the summer of 200022

has shown that the water quality at the outfall23

generally meets the provincial water quality24

objective for chlorine and all samples are well25
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below the provincial certificate of approval1

limit.  The discharges have also been shown to be2

non-acutely lethal in standard toxicity tests.3

Staff note that OPG is continuing4

to undertake research on other non-chlorine based5

methods for zebra mussel control.  Staff6

concluded, therefore, that the chlorine discharges7

are not likely to cause significant adverse8

effects.9

This completes my presentation on10

the environmental assessment.  I will now turn the11

floor back to Mr. Waddington for the Commission12

staff conclusions and recommendations.13

MR. WADDINGTON:  Thank you, Chris.14

CNSC staff conclude that returning15

the Pickering A reactors to power operation is not16

likely to cause significant adverse environmental17

effects, taking into account the appropriate18

mitigation measures.19

Commission staff received and20

carefully considered many comments from the public21

during the course of this assessment.  Commission22

staff conclude that the remaining public concerns23

about the project do not warrant a referral of the24

project to the Minister of the Environment for25
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referral to a review panel.1

Commission staff therefore2

recommend that the Commission accept the3

conclusions in the screening report and take a4

course of action consistent with section 20(1)(a)5

of the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, that6

is, to proceed to a decision on the licensing7

application under the Nuclear Safety and Control8

Act at a separate hearing.9

Thank you.10

We are of course available in case11

you do want to ask any questions, together with12

the experts.13

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you very14

much.15

We will not be proceeding into the16

questioning period.  As I indicated earlier, we17

will continue this hearing in Pickering on18

December the 14th.19

Thank you very much.20

--- Whereupon the hearing adjourned at 3:55 p.m.21


